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What the Butler Saw for the 1976 North Texas State

University Summer Repertory Theatre Company. Chapter I

examines the problem of play choice and provides an analysis

of the play selected. Chapter II describes the production

situation at North Texas, the preparation of the playscript,

the casting and staffing decisions, the technical direction,
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PREFACE

In June, 1974, the Division of Drama at North Texas

State University established its first Summer Repertory

Theatre Company. One of the reasons for starting the Com-

pany was a need to provide an opportunity for students to

experience an equivalent of what traditionally had been

called "summer stock." In this type of theatre, actors

and technicians work together on a number of productions

during a limited period of time, often "in repertory," and

thereby sharpen their theatrical skills to a degree not

possible in a more leisurely situation. Prior to 1974 at

North Texas, two productions had occurred each summer,

usually one adult play and one children's play, and the

two experiences had been kept largely separate from each

other. In 1974, however, a company of twenty students

performed four productions in a modified repertory situation:

Six Rms Riv Vu, directed by Dr. Carl J. Marder, III; The

Price, directed by Dr. Stanley K. Hamilton; Play It Again,

Sam, directed by graduate student James L. Prior; and The

Boy Friend, directed by Ralph Borden Culp. The third pro-

duction, Woody Allen's Play It Again, Sam, was a production

which served as part of a master's thesis. In 1975, the
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company consisted of twenty-one students participating in

four productions: The Spiral Staircase, directed by Dr.

Carl J. Marder, III; The House of Blue Leaves, directed by

Ralph Borden Culp; A Thurber Carnival, directed by graduate

student Bonnie Boyd; and Bus Stop, directed by Dr. Stanley

K. Hamilton. Three semester hours of credit were offered

for participating in the Summer Repertory Theatre Company. 1

The summer of 1976 was to bring further innovations.

In addition to receiving three semester hours of credit

each summer term, twelve members of the Summer Repertory

Theatre Company served as apprentices at the Dallas Summer

Musicals the first term, and eleven students took part in

the productions on campus. The next term eleven students

worked in Dallas and twelve members took part in campus

productions. The four productions on campus were a double

bill, A Phoenix Too Frequent and The Tiger, directed by

graduate student Johnny Williams; Luv, directed by Dr.

Stanley K. Hamilton; What the Butler Saw, directed by grad-

uate student Danny C. Rogers; and You're A Good Man, Charlie

Brown, directed by Ralph Borden Culp.2

'Dr. Carl J. Murder, III, Director, Division of Drama,
North Texas State University, personal interview, June 25,
1976. See also the North Texas State University Division
of Drama Scrapbook, 1974-75.

2North Texas State University 1976 Summer Repertory
Theatre Program, p. 4.
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Despite the slight changes made each time, similar-

ities existed among the three companies. Each summer two

productions were performed in the Studio Theatre, a 125-seat,

flexible theatre room, and two productions were presented

in the University Theatre, a 500-seat, proscenium-thrust

theatre. The members each time auditioned or were inter-

viewed for membership in the company and were assigned

roles and jobs based on these auditions or interviews.

Every member of the Summer Repertory Theatre Company signed

a contract as well.3  The chief difference in 1976 was

that only half of the company was available for the pro-

ductions during a given term.

Since a student-directed production had been a part

of the summer repertory season in 1974 and 1975, and one

of them had been a master's thesis production, in the

spring of 1976, both Johnny Williams and Danny C. Rogers

had offered their productions as partial fulfillment for

a master's degree. A common practice at North Texas State

University had been to present an analysis and production

book of a playscript, in conjunction with the actual staging

of the play, for consideration as work toward a master's

3Dr. Carl J. Marder, III, Personal Interview, June
25, 1976.
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degree. Moreover, the directing of a production had been

recognized as a field of study at North Texas State Univer-

sity through six courses: Drama 310, Directing of Drama;

Drama 340, Children's Theatre and Creative Dramatics; Drama

424, Theatre Arts for the Teacher; Drama 427, Advanced

Directing and Production; Drama 428, Production Design; and

Speech-Drama 533, Play Analysis for Design and Production.5

Thus, a master's thesis production of What the Butler

Saw, by Danny C. Rogers, was approved for the 1976 summer

season at North Texas State University. The play was

presented July 28-30, 1976, in the Studio Theatre. The

student members of the Repertory Company were the principal

performers and technicians, but two actors from outside

the company were absorbed into the cast.

4See, e.g., the following unpublished master's theses,
North Texas State University: J. E. Peninger, "A Production
Book for an Experimental Staging of Nikolai Gogol's The
Inspector General," 1966; J. L. Long, "An Analysis and
Production Book for a Staging of Samuel Spewack's Under the
Sycamore Tree," 1967; Robert Baker Foard, "An Analysis and
Production Book for a Staging of Jerry Bock's and Sheldon
Harnick's The Apple Tree," 1971; Carl Allen Jaks, "An
Analysis and Staging~of Burnt Offering, an Original Play
by Beverly McIntosh," 1972; Charles Austin Holland, "An
Analysis and Production Book for a Contemporary Staging of
Irwin Shaw's Bury the Dead," 1973; James L. Prior, "An
Analysis and Production Book for a Staging of Woody Allen's
Play AItAgain, Sam," 1974; and Wheelice Wilson, "A Production
Analysis of the musical, Peter Pan," 1975.

5North Texas State University, 1975-76 Undergraduate
Catalog, (Denton, Texas, 1975), p. 74.
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The thesis derived from this production is presented

in four chapters. Chapter I contains an analysis of What

the Butler Saw; Chapter II presents the problems and strat-

egies used to devise the production of this play; Chapter

III is the director's production book; and Chapter IV

summarizes the project and offers recommendations as a

guide to future graduate directors.
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CHAPTER I

THE ANALYSIS OF WHAT THE BUTLER SAW

Whatever the situation of production, the performance

of a play comes at the end of a long period of preparation.

Once a particular play has been chosen, a long and rather

complicated series of decisions is required of the director.

Put another way, every production is developed through a

process in which the director solves a series of problems.

The production of What the Butler Saw performed in the 1976

Summer Repertory Season at North Texas State University

under the direction of Danny C. Rogers was no exception to

this general requirement. The preparation began with the

problem of play choice and then proceeded to the analysis

of the play which was selected. This chapter describes

these two activities.

Choosing the Play

The 1976 summer season at North Texas State University

presented four plays in eight weeks. Actors, technicians,

rehearsal time and space, construction activities, and

equipment were shared by the four directors during a period

of time not much longer than that used by a single pro-

duction during a long session. The third production thus
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had only sixteen days for preparation. The directors

decided that this play should be done in the Studio Theatre,

an intimate "theatre room," should have a small cast and

a single setting, should be a light comedy or a farce,

and should be capable of attracting a large audience.

Joe Orton's What the Butler Saw, a comedy in two acts,

seemed to fit these specifications. There were six char-

acters, and the action took place entirely in "the con-

sulting room of an exclusive, private psychiatric clinic."'

Moreover, the play was both extremely funny and decidedly

controversial because of its irreverence and bawdiness.

The combination of hilarity and controversy was deemed to be

of interest to college students.

First performed in London, and later in New York,

Orton's play was received by the critics in almost the way a

child would receive a package if he knew what was inside;

for some, the surprise was ruined. A critic in The Times

of London wrote that "to specialize in bad taste requires

exceptional refinement, and no one understood this better

than the late Joe Orton."2 Later in the same article,

when directing his attention to What the Butler Saw, he

Joe Orton, What the Butler Saw (New York, Samuel
French, Inc., 1969),pTT.~~All riferences to the script
in Chapter I refer to this edition.

2 "Familiar Orton Pattern," London Times, March 6,
1969, p. 13.
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said, "It runs to the familiar, and now much copied, Orton

formula."3

To become "familiar, and now much copied" after writing

only four produced plays was no minor feat. When Entertaining

Mr. Sloane, Orton's second play but the first to be per-

formed, opened in London in 1964, Terence Rattigan called

it "the best first play I have seen in twenty-eight years

of play going. "4 Clive Barnes, the drama critic the The

New York Times, wrote that "when the British playwright Joe

Orton was murdered in 1967, at the age of thirty-four, one

of the most promising talents of our time passed from the

English speaking theatre. "5 Barnes then went on to say

"it is quite common nowadays to compare Joe Orton with Oscar

Wilde, and the comparison is not altogether unjustified. "6

Yet when What the Butler Saw came to New York, theatre-

goers were warned that "Orton is strong meat for many

people. He wrote simple farces that have an underlying

anti-social purpose. He found sex funny, blasphemy funny

and bureaucracy funny--and the jokes he makes about all

3"Familiar Orton Pattern," London Times, March 6,
1969, p. 13.

4Joe Orton, Entertaining Mr. Sloane (New York, Grove
Press, Inc., 1965), p. 85.

5 "What the Butler Saw, by Orton, Arrives," New York
Times, May 5, 1970, p. 56.

6Ibid.
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three are irreverent, nonsensical, and subtly anti-estab-

lishment. His is the theatre of the absurd taken to

absurdly dangerous lengths. "7

All of this praise and criticism concerned a dead

playwright and a play he never saw performed. Joe Orton

was murdered at the age of thirty-four, one week after he

had presented What the Butler Saw to Oscar Lewenstein,

impresario, film producer, and close friend.8 Eighteen

months later the script was produced.9 On May 4, 1970,

What the Butler Saw opened in New York and continued through

224 performances until it was closed as the first victim of

the contract dispute between Actors Equity Association and

the League of Off-Broadway Theatres and Producers. The

play was selected for Burns Mantle's Ten Best Plays of

the Year.

The Playwright and the Play

This analysis covers eleven points: (1) the playwright;

(2) the first productions; (3) the given circumstances of

the play; (4) the characters in the play; (5) the verbal

7 "Theatre: Orton 'Butler' Several new faces in cast
in six months," New York Times, October 14, 1970, p. 38.

8 "Obituary," London Times, August 10, 1967, p. 6.

9 "Posthumous Orton," London Times, November 21,
1968, p. 10.
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and non-verbal languages in the play; (6) the structure of

the play: story, plot, and rationale; (7) the scenic

environment of the play: scenery, costumes, lights, prop-

erties, and sound and special effects; (8) the mood or

atmosphere of the play; (9) the philosophical structure of

the play: ideas, attitudes, frames-of-reference; (10) the

action structure of the play, including the central action

or idea; (11) the style of the play.10

The Playwright

The man who wrote What the Butler Saw, Joe Orton, was

a consummate creator of risque dialogue, farcical situations,

and pornography against a background of Puritanism. By

his early thirties, when he died, Joe Orton had written

four plays that were all different yet all very much alike.

They ranged from the blackest of black comedy through absurd

comedy to quite serious drama, and they were booed, hissed,

and applauded. Joe Orton thrust satirical and sometimes

cruel pins into the balloon of authority, the bubble of

governmental rule, and the inflated importance of marriage,

normality, and anything thought of as "the proper thing

to do."

10 For definitions of these terms, see Francis Hodge,Play Directing: Analysis, Communication, and Style
(Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971)l.
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Born to lower-middle-income parents in 1933,11 Joe

Orton grew up in the post-World War II England that praised

Winston Churchill and his principles and argued with India

over self-rule and sacrificed lives to the dispute over a

Jewish state in the Middle East. At one time, Orton con-

sidered becoming a priest;2 at another, he served time in

prison for pasting pornographic pictures over the authros'

photographs and the illustrations in library books.13

The friend that assisted Orton in his defacing stunt

became Orton's roommate and, some say, his homosexual lover.

That same man killed Orton by beating him to death with a

hammer. The authorities found the two men dead side by

side; one had been murdered with a hammer, the other with

an overdose of narcotics.1 4  Joe Orton's will left every-

thing to his roommate, and since this roommate was his mur-

derer, who in turn had killed himself, Orton's death became

a sad comedy similar to something he might have written for

the stage. Sad, tragic, and yet with a dark twist that was

absurdly funny.

11 "Orton Obituary," London Times, August 10, 1967,
p. 10.

12 "Obituary," London Times, August 10, 1967, p. 6.
13 "Posthumous Orton," London Times, November 21,

1968.
1 4 "Wit Over The Corpse," London Times, August 27,

1968.
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After Orton's death, many critics came to respect his

plays. What the Butler Saw received only praise in the

reviews and is considered his best work. Yet this play

was still in rough draft when Orton died, and with only

four plays to his credit, Orton probably will never be

remembered as a great dramatist. He did make a minor

contribution, however, to the theatre in London and New

York during the late 1960's.

The First Productions

The audience at What the Butler Saw opening night on

Broadway saw a play that had already played to audiences

in Great Britain. Since Entertaining Mr. Sloane had been

given an Off-Broadway production a few years earlier, Orton

was known to the critics. Entertaining Mr. Sloane, though

full of black humor, was far more serious than What the

Butler Saw, which had a farcical intent and was filled

with absurdities and slapstick.

Yet the play was controversial when it was first pre-

sented. To begin with, though a British playwright could

use Winston Churchill, a nationally respected politician,

as the brunt of script-written jokes if it were done in

good taste, or the former British Prime Minister could be

referred to in a lightly humorous manner, when Orton wrote

about having a statue of the renowned statesman explode
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and in so doing not only kill but also sexually molest

an elderly grandmother, there was considerable outrage.

The play also thrust cruel fun at the government, doctors,

police, and secretaries, and ridiculed marriage, medicine,

the law, and any other institution that was within reach.

People thought sane were actually insane; everyone and

everything respectable were ridiculed. Sexual intercourse

was something to do in dark closets during wartime, in

elevators with the bellboy, and at a meeting of the Girl

Scouts. At the same time, Orton lampooned soap operas,

Shakespeare's dramaturgy, and family life.

Doctors have long been treated with everything from

worship to contempt in many forms of literature. What the

Butler Saw treated psychiatrists in the way journalists treated

politicians during the Watergate scandal. Psychiatrists

who certified people sane or insane were shown to be per-

verted, abnormal, and confused. Police officers, as the

enforcers of authority, were portrayed as dimwitted,

gullible, and clumsy. The government official in Orton's

play was seen to be unstable, arrogant, and living in a

world where "belief in normality is quite abnormal" (Act

II, p. 191).

When What the Butler Saw opened at the McAlpin Rooftop

Theatre in New York City on May 4, 1970, the outlandish
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satire proved to be just what the audience wanted. It was

a wild and unconventional play that did not ask for deep

thought or a commitment to anything. If there were a

"message," it was lost among the potpourri of slapstick,

high comedy, low comedy, serious dialogue, ridiculous

dialogue, and no dialogue at all. A chase scene included

gunshots, slamming of doors, screams, and general hysteria.

There were also several mistaken identities: a girl was

pretending to be a boy while a boy was dressed as a girl;

a doctor was trying to seduce the girl while his wife was

being seduced and then blackmailed by the boy; the policeman

was drugged, and the government official was crazily certi-

fying everyone else insane; people ran around onstage in

various stages of dress and undress, switching clothes,

hiding clothes, and stealing clothes; lies were told to

cover lies that had been made up to prevent discovery of

the first lies; murder, incest, insanity, rape, blackmail,

nymphomania, drugs, suicide, and necrophilia were all

attempted or discussed on stage. If not enough was going

on for the spectators to ponder, they could think about the

play's title; there is no "butler" in What the Butler Saw.

The Given Circumstances of the Play,

What the Butler Saw takes place in a well-to-do psy-

chiatrist's office on a spring day in England. The office



has three doors that lead to the rest of the clinic. The

spring weather is not cold enough for the entering charac-

ters to have winter coats. Yet the weather is not hot,

for Mrs. Prentice enters in Act I wearing a coat to hide

the fact that she does not have on a dress. The time of

the play is 1968.

The economic level varies from character to character.

As the head of a psychiatric clinic, Dr. Prentice is both

socially and financially a member of the upper-middle

class. Dr. Rance works for the government and has corre-

sponded with Sigmund Freud. Geraldine Barclay, who is an

orphan, is looking for a job because her money has run out

after she learned to take shorthand at the speed of twenty

words per minute, but before she learned to type. Nicholas

Beckett works as a bellboy in a hotel and has resorted to

blackmail and the sale of pornographic pictures. Sergeant

Match is a motorcycle policeman with the salary of a

sergeant.

Before the curtain rises for Act I, a chain of events

has led to what is happening or will happen in the play.

The dialogue reveals that the Prentices are married in

name only and that Dr. Prentice hated Mrs. Prentice's

mother. As she says in Act I, "he used to call her up on

the telephone and suggest painful ways of committing
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suicide" (Act I, p. 127). Dr. Prentice and Mrs. Prentice

each think the other is sexually inadequate. Prentice also

believes his wife is a nymphomaniac with other men while

frigid toward him. Since she thinks of him as a woman,

she is allowed to belong to a coven of lesbians.

Geraldine Barclay does not know who her father was,

since he sexually attacked her mother and then left the

scene. Her mother, a chambermaid at a hotel, left her

with a Mrs. Barclay. The stepmother has recently died in

an explosion that caused pieces of a Winston Churchill

statue to be embedded in her body. Geraldine is looking

for a job and wants to apply for the secretarial position

available at the clinic.

As Geraldine is being interviewed by Dr. Prentice at

the beginning of the play, the audience learns that Mrs.

Prentice is at her coven meeting and that Dr. Prentice

wants more than a handshake and an interview from Geraldine.

The Characters in the Play

If What the Butler Saw were a play about people who

actually existed, real psychiatrists would have a field day

with the characters. There are normal and abnormal sexual

drives; there are personality quirks and fears; there is

paranoia. The six characters in What the Butler Saw, that

is, could provide entire volumes on strange and bizarre
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human behavior. Since the play is a farce, however, it is

only a matter of time before the sweet, virginal girl meets

the sex-starved doctor who is married to the sex-hungry

wife who desires any man except her husband. Nor is it

long before the wife encounters the boy who looks for sex

because he is depressed over business failures, and has

taken up blackmail and pornography as sidelines. In addition,

the husband tries to conceal the girl from the wife while

the girl is trying to get away from the doctor without

bumping into the policeman who is after the boy. Simulta-

neously, the boy is disguised as the girl and then later as

the policeman as both he and the girl try to stay away from

the government official. These concealments and disguises

provide the energy that drives the play forward.

All of the action and all of the insanity revolve

around Dr. Prentice. A psychiatrist who to all outward

appearances has a sour marriage and a need for a secretary,

is published in the right journals, is known in the right

circles, and may be seen dining at only the best places,

Dr. Prentice shows a good deal of quality on the surface.

Within, however, he is a jumble of contradictions. Though

he cannot arouse his wife sexually, he also cannot seduce

another woman. Every time he tries to do so, a variety of

circumstances interferes. Frustrated by his impotence with
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his wife but unable to find another woman, he feels he is

being compressed tighter and tighter into a hard core of

tension that soon must explode. His search for manhood

takes him to the sweet and innocent Geraldine Barclay.

Being frustrated there as well, he becomes so obsessed with

sex, with the physical act itself, that he even attacks

his wife in the latter portion of the play. This attack

also fails.

To outward appearances Dr. Prentice is cool, controlle

and completely in charge of every situation. Inside he is

seething and writhing, and an explosion can be avoided only

as a result of being placed in circumstances that prevent

him from touching a woman.

Along the same lines, Mrs. Prentice has ceased to be

aroused by her husband. She has contempt for him because

of his sexual inadequacy, and searches elsewhere for satis-

faction. This includes joining a coven of lesbians. Yet

she speaks proudly of her husband in front of others, and

she boasts to the government official of her husband's

psychiatric skills before she is convinced that her husband

is insane. At no point does Mrs. Prentice seem to be a

mental heavyweight; she is deceived by her husband about

the secretary, then convinced by the government official

that her husband is crazy. She also readily accepts that

d,
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the girl is crazy, the boy is crazy, and that she is

crazy herself.

Yet Mrs. Prentice enjoys being well-to-do, in fact

wealthy, and has a low opinion of those people beneath her

social and economic class. This becomes evident when she

reveals that for a lark she worked as a chambermaid shortly

after World War II. All she cares about, it seems, is her

own satisfaction, which, despite several near misses, she

has not found. Yet she craves more than physical fulfill-

ment; she wants emotional satisfaction as well. When she

is molested by her husband she enjoys the experience even

though she despises him. After circumstances intervene,

she is so determined to get that feeling back that she

tries to force her husband to assault her at gunpoint. Dr.

and Mrs. Prentice are approximately the same age, the middle

forties, and they have been married about twenty years.

Geraldine Barclay--sweet, innocent, virginal, and

naive--only complicates matters for Dr. and Mrs. Prentice.

Spying a delicate morsel, he attempts to seduce the girl.

Geraldine smilingly agrees to help him try out his new

contraceptive device if, as he insists, it is part of the

requirements for the job. Then she finds herself certified

insane and caught up in a bellhop's disguise while trying

to get her own clothes back.
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The bellhop involved with Mrs. Prentice is Nicholas

Beckett. Almost the exact opposite of Geraldine, he seduces

hotel patrons, girl scouts, and any other woman available.

Yet he feels something has been wrong with his life since

he quit collecting stamps, and he has been blackmailing

Mrs. Prentice into getting him a respectable job. Despite

his apparent sophistication, Nicholas seems as naive as

Geraldine; he assumes Dr. Prentice is insane simply on the

word of Dr. Rance.

Geraldine and Nicholas appear to be about the same

age, weight, and height. They switch clothes to pretend

to be each other. At the conclusion of the play the audi-

ence does, in fact, learn that the two are exactly the

same age.

Dr. Rance's character description could begin with the

words "bizarre, crazy, demented, perverted, and asinine."

As a psychiatrist who is also a government official, and

thus the supreme authority figure in the play, Rance is a

prime target for the darts Orton wants to throw at such

people. Rance soon shows himself to be irrational, irratic,

and unstable, so self-centered, egotistical, and rightous

that if there were a Richter Scale for degrees of insanity,

Rance would register at the highest point. He is so crazy

he notices it himself when he insists that belief in

normality is considered abnormal and also that it is
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"much too late to tell the truth" (Act II, p. 209). Once

having certified an entire family insane, he had a photograph

taken and sent to Sigmund Freud, an act of which he is quite

proud. The family happened to be Rance's father and mother.

Nor is the representative of law and order in What

the Butler Saw, Sergeant Match of the police, given much

for the audience to admire. He is dull, simpleminded,

gullible, and in this predominantly sexual farce, ridiculous

as well as sexless. He is the only character who does not

try to rape someone. In fact, the policeman spends a great

deal of the play staggering around in his underwear as

if he were drugged. From the time he enters to look for

the bellboy and the missing parts of the statue of Winston

Churchill, Match is lied to, tricked, deceived, and generally

made to look like a fool.

The Verbal and Non-verbal
Languages in the Play

The chief characteristic of the play thus far has been

the ridicule Orton hurls at people and institutions in the

England of 1968. The language his characters speak continues

this attack. His major verbal weapons are outrageously

funny verbal contradictions. A good example can be found

in Act II when Dr. Rance and Dr. Prentice are arguing over

the certification of Geraldine and Nicholas as insane:

Rance: I am a representative of order, you of
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chaos. Unless that fact is faced, I can never
hope to cure you. Make out the committal orders
for me to sign.
Prentice: I can't agree to such drastic action.
We've no evidence of insanity. These children
are no more ill than I am.
Rance: But your condition is worse than theirs.
Prentice: I can't accept that.
Rance: No madman ever accepts madness. Only
the sane do that. I'm relieving you of your post
as head of the clinic. You'll do as I say from
now on.
Prentice: I resent your handling of this affair,
sir. I shall make my views known to the
commissioners.
Rance: I doubt whether the views of a madman
will carry much weight with the commissioners.
Prentice: I'm not mad. It only looks that
way.
Rance: Your actions today could get the
Archbishop of Canterbury declared non-compos.
Prentice: I'm not the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Rance: That will come at a later stage of
your illness.
Prentice: Your interpretation of my behavior
is misplaced and erroneous. If anyone borders
on lunacy it's you yourself!
Rance: Bearing in mind your abnormality, that
is a normal reaction. The sane appear as
strange to the mad as the mad to the sane. (Act II, p. 175)

Throughout the play, the lines build on one another

in the manner of stichomythia, but each single speech is

a "punch line" in itself. Not content with making a point

once, the lines emphasize it over and over in different

ways. In the example of the dialogue given above, reference

is made at least four times to the fact that insanity

depends on nothing more than a person's opinion and the

person giving the opinion might actually be the insane

one. The adage about beauty being "in the eye of the
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beholder" is made to refer to the issue of sanity or

insanity. At other times, the characters develop innocent

conversations that suddenly twist into the usual outrageous

staccato. In Act I, for example, Nicholas is apologizing

to Dr. Prentice for molesting Mrs. Prentice:

Nick: I'm sorry if my behavior last night
caused your wife undue anxiety, but I've a
burning desire to sleep with every woman I
meet.
Prentice: That's a filthy habit and, in my
opinion, very injurious to the health.
Nick: It is, sir. My health's never been
the same since I went off stamp collecting.
Prentice: We have an overall moral policy
in this clinic from which even I am not exempt.
While you're with us as my secretary I shall
expect you to show an interest in no one's
sexual organs but your own.
Nick: I would miss a lot of fun that way. (Act I, p. 135)

Though more examples could be cited, it should be

clear already that the language of What the Butler Saw

seeks primarily to demonstrate that the boundaries placed

by society between what is "decent" or "indecent" are

imaginary. They can be moved in closer, made more re-

stricting, or they can be moved further out to allow

greater freedom. Thus, the lines must rattle like machine

gun fire as the characters mouth the dialogue as fast as

the brain can create the ideas and the words. Only secon-

darily does the dialogue involve the usual give-and-take

between or among "people talking," or the expected reve-

lations of personality. The lines of one character drip
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with venom most of the time and force another one to

respond.

Besides this stichomythic comedy, the dialogue also

conatins a number of soliloquies. Mrs. Prentice is trying

to explain the loss of her dress in Act I, (see Chapter

III, p. 95, below) is one example. She talks to her

husband directly and to the audience indirectly, and also

appears to be talking to herself, as if vocal repetition

would help clear the confusion from her mind. Sergeant

Match does much the same thing when trying to explain why

he is searching for the girl whose step-mother was killed

by certain parts of an exploding statue; he informs the

other actors on stage, the audience, and himself that

Miss Barclay's step-mother, a woman of
otherwise unblemished character, died recently.
Shortly before her death her name had been
linked in a most unpleasant way with that of
Sir Winston Churchill. Mrs. Barclay's
association with the great man gave offense
in some circles. However, the local council,
composed by and large of no-nonsense men and
women in their sixties, decided in view of
his war record to overlook Sir Winston's moral
lapse.(Act I, p. 147)

Match continues his explanation even further, but

when his story reaches its conclusion, the playwright

inserts the following brief dialogue:

Prentice: You suspect my secretary of having
stolen certain parts of Sir Winston Churchill?
Match: Yes.
Mrs. Prentice: Sergeant, here is proof that
the young man was in this room.
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Match: He can't get far without clothing.
Prentice: His progress without clothing
last night was enviable. (Act I, p. 149)

Dr. Rance' s soliloquies appear to be insane ranting,

as if he were driven crazy by all the things happening

onstage and in his mind. Yet Orton again combines the

soliloquy with the machine-gun dialogue:

Rance: Lunatics are melodramatic. The
subtleties of drama are wasted on them.
Everything is now clear. The final chapters
of my book are knitting together: incest,
buggery, outrageous women and strange love-
cults catering to depraved appetites. All
the fashionable bric-a-brac. My "unbiased
account" of the case of the infamous sex-
killer Prentice will undoubtly add a great
deal to our understanding of such creatures.
Society must be made aware of the growing
menace of pornography. The whole treacherous
avant-garde movement will be exposed for
what it is--an instrument for inciting decent
citizens to commit bizarre crimes against
humanity and the state!

You have, under your roof, my dear, one
of the most remarkable lunatics of all time.
We must institute a search for the corpse.
As a transvestite, fetishist, bi-sexual
murderer Dr. Prentice displays considerable
deviation overlap. We may get necrophilia
too. As a sort of bonus. Would you
confirm, Prentice, that your wife saw
you carrying a body into the shrubbery?
Prentice: Yes. I have an explanation for
my conduct.
Rance: I'm not interested in your
explanations. I can provide my own.
Where is your secretary?
Prentice: I've given her the sack.
Rance: He killed her and wrapped her body
in a sack. The word association is very
clear.
Prentice: I haven't killed anyone!
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Rance: Your answer is in accord with the
complex structure of your neurosis.
Prentice: The person my wife saw wasn't
dead. They were asleep.
Rance: He hopes for a ressurrection. We've
a link here with primitive religion. (Act II, p. 189)

The Structure of the Play:
Story, Plot, and -Rationale

If plays were given previews in a newspaper similar

to those for a television series, the next showing of

What the Butler Saw would read something like the following:

"An apparently successful psychiatrist finds himself in a

laughable situation when his wife walks in on him seducing

a girl applying for a secretary's job. To complicate

matters the wife has brought home a molester that is trying

to blackmail her. The applecart is further upset when a

government official pulls a surprise inspection and doctor

and wife try to conceal their mistakes. The absurdity is

carried one step further upon the entrance of a policeman

looking for the girl, but the boy thinks the cop is after

him. What follows then is a madhouse of embarrassment

until all is well at the end."

While not exactly "I Love Lucy" or "The Mary Tyler

Moore Show," such a plot may have merit as a satire on

"soap operas." In the flowery language most television

reviewers use, the playwright would be described as follows:

"Joe Orton strikes another blow for decadence with his
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assault on the field of psychiatry and the institution of

marriage. Not suitable for children because of language,

sex, violence, and general principles."

It all starts innocently enough as a prospective

employer interviews a prospective employee. The girl is

looking for a job; the doctor is looking for a secretary.

Then the doctor decides to look for something else, an

opportunity to seduce the girl. He is thwarted in his

attempt by the arrival of his wife, a sex kitten to all

other men, a man-eating tiger to her husband. While the

husband tries to conceal the girl, the wife introduces a

blackmailing sex fiend who wants the job of secretary.

A government inspector enters and the doctor finds himself

getting deeper and deeper into trouble as he tries to sneak

the girl past the wife, the boy past the official, the

girl past the official, and the boy past the wife; and then

a policeman enters looking for the boy and the girl. What

started out as simple innocence winds up as confused

bawdiness.

In modern day "soap operas," the participants just

get over one problem when another appears: i. e. "Regina

learns she isn't blind from the blow on the head Sven dealt

her during his kidnap attempt just as Regina's son, Johnny,

moves in with an older woman who just happens to be Sven's

ex-wife, who is suffering from a "terminal disease."
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Joe Orton must have watched "soap operas" prior to writing

What the Butler Saw, for Dr. Prentice just gets Geraldine

undressed when Mrs. Prentice walks in. He gets his wife

out of the way and tries to get rid of the girl when Dr.

Rance walks into the picture. Geraldine and Nicholas

free themselves from Rance and Mrs. Prentice only to en-

counter Match. Round and round it goes.

Just as every person in a "soap opera" is related or

connected to everyone else, moreover, the characters in

What the Butler Saw are ultimately tied together. Trying

to explain what the play is "about" to an interested party

would be similar to trying to describe what a soap opera

is "about." The first is describable only in terms of

ridiculousness, insanity, hilarity, and absurdity; the second

can be described only with words such as depressing,

suffering, agony, and melodrama.

The Scenic Environment of the Play: Scenery,
Costumes, Lights, Properties, and

Sound and Special Effecfts

What the North Texas audience saw when witnessing

What the Butler Saw was not what the London or the New

York audiences saw. In actual meaning and content the play

was unchanged, but the set, the costumes, and the sound

were different. Figure 1, page 24, shows the floor plan

in the playscript that was used in New York.
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The director changes and the reasons for them will be

explained in Chapter II.

There were also differences between what the publishers

of the script of What the Butler Saw called for in the way

of costumes and those used at North Texas. The interchanging

of costumes by the characters onstage demanded that special

attention be paid to the style of dresses chosen for Mrs.

Prentice, Geraldine, Nick, and Sergeant Match. The script

contained the following costume plot shown in Figure 2.

DR. PRENTICE:
Three-piece oxford-gray, pin-striped, well-tailored,
single-breasted suit; black shoes and socks; black
and white striped shirt; white and gray print tie;
a below-the-knee white hospital coat.
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MRS. PRENTICE:
A simply cut white coat with rhinestone brooch at theneck; a shocking-pink, box-pleated dress; blue and
white chemise with matching panties; dark-shade pantyhose; bone-color shoes (simple pumps) with onyx
buckle; black, wrist-length gloves.

GERALDINE BARCLAY:
Same dress as Mrs. Prentice; bright orange bra;
bikini-cut, bright floral panties; light-shade panty
hose; gray cloth sling pumps; gray purse; short white
gloves; a white hospital gown (as are worn by patients).

DR. RANCE:
Three-piece, dark brown, glen plaid, single-breasted
suit; tan and white striped shirt with matching bow
tie; brown Bass-type, rubber soled shoes; suspenders;
brown and beige argyle socks; a hospital coat identical
to the one Dr. Prentice wears.

SERGEANT MATCH:
Modified bobby's uniform--tunic top--sergeant stripes
on sleeve; policeman's helmet; black boots; suspenders;
long black socks; garters, pale green, plaid boxer
shorts; sleeveless undershirt; hooded, jersey aubergine
dress.

NICHOLAS BECKETT:
Bright red gold-trimmed page boy's uniform with short
jacket, gold buttons, with matching pillbox hat;
black patent-leather shoes; black socks; red boxer
shorts; identical pumps to Geraldine Barclay's; hooded,
jersey, aubergine dress. One prop dress to look like
the shocking pink ones which Mrs. Prentice and Geraldine
Barclay wear.

Fig. 2--Script costume plot (p. 70)

Unlike the set and the costumes, few plays have simpler

light and sound plots than What the Butler Saw. The stage

lights come up full at the beginning of each act and fade

at the end of each act. The light plot is shown in

Figure 3.
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General Area Illumination. Very Bright.

Glow From Above Dome Area If Used.

No Internal Light Cues. Lights Bump Up

Brightly at the Opening of Each Act and Blackout

at the End of Each Act.

Fig. 3--Script light plot (p. 71)

Although no music is indicated in the playscript, music

is the only variation added by the director at North Texas.

The sound plot is shown in Figure 4.

Gun Shots:
Need two practical 22 blank pistols
(one as cover gun).
USED OFF STAGE ONLY!

Buzzer:
With a harsh sound, e.g., hockey game
buzzer.

Fire Gong or Siren:
Both are easily purchasable in burglar
alarm supply stores. Operated manually
by stage manager. Rigged with push
buttons and can be plugged into 110
volt wall socket.

Fig. 4--Script sound plot (p. 71)

Most of the properties called for in What the Butler

Saw are used to "dress" the stage. Even though a psychia-

trist would have little use for cotton swabs, stethoscope,

and tongue depressors, such items are listed. One justi-

fication may be that Dr. Prentice's office, where all of
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the action takes place, is adjacent to "the wards" and at

times is referred to as "the clinic." An audience member

who noticed gauze pads, cotton balls, medical jars, and

a stethoscope probably would associate these items with

a doctor's office. Yet besides the soon-to-be-licentious

couch there is little to associate Joe Orton's "Dr.

Prentice" with the profession of psychiatry. The prop-

erties called for in the script are shown in Figure 5.

OFF STAGE--down right:
2 differently-shaped tumblers
1 straitjacket (worn by Mrs. Prentice)
Paper towels
1 kidney-shaped basin
1 hospital trolley with loose sheet for cover
Geraldine's hospital gown
Nick's gray pumps

OFF STAGE--down left:
Sgt. Match's aubergine dress
Mrs. Prentice's shocking pink dress
2 hospital coats (Dr. Prentice and Dr. Rance)
with red pillbox in the pocket of Dr. Rance's

OFF STAGE--up right:
1 black attache case (Dr. Rance) with monograph

and pad inside
1 medical magazine
5 envelopes, 3 white and 2 colored, all addressed
1 hooded aubergine dress on wooden hanger (Nicholas
Beckett)

2 straitjackets (Geraldine and Nick)

OFF STAGE--up left:
1 brass, medium-size, oriental-type vase with bright

red artificial roses in it
1 medium-sized syringe with needle (blunted) attached
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ON-STAGE PROPS:

On top of cabinet, far right:
1 stethoscope; 1 pair rubber gloves; 1 reflex hammer;
1 small paper cup filled with water; 1 plastic pill
bottle; 1 silver decanter

Stage-right table:
1 large vase with red cloth red roses; 2 medical
(Psychiatric) magazines

On top of desk, stage left:
1 pencil holder with many pencils; scissors and letter
opener combination; 1 bottle man's cologne; 1
dictaphone microphone; pen in holder; 1 desk pad.

Inside desk drawers, top right:
1 white pillbox; top left: 1 committal order form;
bottom left: two small guns (props only).

On top of cabinet, far left:
1 silver decanter, two small glasses; 3 water tumblers,
1 decanter half-filled with liquor

Upstage behind curtains:
identical bra and panties to Geraldine's; 1 stand-by
note (the one Dr. Prentice throws to Geraldine)

NOTE: The cabinets, right and left, are dressed with
several medical jars filled with wooden swabs, gauze
pads, cotton balls, etc. The bookcases right and left
are filled with matching sets of books. The stage-
right bookcase contains 1 large, available, leather-
type bound volume. The bookcase stage-left contains
a leather-bound clippings file. The stage-right
table is dressed with 1 elegant, sterling silver
cigarette box and 1 conical, covered sterling silver
jar.

Fig. 5--Script property plot (p. 68)

The Mood or Atmosphere of the Play

In What the Butler Saw, psychiatrists, police, doctors,

anyone married, government officials, bellboys, innocent

girls, statues of famous people--all of these are intended
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to seem ridiculous. The spectator is supposed to laugh

with indignation at what happens in the play. It is as if

the play were a soap box upon which the playwright is an

orator. The comic lines and acting are thus placed in an

atmosphere of scatological speechmaking. Orton speaks

every line to his enemy, which is the customary way of

looking at social, sexual, and artistic relationships.

Another way of describing this mood is to see it as a

"put-on," farcical in nature, a combination of slapstick

and ideology in which the audience as the "Butler" joins

the cast in "sending up" their society's mores. Thus,

What the Butler Saw essentially is a clever practical joke

that actors and audiences play upon their world.

The Philosophical Structure of the P
Ideas, Attitudes, Frames-of-Reference

"Rebellious, challenging, disrespectful, and arrogant"

is a phrase that could be used to describe all of Joe

Orton's plays. When trying to define the philosophical

structure of What the Butler Saw, it is necessary to depend

on the director-analyst's philosophy regarding the insti-

tutions the play attacks. The experience, background,

intellect, and emotions of the director lead him to call

some ideas satirical and some factual; indeed to find any

"ideology" at all in the play is a ever-narrowing circle

within a circle.
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Uncovering Joe Orton' s central idea involves searching

for a philosophical statement in the script. One statement,

or series of statements, around which the rest of the

dialogue is built is difficult to discern. In Act II,

Dr. Rance states to Mrs. Prentice that "belief in normality

is quite abnormal" (Act II, p. 191). Moments earlier in the

script, the government official had reasoned: "You can't be

a rationalist in an irrational world. It isn't rational"

(Act II, p. 191). It is the erratic Dr. Rance who also

deduces that "The sane appear as strange to the mad as the

mad to the sane" (Act II, p. 177).

Thus, is appears Joe Orton may have used his confused

and confusing Dr. Rance to develop the philosophy that

governs the play: "You're in a madhouse. Unusual behavior

is the order of the day. . . . We've no privileged class

here. We practice democratic lunacy" (Act II, p. 165). About

the time this total meaning has been chosen and What the Butler

Saw given a rational configuration, the reader is reminded

that "rational thought comes easily to the lunatic" (Act I, p. 127).

Given the scatological-oratorical approach of the

playwright which was noted in the study of the play's

"atmosphere," it may be that no ideology exists in Orton's

work. Yet each of the characters seems to be engaged in

a search that is only primarily sexual. Frustrated in

their search for satisfaction elsewhere, both the Prentices
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must return to each other. Their mutual self-help is

blocked until the convolutions of the story bring them

finally together--both a sexual and a social family. It

is thus implied at least that some kind of artistic or

symbolic "plotting" is necessary for human fulfillment.

Geraldine and Nicholas are also searching. She wants

security, a father to protect her, and love without the

sexual license that often comes with love in her society.

He has had sexual relationships by the hundreds--as the

slave of a sailor, the attacker of a group of schoolgirls,

a bellboy that doubles as a blackmailing stud--but he has

not experienced love. The same magical artistic formula

that aided the Prentices helps their children as well.

Dr. Rance is searching for his power of reasoning.

Driven by his official authorization to determine sanity,

he seeks to find more and more lunatics. He becomes so

obsessed with the lunacy of others that he loses his mind.

Yet he keeps searching for a way out of his ever-worsening

situation. He leaps at the chance, for example, to write

a novel about the bizarre happenings in Dr. Prentice's

office.

Even Sergeant Match, who must enforce the law, is

engaged in a search. If a law is broken then the guilty

person must be found. Match's purpose is to find the law-

breaker and thereby to find, or define, the law. Searching
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inside and outside the psychiatric clinic, he attempts

to complete his appointed task. His failure only highlights

the "solution by plot" that Orton has provided.

All the characters would fail in their searches without

Joe Orton's bringing together the circumstances that be-

come the conclusion of the play. Without the interference

of Dr. Rance and Sergeant Match, the Prentices would

never realize the solution to their needs was each other.

Nick would have continued his sex-and-blackmail ring but

for Mrs. Prentice's drawing him to the office. Geraldine

was doomed to a life of sweet oblivion until her stepmother

was killed by the statue of Winston Churchill and she was

forced to look for a job with Dr. Prentice. The exploding

statue also brought Match into the affair so he could force

Nick, Prentice, Mrs. Prentice, and Geraldine together.

Rance and Match thus become unlikely shepherds for the

others.

The Action Structure of the Play, Including
the Central Action or Idea

Even after the philosophical structure described above

is accepted, it would be simple to say that What the Butler

Saw is about a human being, who happens to be a psychiatrist,

caught in a web of lies and deceits everywhere as he searches

for sexual and social fulfillment. The other characters

parallel his "search," but it is to Dr. Prentice, and in
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his office, that everything happens. Prentice is wound

deeper and deeper into his web of lies and his attempts to

right things with more lies. He is frustrated at every

turn to the point of going insane: Mrs. Prentice gets her

uncomplicated mind so full of complications that she

imagines herself crazy. Geraldine and Nicholas both try to

keep their heads within the confines of sanity but are

nearly driven out by the confusion. Match enters the play

simply searching and continues in this same vein throughout

the play. Dr. Rance, the one character that is plainly out

of his mind, seems to make more sense than any of the others.

Thus, the character actions may be described as

follows:

a. Dr. Prentice: to find satisfaction, be it physi-

cally or mentally. He wants to be fulfilled.

b. Dr. Rance: to find truth. Rance is looking for

the definition of right, searching for the absolute truth,

the yardstick by which all sanity is measured.

c. Geraldine: to find experience. This naive child

wants to know what the world is really like. She needs a

guide.

d. Nick: to give experience. He has seen much of the

world and is looking for someone to share his knowledge

with.
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e. Mrs. Prentice: to give satisfaction, to fulfill

someone's, anyone's, needs and wants both physically and

mentally.

f. Match: to administer justice. Not only is he the

protector of right, he is also judge and jury driven by

the need to seek out wrongdoers.

These independent actions are intermingled in Joe

Orton's script. Taken altogether, the actions in the play

are organized around the following central action: to

search for contentment. No one in the play is happy as

he is; no one is satisfied, no one is complete.

The Style of the Play

With only four published plays, Joe Orton might have

been limited to four styles. But he chose to write eclec-

tically in all his works. What the Butler Saw combines

farce, melodrama, comedy of manners, theatre of the absurd,

biography, slapstick farce, and Brechtian comic alienation.

The result is what might be called the "Orton style."

What the Butler Saw was not meant to be spoken in the

Globe Theatre, in Elizabethan costumes, or in a "King James"

version of the English language. Neither was Dr. Rance to

be acted in the same style as Willy Loman nor Mrs. Prentice

to be portrayed as Laurie in Oklahoma!
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Putting a label on Joe Orton's style requires extensive

consideration of his comedic, philosophic, absurd, melo-

dramatic, and farcical intentions. Certainly What the

Butler Saw is not considered a tragedy, but neither is it

pure melodrama, pure comedy, pure farce or pure theatre of

the absurd.

Loosely defined, "melodrama" has been those plays in

which highly theatrical activities dominate the dramatic

action. The activities tend to make the action superficial

and thus reduce the development of character. The villain

ties the heroine to the railroad track, for example, while

the hero tries to free himself from his bonds in the

burning barn. A contemporary, though less flamboyant

example would be the soap operas on radio and television.

Yet the revelation that Nicholas is the long-lost twin to

Geraldine and that both are the offspring of a passionate

moment in a darkened linen closet between Dr. Prentice and

Mrs. Prentice is a melodrama tempered with comedy. The

incongruous approach to the revelation of paternity,

maternity, and sibling kinship makes the entire story as

laughable as it is thrilling. In What the Butler Saw

there lies a twisted melodrama.

The love-hate relationship between Dr. Prentice and

his wife is distorted to the audience but makes perfect

sense to the two characters in the action of the play.
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The audience is aware that the frustrated, sex-starved

husband and the passion-less, sex-starved wife do not

belong in a "normal" marriage. In this variation from the

norm, comedy thrives. At one point, Dr. Rance plainly

tells the audience that normal behavior isn't normal; it's

abnormal. What the Butler -Saw, then, has the makings of

a melodramatic comedy.

Farce, almost by definition, calls for exaggeration.

It is "comedy" when Dr. Rance questions Geraldine about

the first man in her life, meaning it in the sexual conno-

tation, but "farce" when Geraldine misunderstands and

answers literally "my father" (Act I, p. 113). This misun-

derstanding continues for several lines as the situation gets

increasingly worse. This "misunderstanding-on-a-theme," a

much used routine in both high farce and comedy, becomes low

farce when Dr. Rance throws his body on top of Geraldine's

with the line, "I'm talking about rape, Miss Barclay!" (Act I,

p. 115). Rance has underlined and capitalized the line with

his action, and made a complete fool of himself in the

meantime. Rance is a farcical character at that moment, and

What the Butler Saw is a farcical melodramatic comedy.

When Mrs. Prentice "goes off the deep-end" in Act II

and a screaming, shooting, shouting melee begins, the action

becomes a contrivance of farce. There have been farcical

"chase-scenes" from the earliest days of theatre, but in
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What the Butler Saw the audience is signaled that the

ending is soon to come, that they are witnessing an "absurd"

event drawing to a close. As Dr. Prentice proudly announces,

we are now approaching what our racier novelists term the

climax" (Act II, p. 215). Orton has told the audience that

the characters are just that, characters. What the Butler

Saw then becomes a contradiction in terms: seriously funny,

realistically absurd, and deceivingly honest. The rapid

interplay among the contradictions is in itself a "farcical

action."

In this regard, What the Butler Saw joins a large

group of plays that break established rules. The rock

musical Hair, for example, written at about the same time,

is one example of this revolution of the 1960's. The

summer of 1968, in the United States, was one of violence,

upheaval, and revolt. Although written in England by an

English playwright, What the Butler Saw matched the fast

paced, revolutionary style of 1968 America. It was intended

to attack the accepted means of relieving the tension

and pressures of the day.



CHAPTER II

THE PRODUCTION STRATEGIES FOR

WHAT THE BUTLER SAW

The production of What the Butler Saw that is the

subject of this thesis was prepared July 12-27, and per-

formed July 28-30, 1976, in the Studio Theatre at North

Texas State University. This chapter describes (1) the

production situation at North Texas that summer, (2) the

director's preparation of the playscript, (3) the casting

and staffing decisions, (4) the technical direction, (5)

the rehearsal process, and (6) the front-of-house activi-

ties.

The Production Situation

The Summer Repertory Theatre Company of 1976 was

slightly different from the previous two years in that

one-half served as apprentices at the Dallas Summer

Musicals. The need to provide a "summer stock" experience

was thus easily met. Each term of five weeks, eleven

people were supposed to develop two major productions;

What the Butler Saw would have eleven people and sixteen

days from the first rehearsal to opening night. The

company members constructed sets and costumes, devised

38
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properties, focused lights, and so forth for two productions

(the second was You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown) while

acting in at least one of the productions; some students

had roles in both productions.

Both the director and the cast of What the Butler Saw,

moreover, h1ad courses outside the Division of Drama. As

college students, they had to give precedence to their

classes. There were also financial difficulties for some

of the students; others had parental instructions to heed

and obey. The director of What the Butler Saw was a grad-

uate student whose experience was closer to that of the

students than that of the faculty even though he was some-

what older than the rest of the students.

The members of the company had been chosen in April,

1976, by means of auditions and interviews, and the four

directors had selected their cast members during a long

conference shortly after the .auditions and interviews had

been concluded. By the middle of July, however, several

company members had left school; others had chosen options

that did not include being on campus the second term.

These decisions brought changes in both the second term

productions, and these changes placed a greater burden

than had been expected on the preparation of What the

Butler Saw.



The expected problems of time and scheduling were

easily solved by the schedule shown in Figure 12, pages

Only the lack of time was debilitative, and that aspe t

play production was a major reason for attempting the

summer theatre in the first place. It was good training

to work under time pressures similar to those experience

in the commercial theatre, and the problem of time had

the expected hot-house effect on the sharpening of stud

skills.

The low budget was also accepted as a challenge to

creativity. Although the $250.00 assigned to What the

Butler Saw was approximately one-fourth the amount usua:

allotted to major productions in the Studio Theatre, woi

within such a tight budget was one of the skills to be

learned in a summer repertory theatre. The production

budget is shown in Figure 6, below.

55-56.
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EXPENSES: Scripts
Royalty
Shop
Publicity
Costumes

TOTAL EXPENSES

INCOME: Total Box Office

TOTAL INCOME

BUDGET $ 250.00 TOTAL INCOME
TOTAL EXPENSES -174,81 TOTAL EXPENSES
UNDER BUDGET $ 75.19 PROFIT

Fig. 6--Production budget

$ 22.00
60.00
47.37
21.87
23.57

$ 174.81

$ 349.50

$ 349.50

$ 349.50
-174.81

$ 174.69
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Preparing the Playscript

When a director readies a playscript for production,

he may first note any changes or additions to the text that

his production will require. The script of What the Butler

Saw, for example, had at least one girl completely naked

and several other people in various stages of undress.

Although the nudity was deemed to be not acceptable in

this production, the impression of nudity was possible.

The solution was to keep one girl behind a doctor's office

screen while she flipped her clothes, item by item, over

its top and to place boxer shorts beneath the men's outer

costumes. The other girl was to undress only so far as

her full slip. It was felt that this amount of disrobing

in itself would be shocking to a respectable psychiatrist

trying to keep out of trouble with the government official.

Several times during the action in the script, entrances

were made by characters when they were already onstage or

exits when they were already offstage. Whether this was

a publishing mistake or was part of the original manuscript,

the director had to decide what to do with his characters

when they had lines to deliver after having exited just

two lines earlier. The content of the script was changed as

little as possible, and the director chose to invent

entrances rather than to eliminate lines.
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Since space in the Studio Theatre was limited, the

director and the technical director together decided to

alter the floor plan used on Broadway. Rather than the

five exits suggested in the script, the North Texas State

University production used three. The New York and London

productions both had a box set within a proscenium; in

order to seat more people, the Summer Repertory set was

an adapted box set with the side walls spread back to

allow audience visibility on three sides. The entrance

from "outside" was placed upstage left; the hall corridor

that exited one way to the garden and one way to the dis-

pensary was placed upstage right. An illustration of the

revised floor plan appears in Figure 7, page 45.

This alteration of the set led to some changes in the

playscript when two, three, and sometimes four characters

were exiting and immediately entering again. To create the

effect of a "madhouse" and to incorporate as much slapstick

comedy as possible, the script was altered to have char-

acters start a line in one position, then perform business

that took them through a door, and then finish the line

after a quick return or a quick exit. This technique

provided a means for the next speaker to enter or exit

as needed.

As the playscript was shaped into its final production

form, it also became apparent that there would be difficulties
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with some of the British references in the dialogue. When-

ever possible, these difficulties were overcome by changing

the references to an American context. A British Prime

Minister was changed to an American President, for example,

but lines concerning the Labour or Socialist parties in

England were left alone. The effect of these changes will

be discussed in Chapter IV.

The Cast and the Production Staff

With two exceptions--the actors playing Nick and

Rance--the cast and production staff of What the Butler Saw

were members of the 1976 Summer Repertory Theatre Company.

These changes occurred when the original cast members

decided not to attend the second summer session. Thus,

while rehearsals proceeded, two new actors had to be located.

Their rehearsal time would be shorter than that of the

company members; moreover, since the company members not

already cast in What the Butler Saw were in the other major

production, it was important not to over-burden them.

Several of these actors, in fact, stated they did not wish

to be in the cast of What the Butler Saw because they already

had performing experience and wished to work backstage

instead. At this point, the director considered casting

himself in one of the roles. This solution seemed advisable

only as a last resort.
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A search outside the company was made. Several pros-

pects were found, prevailed upon to audition for the roles,

and then rejected as unsuitable for the rigors of the

production situation. Finally, two actors were found who

were right for the parts and who could manage the extreme

pressures as well. Since neither of them was in the Summer

Repertory Theatre Company, they had more free time than

the four cast members who were members of the company.

These four came with their scripts practically memorized,

and the director was able to have extra rehearsals with

the new actors during times when the others were working

on You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown.

The production staff, which came from the company,

received its assignments on the first day of rehearsal.

Costumes and properties were to be ready in one week's time;

set construction, lights, and sound were called for "as

soon as possible." The technical crews worked on What the

Butler Saw in the daytime and rehearsed You're A Good Man,

Charlie Brown in the evenings.

The Technical Direction

What the Butler Saw was staged in the Studio Theatre.

A three-quarters-round seating arrangement allowed for about

110 patrons and an intimate audience-actor relationship.

As noted in Figure 7, page 45, the number of doors called
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for in the script was deemed cumbersome for the Studio

Theatre arrangement. A box set with the ends tapered

toward the first seats of the audience and expanded to a

hallway was chosen. The actors would enter the enlarged

doorway still visible to the audience, turn, and exit

right to the garden or left to the dispensary.

.
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Fig. 7--Director's floor plan

Breaking up the straight line of the back wall of the

set with an alcove enabled a psychiatrist's couch to be

concealed when a dressing screen was extended. Behind this

screen the girl would seemingly strip to the nude, her

shadow and nothing more visible to the audience, as she

40
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threw articles of clothing, including lingerie, over the

top one piece at a time.

This screen was only one of some fifty properties.

Using what was available from the costume shop, property

closets, and technical "shop," the technical crew assembled

the necessary accouterments for a psychiatrist's clinic.

A total list is shown in Figure 8, below, but some of the

important properties were a desk with chair, an examining

couch, a chair for a second person, a magazine table,

bookcases, waste baskets, and special pictures for the

walls.

OFF STAGE:
2 differently-shaped tumblers
1 straitjacket
1 hospital trolley with loose sheet for cover
Geraldine's hospital gown
Mrs. Prentice's shocking pink dress
1 black attache case (Dr. Rance) with pad, pencil

and loose papers inside
1 medium-size, oriental-type vase
1 medium-sized syringe with needle attached

ON STAGE:

Stage right table:
1 stethoscope; 1 pair rubber gloves, 1 reflex hammer;
1 small paper cup; 1 plastic pill bottle; 1 silver
decanter; 1 kidney-shaped basin

On top of cabinet, up center:
1 large vase with spring flowers; 2 medical magazines

On top of desk, stage left:
1 pencil holder with many pencils; scissors; 1
dictaphone microphone; pen in holder; 1 desk pad;
1 notepad; bric-a-brac
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Inside desk drawers, stage left:
1 white pillbox; top left: 1 committal order form;
bottom left: two small guns

Coatrack, up right:
2 white hospital coats

Folding Screen, White wooden frame with gathered curtain
on rods at top and bottom made out of pink material

Upstage behind curtains:
identical slip, bra, and panties to Geraldine's

NOTE: The bookcases left and right are dressed with
several medical jars filled with wooden swabs, gauze
pads, cotton balls, etc. They are filled with various
sized books. The stage-left bookcase contains 1
large available, leather-type bound volume. The
bookcase stage-right contains a leather-bound
clippings file.

Fig. 8--Director's property plot

The gurney called for in the playscript was secured from

the North Texas State University infirmary along with

medical journals, tongue depressors, metric decanters,

cotton balls, stethoscopes, white hospital coats, and even

a straitjacket. Particular care was taken to create the

impression that Dr. Prentice's office and clinic were

somewhat abnormal, but exaggerations thought obvious enough

to call attention to the satirical intent were avoided.

The two large book shelves that framed the set on either

side were filled with books and decorations donated by

the cast and crew members.

Fresh flowers were the most difficult properties to

find. There are not many straitjackets available for drama
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productions but the straitjacket, the pistols, and the

hospital trolley were found in time for the actors to

rehearse with them. The fresh flowers came at the last

moment when experimentation indicated that artificial

flowers would be awkward to work with and almost impossible

to cut. Their stems had to be cut, and it was doubted

that a psychiatrist would just happen to have a pair of

wire cutters in his desk to cut the wire stems of artificial

flowers. Most desks can believably contain a pair of

scissors, however, and fresh flowers have stems that are

easily cut with scissors. Just as the infirmary and the

campus police contributed to the property list of What the

Butler Saw, the grounds keepers contributed fresh flowers

each performance.

Costumes were easier to obtain than the properties.

The company supplied most of the pieces, the medical

clothing came from the university dispensary, and the campus

police furnished the police helmet. The costumes worn by

the characters were contemporary suits and dresses, and

the clothing to be exchanged among the characters was selected

to match several different ensembles.

The costume plot is shown in Figure 9, below.

DR. PRENTICE:
Three-piece, gray in color suit; black shoes and socks;
white shirt, white and gray print tie; a below-the-
knee white hospital coat.
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MRS. PRENTICE:
A simple beige coat with fur collar; a shocking pink
dress; one white, full slip; dark-shade panty hose;
bone-color shoes; black, wrist-length gloves.

GERALDINE BARCLAY:
A red wrap-around dress with white collar (also fits
Mrs. Prentice and Nick); bra; bikini-cut, bright
panties; light-shade panty hose; black shoes; black
purse; short white gloves; a white hospital gown (as
are worn by patients).

DR. RANCE:
Three-piece, dark brown suit; tan and white striped
shirt with matching bow tie; dark shoes; a hospital
coat identical to the one Dr. Prentice wears.

SERGEANT MATCH:
Dark brown pants; Beige shirt with sergeant stripes
on sleeve; policeman's helmet; black boots; long
black socks; white boxer shorts with red valentine
hearts in a pattern; sleeveless undershirt.

NICHOLAS BECKETT:
Bright red gold-trimmed page boy's uniform with
short jacket, gold buttons; black patent-leather
shoes; black socks; red boxer shorts; black pumps
(as close as possible to Geraldine's); same wrap-
around dress as Geraldine.

Fig. 9--Director's costume plot

As the budget noted above revealed, the expenditure for

costumes was only $23.57. Dr. Prentice needed one suit

with a tie and matching shoes. He later wore a white

hospital smock and that took care of his costume needs.

The same was true for Dr. Rance. Sergeant Match is de-

scribed in the script as a motorcycle policeman; a helmet

borrowed from the North Texas State University Campus

Police and brown pants and a beige shirt with "bias tape"
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sergeant stripes sewn on the sleeves filled that need.

Match, as well as other cast members, disrobed onstage.

For the bumbling policeman, a pair of boxer shorts complete

with valentine hearts served as underwear garment.

Mrs. Prentice, Geraldine Barclay, and Nicholas Beckett

did offer some difficulties. Since they exchange costumes

onstage, they had to be able to fit into each other's

clothing. These three characters also were to be seen .in

various stages of undress by the audience. Since Mrs.

Prentice, Geraldine, and Nicholas were to be shown as less

ridiculous than Match, conventional undergarments were

deemed appropriate.

Searching for at least one dress that would fit three

characters finally ended when a wrap around dress was tried.

The costume was longer on one than on the other when the

two females tried it on, but it worked. On Nicholas the

dress looked absurd, which was the effect desired.

The lighting of the play was left to the technical

director. The light plot shown in Figure 10, below,

sufficed for a doctor's office and clinic.

Cue 1--House lights up full as house is opened and
audience begins to enter.

Cue 2--At curtain time house lights slowly fade to
blackout.

Cue 3--When house lights blackout has lasted five seconds
stage lights come up full, general area illumination.
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Cue 4--End of Act I, Sergeant Match's line "I want a
word with you, my lad." Alarm siren wails five
seconds then stage lights blackout.

Cue 5--After stage is in total black three seconds
house lights come up full.

Cue 6--Conclusion of intermission, house lights slowly
fade to blackout.

Cue 7--When house light blackout has lasted five seconds
stage lights come up full, general area illumination.

Cue 8--End of Act II, Dr. Prentice's line "Come, let us
put on our clothes and face the world." After three
seconds stage lights blackout for three seconds
then back up to full, general illumination for
applause and bows then blackout.

Cue 9--House lights slowly come up to full after three
seconds of blackout.

Cue 10--When house lights are up full general illumination
stage light comes up one half.

Fig. 10--Director's light plot

The same simplicity of approach was applied to the

music and the sound effects. Music was added to the play

not because it was called for in the script but because

the director felt it would enhance the comedy and help

produce the desired atmosphere. There were four places

where music was desired. First, the undressing scenes

were tried with "Stripper's Theme" playing softly while

the action ensued. The large amount of time devoted to

these scenes eventually made the music pall and that idea

was scrapped. Second, the audience entered the theatre to

see What the Butler Saw to the strains of You're A Good
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Man, Charlie Brown, which was the second production that

semester by the Repertory Company. Besides the promotion

of this play, the music gave What the Butler Saw an air of

festivity and foolery which suited the mood the play called

for.

Third, during the chase scene in Act II, when the wife

attempted to force the psychiatrist to perform sexual acts

with her at gunpoint, there was a melee of running bodies,

slamming doors, gunshots, screams, and general chaos. An

attempt was made by the director to choreograph the scene

to the "William Tell" Overture. Again the sense of foolery

was enlarged, this time through the very banality of this

overture being attached to this kind of action. When the

spectators groaned in agony as the music was recognized,

one more presentation of Orton's rude gesture toward society

was achieved.

Finally, music was used for the pseudo-romantic

denouement. During the revelations that the boy and the

girl were actually long-lost twins, that the wife was really

the mother who had abandoned them after having conceived

them as the result of a sexual attack, and that the husband-

psychiatrist was the silent man in the closet who had

attacked her, a recording by pianist Roger Williams of the

theme from the motion picture Lost Horizon was played. The
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music and the lines fit together perfectly as appropriate

crescendos were provided by the sound technician. The

piano-and-violins orchestration matched the speed of line

delivery, and the reaction from the audience went from

amused groans to laughter to applause. Figure 1l, below,

depicts the sound plot.

Necessary sounds:
Gun shots; two practical 22 pistols with blanks
Buzzer; with a harsh sound e.g., basketball game
buzzer

Siren; of the sort heard on ambulances

Music:
Broadway cast recording of You're A Good Man, Charlie

Brown
Boston Symphony Orchestra version of "William Tell
Overture"

Roger Williams version of movie theme Lost Horizon

Cue 1--House opens and You're A Good Man, Charlie Brownmusic softly plays till house lights blackout then
music stops.

Cue 2--Act I, Dr. Prentice's line, "Well, I'm sure you'rethe best judge of that." Buzzer sounds three short
fast times.

Cue 3--Act I, Sergeant Match's line, "Thank you, Ma'am.
I accept your kind offer." Mrs. Prentice and Nick
exit and buzzer sounds two long blasts and siren
sounds faint and far away. As the dialogue progresses
the siren sounds closer and closer building to a fullwail after Sergeant Match's line, "I want a word
with you, my lad." Siren continues for five seconds
then stops as stage lights blackout.

Cue 4--Act II, when stage lights bump up to full thesiren begins at full wail then quickly fades out
after five seconds.
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Cue 5--Act II, Dr. Prentice's line "put on this dress
and all our problems will be solved." Mrs. Prentice
enters and "William Tell Overture" begins faintly.

Cue 6--Act II, Dr. Prentice's line, "No husband can be
expected to give his best at gunpoint." Mrs. Prentice
fires gun and "William Tell Overture" music comets
up full.

Cue 7--Music continues until "overture" concludes then
music stops.

Cue 8--Act II, Dr. Prentice's line, "We are now approaching
what our racier novelists term the climax. Release
my wife and the young woman, too." Lost Horizon
music begins faintly in background and continues
playing.

Cue 9--Act II, Nick and Geraldine's line "It's true!"
Lost Horizon music up slightly and continue playing.

Cue 10--Act II, Mrs. Prentice's line, "Some kind people
must've brought the children up as their own." Lost
Horizon music up slightly and continue playing.

Cue 11--Act II, Dr. Prentice's line, "chambermaid whom
I debauched shortly before my marriage." Lost Horizon
music up slightly and continue playing.

Cue 12--Act II, Dr. Prentice's line, "Come, let us put
our clothes on and face the world." Lost Horizon
music up full until audience has left.

Fig. 11--Director's sound plot

The Rehearsal Process

The difficulties of preparing a play with a company

of eleven people who are in two productions, in sixteen

days, have been mentioned before. The director's nightmare

of having just two weeks to put on a show and still being

two cast members short has also been noted. The rehearsal
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schedule which is shown in Figure 12, below, was devised

to take advantage of the time and company problems--to turn

them into advantages, as it were.

Monday, July 12, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Tuesday, July 13, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Wednesday, July 14, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Thursday, July 15, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Friday, July 16, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Saturday, July 17, 10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

7:00 - 11:00 P.M.

Sunday, July 18, 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Monday, July 19, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Tuesday, July 20, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Wednesday, July 21, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Thursday, July 22, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Friday, July 23, 4:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Saturday, July 24, 10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

7:00- 11:00 P.M.

Sunday, July 25, 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Block Act I

Block Act II

Run thru Act I

Run thru Act II

Run thru entire
play

Run Act I

Run Act II

Run Act I

except Match

Scene rehearsal
except Match
and Nick

Run entire play

Run entire play

Run entire play

Run entire play

Run entire play

Run Act II

Run entire play

Run Act I
except Match

Complete run thru
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Sunday, July 25, 7:00 - 12:00 P.M. tech rehearsal
run thru with
all lights, sounds,
and props

Monday, July 26, 7:00 - 12:00 P.M. Full dress rehearsal

Tuesday, July 27, 7:00 - 12:00 P.M. Final dress
rehearsal

Fig. 12--Rehearsal schedule

The cast of What the Butler Saw was a joy to rehearse

with. The cast included a sixteen year old highschool

student portraying the girl, an ex-service man of twenty-

eight playing the psychiatrist, a college junior playing

the wife, a freshman playing the policeman, and a college

teacher with a master's degree playing the boy. A college

senior who was a music major played the government official.

Some of them had had dramatic experience, some had not.

The actress playing the girl would not allow her parents

to read the script; the actor with the master's degree

wanted to rewrite the script. Through discussion and

practice, the six individuals became equals on the stage,

and the ensemble worked well from the earliest rehearsals.

Actors needing little help were patient with those to whom

the director had to give extra time.

An amusing example of this general cooperativeness

had to do with a mustache sported by the actor playing
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the boy. Since the part called for him to pretend to be

a girl, the mustache seemed a problem. After long dis-

cussions--arguments, even--just as the actor became willing

to shave, the director decided that the business of covering

his upper lip while pretending to be a girl was too

ludicrous to lose. So the mustache remained to delight

the audience in the disguise scenes.

Another instance of the director and the actors

making an important decision jointly was when deciding the

amount of nudity to allow. The actors had strong feelings

about remaining clothed, the director tended to agree, and

the closeness of the audience to the actors was also a

factor. The result was rather tame by Orton's or by New

York standards, but the effect and meaning of "what the

playwright wrote" was achieved.

The actors had to work at developing their characters

from the outside in; for example, the exterior things such

as blocking, movement, and even line interpretation were

given to the actors in the first few days of rehearsal.

With only sixteen days from the first rehearsal to opening

night, a challenge was presented to the director and the

actors to keep a risqu4 adult comedy from becoming an

insulting locker-room farce.

An inexperienced actor who does not know how to hold

for laughter, top lines, or react cannot learn these
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techniques easily from verbal explanations; they have to

be demonstrated. An example in What the Butler Saw was

the character of Dr. Rance, a border-line lunatic, a charged

dynamo of potential explosion, ranting and raving between

spasms of absolute genius, and an egotistical self-centered

maniac painted by Joe Orton in broad splashes. Yet Dr.

Rance could not walk onstage shouting at the top of his

lungs and hope to maintain that level throughout the play.

The actor would soon tire and so would the audience. So

direction in restraint was needed.

In the case of Dr. Rance, as well as the other actors,

time was of the essence. The actor learned the lines and

blocking first then learned to add to the printed page,

how to make Rance into a three dimensional character. The

director and actor worked on how Rance might walk, talk,

and look. Especially the look, nOt how Rance looked to

other people but how Rance looked at other people. Conveying

to the audience the ludicrous insanity, in the eyes of

Rance, was one way of prefacing what was to come. This was

achieved by having the actor stare out with his eyes, as

if dreaming with eyes wide open. The director and the

actor also worked on how Rance should walk in order to

convey the bundled-up tension that would burst free later

in the play. The subtle hint of something amiss in Rance's

metabolism at his first entrance was built until he was
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shouting, ranting, standing on top of a desk, and fran-

tically declaring everyone insane. This pent-up emotion,

this caged volcano, had varying levels depending on how

far Rance had progressed into the action. At the end,

Rance jerked and twitched with every limb, the spasms

emitting from feet, arms, and head. It was then the actor's

task to rein in the ultimate effect, to hold it back, put

a damper on it, and slowly release more and more as the

character continually lost control. There was a danger of

being too "broad," or too farcical too early. The actor's

concentration had to be centered on preparing the audience

for what was to come. With restraint at the beginning, yet

a slight tick here and a twitch there, building to a

slightly larger jerk and from that to a mild spasm and then

the explosion, the audience was prepared to accept Rance

as a comedy character and not just an actor shouting "look

this is funny" and then falling down.

The character of Mrs. Prentice was another example of

restraint, yet was different from Rance. Where Dr. Rance

fought to hold a lid on his emotions, Mrs. Prentice needed

to let out just a little emotion. While Rance was jerky

and twitching like a flag on a windy day, Mrs. Prentice

was an icegerg: cold, unfeeling, haughty in nature.

Often during rehearsal she was referred to as a "frigid

nymphomaniac." Though not superior, yet to Nicholas and
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her husband she felt superior but emotionless. Her life

was in a world of its own, dedicated to her feelings, her

wants, and her needs. Mrs. Prentice advocated "a place

for everything, and everything in its place." When some-

thing happened to disrupt her ordered environment she began

to crack. When emotion, feeling and passion put a chink

in her armor she discovered the rewards of pure feeling

alone. She then went berserk in her search for more and

more and more. The actress portraying Mrs. Prentice had

to start aloof and cold, matter-of-factly stating, "when

I gave myself to you I didn't know it included cinematic

rights," and then growing to "come with me and lie down,"

as she tried to seduce her husband at gunpoint. The break

occurred when Prentice slapped her on her posterior and

she discovered she enjoyed the experience. She did not

know how to handle her new-found emotion and-screamed,

shot the pistol, and even cried.

Director and actor always work together to bring a

character to an audience. The two characters most opposite

were Dr. Rance and Mrs. Prentice, the two extremes of the

range Joe Orton created in What the Butler Saw. Geraldine,

Nicholas, Match and Dr. Prentice fit into categories

milder than Rance or Mrs. Prentice which for some actors

presented an even greater challenge.
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Joe Orton gave Nicholas a few "one-liners," let other

people talk about him and what he has done, and turned

him loose. The actor's questions became "is Nick a juvenile

delinquent along the lines of the 1950's ducktailed hood?"

or "is Nick a naive babe in the woods, willing to be a

slave to a sailor or dress up as a girl because someone

else talks him into doing so?" The answer to both questions

was yes. When the actor did not walk out immediately, he

and the director began work on "finding" Nicholas. The

approach used was that Nicholas was not stupid or dim-

witted. Even when caught by Mrs. Prentice as he is dressed

as a girl, Nick thought fast enough to answer questions

directed to a girl. His answer, in fact, were several

misconstrued statements that got him even further in trouble.

Nick, it was decided, was comfortable with cases of minor

deceit and deception. The fooling of Mrs. Prentice, Dr.

Rance, or Sergeant Match was easily handled by Nick because

this was routine for him. Nick grew up "putting the con"

on people as a way of life. Nicholas and his sexual prowess,

on the other hand, could be compared to a puppy that sits,

rolls over, and begs; the puppy discovers that humans will

make over him if he does it. Though he does not know why

the reactions come, he keeps on doing what it is they like.

Nick discovered that women liked his body. To Nicholas,

if one woman liked his body a lot, then two women would
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like his body twice as much, three women three times as

much, and on and on. He had no idea why and he really

missed stamp-collecting, but he kept on doing what he was

doing because the alternative would cause him to "miss a

lot of fun" (Act I, p. 135).

Nicholas got into trouble when he swam over his head

in the waters stirred up by Dr. Rance and Sergeant Match.

A simple deception was easy for Nick, but a deception to

hide the first and another to hide the second caused him

to lose his footing. In Act II, Nick tried to set matters

straight, but by then Dr. Rance had seen too many mirages

to believe the real thing.

Geraldine was not as complex a portrayal for the actress

in that part as the character of Nicholas was for the actor.

Geraldine began the play so foolishly honest she contrasted

instantly with everyone else. She believed Dr. Prentice

when he asked her to remove her clothes for an examination,

not a minor feat for a psychiatrist, and when the doctor

appeared troubled she readily agreed to help him try out

his new contraceptive device. She constantly insisted upon

honesty and telling the truth. This, in the midst of the

lies by everyone else, made her the one person Dr. Rance

and even Sergeant Match would not believe. Actress and

director worked on Geraldine's innocence and her complete

honesty.
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Sergeant Match was the last person introduced in What

the Butler Saw., He caused almost as much confusion as did

Dr. Rance, but he had fewer lines in which to do so. The

character of Match was difficult for the actor because he

had no past, no future, no development, and no startling

revelation. Match was a cardboard box in a room of wood-

grain wall paneling; Match was dull. So the decision was

made to portray Match with monotone dronings, lulling the

other characters into a state of drowsiness. The only

time Match "came alive" was when drugged. Then, just as

the unaffected Match was determined to focus on the imme-

diate task at hand, he kept his mind locked on one thought

to be examined. Match was so dull and boring that he con-

trasted with everyone else onstage, and hence was funny.

It was the director's belief that the most difficult

acting job came with the part of Dr. Prentice. All the

action takes place in his office with his wife, his would-

be secretary, his wife's blackmailing seducer, his immediate

superior in madness, and his friendly neighborhood police-

man. Prentice suddenly found himself in a quagmire of

trouble.

On initial appearances Prentice was the only sane,

normal person in the entire cast. This the actor could

cope with, although playing "straight man" was at times more

difficult than being the comic. Further investigation
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revealed that Prentice was not so normal after all, unless

one could call an obsession with sex and lying normal.

There were also the many frustrations Prentice suffered;

not only during What the Butler Saw but also, the impression

was given, over the last twenty years. Prentice might

actually have been more insane than Dr. Rance, since Rance

knew that no one was sane and, in knowing that, showed more

sanity than anyone else in the play. Prentice's frustrations

grew until the pressure he felt was like that in a steam

cooker, Prentice had no release valve, however, and "steam"

was reaching a danger point. The subtlety involved in

portraying Prentice in such a manner called for the actor

to be delicate, precise, and very much in control. Prentice

was the hub around which all the other characters, as spokes,

rotated. Where the other actors could exaggerate, by using

broad strokes to show their characters, the actor playing

Prentice had to underplay, using a fine sketch to show

his character.

The contrasting personalities of the characters and

the ways cast and director employed to bring those charac-

ters to life were enjoyable. The basic acting questions

of "what do I do with my hands?" and "where am I going from

here?" were answered over and over. The director gave the

actors a loose rein, letting them gallop or trot if they

preferred, but no walking was allowed. Innovation and
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improvization were encouraged. If it "worked" to suit the

director whether a funny grimace on a face or different

stress on a line, it was left in and polished for performance.

The actors found that acting together, and thereby re-acting

together, improved their own character's strength.

By working together the actors also learned how to

help each other. An example of this occurred when Dr.

Prentice and Dr. Rance were arguing over insanity and Rance

exclaimed that Prentice's behavior would have the Archbishop

of Canterbury declared "non-compos." Prentice very loudly

and deliberately fired back with:

Prentice: I am not the Archbishop of
Canterbury!

Whereupon Rance tops that statement with:

Rance: That will come at a later stage in
your illness. (Act II, p. 177)

If Prentice had mumbled his line, or said it to his

shoes, then Rance's line would have become worthless. By

working together, and realizing that each needs the other,

the two cast members had improved their two characters.

Six cast members working as a cohesive group brought

strength to all six characters.

Front of House

The front of house activities for What the Butler Saw

consisted of house management, box office operation, and
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publicity for the entire Summer Repertory program, for the

two productions the second summer term, and for What the

Butler Saw. The house and box office operations were the

same throughout the summer. The directors each designed

their own programs and managed their own houses. The ushers

and a student "house manager" were provided by the summer

company. The box office crew was headed by the box office

assistant, who was a member of the Repertory Company. They

took reservations for the performances before the opening

of the show. The Division Secretary assisted the House

Manager in selling tickets. The House Manager was respon-

sible for getting ushers for the performances and informing

them of their responsibilities. A sample program for What

the Butler Saw is shown in Figure 13, pages 67-70. The

price of the tickets was $1.50.

The publicity for the entire season depended on posters

and flyers, newspaper stories, radio announcements, and

word-of-mouth. Since What the Butler Saw was the first

production of the second term, its publicity was coupled

to that for both productions. Fifty posters and 1,000

flyers were distributed for What the Butler Saw alone. The

posters had red-and-black lettering on a canary yellow

background. They announced the opening and stressed that

the production was rated "R." The flyers had black letters
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CIA ~ WHAT THE BUTLER SAW
by Joe Orton

July 28s 29t 30
N.T.S.U*.
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Directed by Dnny C. Pogers
Assistant Director - LynnEtte Kilgore

ACT ONE: The consulting roou of an eCclusive
private psychiatric clinic.
(A modern spring day)
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CAST

Dr. Prentice
Geraldine Barclay
Mrs. Prentice
Nicholas Beckett
Dr. Rance
Sergeant Match

COMING ATTRACTION
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Directed by Danny Rogers
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Directed by Ralph B. Culp
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July 1-3
University Theatre

July 28-30
Studio Theatre

August 5-7
University Theatre

1976 SUMMER REPERTORY COMPANY
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Daryl M. Wedwick, Ph.D.-Designer/Technical Director
Tom Hughes-Adjunct Professor/Producer of Dallas Summer Musicals
Johnny Williams-Director
Danny Rogers-Director
Kay Hannah-Division Secretary
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Ty Marshall-Shop Assistant/Rep Company Technical Director

2nd Summer Semester
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on pink and yellow backgrounds and presented the same

message. The posters went to locations with high visibility

on campus and throughout Denton; the flyers were sent to

each faculty and staff box on campus and were stapled all

over the college campus, placed under parked cars' wind-

shield wipers, and even slipped between the pages of the

campus newspaper. See Figure 14, page 72, and Figure 15,

page 73. Another 1,000 flyers with both plays on them

were distributed to the mail boxes. Although it would have

been regrettable if spectators had come to see What the

Butler Saw expecting the same type of play as You're A

Good Man, Charlie Brown, the drawing power of the popular

musical helped What the Butler Saw. On the other hand,

although no one was turned away from the door because of

age, the tag of "rated R" also had its benefits. Parents

were forwarned that there were two levels of production

that term. If What the Butler Saw appeared unfit for

their children, they would be able to keep them home. More

important, perhaps, a controversy often means an audience.

Calling What the Butler Saw an adult comedy, saying that

it was "rated R,1" attracted college students that wanted

to see the "forbidden fruit." It could well be that this

titillation helped with drawing an audience to Charlie

Brown also.
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The bright, loud posters also hinted that the production

itself was different, off-beat, and not a "tragedy." Several

articles concerning the Summer Repertory Theatre Company,

What the Butler -Saw itself, and the directors appeared in

the campus newspaper.

Thus, for a fraction of the total cost of the production,

the publicity generated a full house every night of per-

formance. Extra chairs had to be brought in by the ushers

on one occasion, and many people were standing on that

occasion, also.



CHAPTER III

THE PRODUCTION BOOK

Introduction

This chapter contains the production book of What

the Butler Saw by Joe Orton. The production book was

prepared from the acting edition of the play which the

publisher supplied. The stage directions, the character

notes, and the stage manager's cues in that edition were

omitted, and the light, sound, music, and blocking cues

devised by the director were printed instead. The blocking

symbols for each character were:

a. Prentice: P;

b. Doctor Rance: DR;

c. Geraldine: G;

d. Nick: N;

e. Mrs. Prentice: MP;

f. Match: M.

75
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[1] House lights blackout, stage lights up full
[2] P holds door left for G, allowing her to enter

first. G enters uncertainly to up center, P goes
straight to his desk chair.

[3] P sits in desk chair.
[4] G sits in chair facing desk.
[5] G crosses her legs.
[6] P hands G notebook and pencil across desk but drops

notebook downstage of her so she has to bend over
to pick it up then sits back down.

[7] G crosses legs again.
[8] P rises and crosses above desk to up center.
[9] P turns and f aces G.
[10] G swivels in chair to face P thus skirt goes

higher up leg.
[11] P removes glasses, rubs bridge, points to bookcase

up left.
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WHAT THE BUTLER SAW

A Comedy In Two Acts

By Joe Orton

ACT I

[1]

[21

PRENTICE: [3] Take a seat. [4] Is this your first job?

GERALDINE: Yes, Doctor. [5]

PRENTICE: I'm going to ask you a few questions. [6]

Write them down. In English, please. Who was your father?

Put that at the head of the page. [71 And now the reply

immediately underneath for quick reference.

GERALDINE: I've no idea who my father was.

PRENTICE: [8] I'd better be frank, Miss Barclay. I can't

employ you if you're in any way miraculous. It would be

contrary to established practice. [9] You did have a

father?

GERALDINE: [10] Oh, I'm sure I did. My mother was frugal

in her habits, but she'd never economize unwisely.

PRENTICE: If you have a father why can't you produce him?

GERALDINE: He deserted my mother. Many years ago. She

was the victim of an unpleasant attack.

PRENTICE: She was a nun?

GERALDINE: No. She was a chambermaid at the Station Hotel.

PRENTICE: [11] Pass that large, leather-bound volume,
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[12] G rises, crosses below desk to bookcase and bends
over to get book, P notices.

[13] G brings book to P by crossing above desk.
[14] G sits back at chair facing desk.
[15] P walks to above G looking down on her.
[16] P sits in desk chair, placing book on desk.
[17] G pulls dress down which causes P to rise and then

to explain his action he picks up book and places
it in bookcase up left.

[18] P sits in desk chair.
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will you? [12] I must check your story. To safeguard my

interests, you understand? [13] The Station Hotel? [14]

[15] Ah, here we are! It's a building of small architec-

tural merit built for some unknown purpose at the turn of

the century. It was converted into a hotel by public

subscription. [16] I stayed there once myself as a young

man. It has a reputation for luxury which baffles the most

undemanding guest. Your story appears, in the main, to be

correct. This admirable volume, of course, omits most of

the details. But that is only to be expected in a publica-

tion of wide general usage. Make a note to the effect

that your father is missing. Say nothing of the circum-

stances. It might influence my final decision. [17] [18]

Is your mother alive? Or has she too unaccountably vanished?

That is a trick question. Be careful--you could lose

marks on your final scoring.

GERALDINE: I haven't seen my mother for many years. I

was brought up by a Mrs. Barclay. She died recently.

PRENTICE: I'm so sorry. From what cause?

GERALDINE: An explosion, due to a faulty gas-main, killed

her outright and took the roof off the house.

PRENTICE: Have you applied for compensation?

GERALDINE: Just for the roof.

PRENTICE: Were there no other victims of the disaster?

GERALDINE: Yes. A recently erected statue of Sir Winston



G starts sniffling, P rises, crosses above desk
to above G.
P places hands on G's shoulders to punctuate
"my dear"
P walks to center stage hesitantly.
P faces G.
P takes notebook and pencil from G and lays it on
desk.
P gains his resolve with moving to screen and
pulling it back.
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Churchill was so badly injured that the special medal has

been talked of. Parts of the great man were actually found

embedded in my stepmother.

PRENTICE: Which parts?

GERALDINE: I'm afraid I can't help you there. I was too

upset to supervise the funeral arrangements. Or, indeed,

to identify the body.

PRENTICE: Surely the Churchill family did that?

GERALDINE: Yes. They were most kind.

PRENTICE: You've had a unique experience. It's not

everyone who has their stepmother assassinated by a public

utility. [19] Can I get you an aspirin?

GERALDINE: No, thank you, sir. I don't want to start

taking drugs.

PRENTICE: Your caution does you credit, [20] my dear.

[21] Now, I have to ask a question which may cause you

embarrassment. Please remember that I'm a doctor. [22]

What is your shorthand speed?

GERALDINE: I can manage twenty words a minute with ease,

sir.

PRENTICE: And your typing speed?

GERALDINE: I haven't mastered the keyboard. My money

ran out, you see. [23]

PRENTICE: Perhaps you have other qualities which aren't

immediately apparent. [24] Kindly remove your stockings.
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[25] P goes down to G, takes her by shoulders and
guides her up to sit on center of couch.

[26] P moves down right.
[27] P moves back to up left to right of couch.
[28] G removes shoes and stockings.
[29] P kneels below left of G and feels her calves.
[30] P rises and crosses right to end of couch.
[31] P crosses to coat rack right, removes coat and

loosens tie, hangs coat on coat rack.
[32] G rises, shocked.
[33] P crosses to desk right, places glasses on desk,

proceeds to roll up sleeves.
[34] G slowly pulls screen across as she talks.
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I wish to see what effect your stepmother's death had

upon your legs.

GERALDINE: Isn't this rather unusual, Doctor?

PRENTICE: [25] Have no fear, Miss Barclay. What I see

before me isn't a lovely and desirable girl. It's a sick

mind in need of psychiatric treatment. The body is of no

interest to a medical man. A woman once threw herself at

me. [26] I needn't tell you that this is spoken in

confidence. [27] She was stark naked. She wished me to

misbehave myself. And, d'you know, all I was conscious

of was that she had a malformed navel? That's how much

notice I take of women's bodies.

GERALDINE: Please forgive me, Doctor. I wasn't meaning

to suggest that your attentions were in any way improper. [28]

PRENTICE: [29] As I thought. You've a febrile condition

of the calves. You're quite wise to have a check-up. [30]

Undress. [31]

GERALDINE: [32] I've never undressed in front of a man

before.

PRENTICE: [33] I shall take account of your inexperience

in these matters.

GERALDINE: I couldn't allow a man to touch me while I

was unclothed.

PRENTICE: I shall wear rubber gloves, Miss Barclay.

GERALDINE: How long would I have to remain undressed? [34]
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[35] G tries one last time by looking from around screen.
[36] G looks around screen again.
[371 P turns around fully expecting to see a nude G only

to face screen. . . he crosses to cabinet right,
removes clotheshanger from cabinet and crosses to
right of screen so he can see behind it. We see
on his face what he sees as he hands clotheshanger
behind screen.

[38] G hands dress on hanger out to P, we only see her
arm.

[39] P crosses quickly to cabinet and throws dress in
drawer.

[40] P crosses to below screen.
[41] G flips slip over screen which hits P's head, P

reacts by backing right.
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PRENTICE: If your reactions are normal you'll be back on

your feet in next to no time.

GERALDINE: [35] I'd like another woman present. Is your

wife available?

PRENTICE: Mrs. Prentice is attending a more than usually

lengthy meeting of her coven. She won't be back until

this evening.

GERALDINE: [36] 1 could wait until then.

PRENTICE: I haven't the patience, my dear. I've a natural

tendency to rush things. . . something my wife has never

understood. But I won't trouble you with the details of

my private life till you're dressed. [37] Put your clothes

on this. [381 Lie on that couch. [39]

GERALDINE: What is Mrs. Prentice like, Doctor? I've

heard so many stories about her.

PRENTICE: [40] My wife is a nymphomaniac. Consequently,

like the Holy Grail, she's ardently sought after by young

men. I married her for her money and, upon discovering

her to be penniless, I attempted to throttle her. . . a

mental aberration for which I've never forgiven myself.

Needless to say, our relationship has been delicate ever

since.

GERALDINE: Poor Dr. Prentice. How trying it must be for

you. [41] I wish there were something I could do to cheer

you up.
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[42] P crosses right to coat rack and puts on white
coat.

[43] G flips bra over screen then panties. P crossE
and picks up panties, crosses to right at coat
rack, drops panties behind rack.

[44] P starts unzipping his pants with back to door
left.

[451 MP enters door left.
[46] MP crosses to P.
[47] P crosses to table down right, G pulls slip anc

bra back over screen.
[48] MP looks around.
[49] P crosses to desk.
[50] P turns back to MP and zips up pants.
[51] MP crosses to P to chair facing desk.
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PRENTICE: Well, my dear [42] if it'll give you any

pleasure you can test my new contraceptive device.

GERALDINE: I'll be delighted to help you in any way I

can, Doctor. [43]

PRENTICE: Lie on the couch [44] with your hands behind

your head and think of the [45] closing chapters of your

favorite work of fiction. The rest may be left to me.

MRS. PRENTICE: Who are you talking to? [46]

PRENTICE: [471 I must ask you not to enter my consulting

room without warning. You're interrupting my studies.

MRS. PRENTICE: [48] Well, who were you talking to? There's

no one here. Have you taken up talking to yourself?

PRENTICE: [49] 1 was dictating a memo to the head nurse.

She's worried about her inability to control her bladder.

MRS. PRENTICE: Can urine be controlled by thinking of one's

favorite work of fiction? Hers is Tess of the d'Urbervilles,

you know?

PRENTICE: Whose?

MRS. PRENTICE: The head nurse.

PRENTICE: My theory is still in the planning stages. I'd

rather not discuss it. Why have you returned so soon? [501

MRS. PRENTICE: [51] 1 arrived at my meeting to find the

hall in an uproar. Helen Duncanon had declared herself

to be in love with a man. And, as you know, the coven is

primarily for Lesbians. I myself am exempt from the rule
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[52] MP sits in chair.
[53] Buzzer sounds.
[54] P exits door right to wards.
[55] G starts to come from behind screen but upon

hearing door left opening she jumps back. . . N
enters from door left and stands in door.

[56] N, hardly noticing the screen, starts examining
the room moving right, looking at the diplomas
etc., till he is down right of door right.
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because you count as a woman. We expelled Helen and by

that time it was so late that I spent the night at the

Station Hotel. [52] It's so difficult being a woman.

PRENTICE: Well, I'm sure you're the best judge of that.

[53] It's an emergency in Ward B. They need me in Ward B.

I trust you'll have left by the time I return. [54]

MRS. PRENTICE: You can come in now. [55] I'm not asking

for my handbag back, or for the money you've stolen, but

unless my dress is returned I shall file a complaint with

your employer. You have until lunchtime.

NICK: I've already sold the dress for a lump sum. I

could get it back at a price. I've also found someone to

take an option on the photographs.

MRS. PRENTICE: What photographs?

NICK: I had a camera concealed in the room.

MRS. PRENTICE: When I gave myself to you the contract

didn't include cinematic rights.

NICK: [56] I'd like a hundred for the negatives. You've

got until lunchtime.

MRS. PRENTICE: I shall complain to the manager.

NICK: It will do you no good. He took the photographs.

MRS. PRENTICE: Oh, this is scandalous! I'm a married

woman.

NICK: You didn't behave like a married woman last night.

MRS. PRENTICE: I was upset. A Lesbian friend of mine had
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[57] P enters from door right.
[58] P crosses to up center.
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just announced her engagement to a Member of Parliament.

NICK: You must be more careful in your choice of friends.

Look, I could reconsider. I'd like to get out of the

indecent photograph racket. It's so wearing on the nerves.

Can you find me a worthwhile job? I had a hard boyhood.

MRS. PRENTICE: What kind of job do you want?

NICK: I'm an expert typist. I was taught by a man in the

printing trade.

MRS. PRENTICE: I'm willing to pay for the photographs,

but I can't possibly recommend your typing.

NICK: I want a hundred for the negatives and the job of

secretary to your husband!

MRS. PRENTICE: You put me in an impossible position.

NICK: No position is impossible when you're young and

healthy. [57]

PRENTICE: Who is he?

MRS. PRENTICE: I neglected to mention that having lost

my handbag at the Station Hotel this young man was kind

enough to drive me home on his motor bike.

PRENTICE: I see. Drinking so early? You'll be sodden

before lunch.

NICK: Have you a family, sir?

PRENTICE: [58] No. My wife said breast-feeding would

spoil her shape. Though, from what I remember, it would've

been improved by a little nibbling. She's an example of
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[59] P crosses to above MP.
[60] P crosses above desk and leans over it toward MP.
[61] MP rises.
[62] MP exits door right, N follows and exits door

right.
[63] P crosses to door right to shout.
[64] P faces screen.
[65] P picks up panties and crosses toward screen to

up center.
[66] MP enters from door right.
[67] P whirls to face MP holding panties behind his

back. P backs to wastebasket at desk and drops
panties in.

[68] MP crosses to P.
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in-breeding among the lobelia-growing classes. A failure

in eugenics, combined with a taste for alcohol and sexual

intercourse, makes is most undesirable for her to become

a mother.

MRS. PRENTICE: I hardly ever have sexual intercourse.

PRENTICE: [59] You were born with your legs apart. They'll

send you to the grave in a Y-shaped coffin.

MRS. PRENTICE: My trouble stems from your inadequacy as

a lover! That's the reason for my never having an orgasm.

PRENTICE: [601 How dare you say that! Your book on the

climax in the female is largely autobiographical. Or

have you been masquerading as a sexually responsive woman?

MRS. PRENTICE: My uterine [61] contractions have been

bogus for some time! [62]

PRENTICE: What a discovery! [631 Married to a mistress

of the fraudulent climax. It's no good. . . [64] It's

no good lying there, Miss Barclay. My wife has returned.

GERALDINE: Will she be able to help with your examination?

PRENTICE: The examination is canceled until further

notice. Get dressed! [65]

MRS. PRENTICE: [66] Has your new secretary arrived?

PRENTICE: [67] Yes. I've got her particulars somewhere.

MRS. PRENTICE: [68] Have you ever given thought to a male

secretary?

PRENTICE: A man could never get used to the work.



P crosses to cabinet.
P takes dress from cabinet and tries to hand dress
over screen.
MP turns and sees dress.
P backs right.
MP crosses to P.
MP takes dress from P.
MP takes off coat.
MP, as she is putting on dress crosses down right.
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[69]
[70]

[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
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MRS. PRENTICE: My father had a male secretary. My mother

said he was much better than a woman.

PRENTICE: [691 I couldn't ask a young fellow to do overtime

and then palm him off with a lipstick or a bottle of

Yardley's. It'd be silk suits and Alfa Romeos if I so much

as breathed on him.

MRS. PRENTICE: Try a boy for a change. You're a rich

man. You can afford the luxuries of life.

PRENTICE: [70] I can't possibly. I've already given Miss

Barclay a preliminary interview.

MRS. PRENTICE: [71] You must explain. . . What are you

doing with that dress?

PRENTICE: [72] It's an old one of yours.

MRS. PRENTICE: Have you taken up transvestism? [73] I'd

no idea our marriage teetered on the edge of fashion.

PRENTICE: Our marriage is like the peace of God--it

passeth all understanding.

MRS. PRENTICE: Give me the dress. I need it. [74]

PRENTICE: May I have the one you're wearing in exchange?

MRS. PRENTICE: I'm not wearing a dress. [75]

PRENTICE: Why aren't you wearing a dress?

MRS. PRENTICE: [76] I'll tell you frankly and with

complete candor. Please listen carefully and save your

comments for later. My room at the hotel was small,

airless and uncomfortable. A model of its kind. When
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[77] P crosses down to left of MP.
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I turned down the bed I noticed that the sheets were none

too clean. I went to the linen closet, Which I knew to

be on the second floor, hoping to find a chambermaid.

Instead I found a page boy, the one in fact who was just

here. He enticed me into the closet and then made an

indecent suggestion. When I repulsed him he attempted to

rape me. I fought him off but not before he'd stolen my

handbag and dress.

PRENTICE: It doesn't sound like the kind of behavior one

expects at a four-star hotel.

MRS. PRENTICE: The boy has promised to return my dress.

He's sold it to a friend who probably intends using it

at sex orgies. [77]

PRENTICE: Do you realize what would happen if your

adventures became public? I'd be ruined. The doors of

society would be slammed in my face. Did you inform the

authorities of this escapade?

MRS. PRENTICE: No.

PRENTICE: Why not?

MRS. PRENTICE: I saw in the boy a natural goodness that

had all but been destroyed by the pressures of society.

I promised to find him employment.

PRENTICE: What qualifications has he got?

MRS. PRENTICE: He can type.

PRENTICE: There aren't many jobs for male typists.



MP crosses to desk.
P crosses to MP.
MP exits door right.
P faces screen
G sticks head over screen.
G lowers head.
G sticks head over screen.
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[83]
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MRS. PRENTICE: Exactly. He's been depressed by his failure

in business. That's why he took to rape.

PRENTICE: How do you hope to employ him? Is there a

market for illegal entrance?

MRS. PRENTICE: [78] I don't propose to lead him into a

dead-end job. I want you to hire him as your secretary.

He'll be back soon. You can check his credentials at your

leisure. Where is Miss Barclay?

PRENTICE: She's upstairs.

MRS. PRENTICE: I shall inform her that the position is no

longer vacant. [79]

PRENTICE: Could I borrow one of your dresses for a while,

my dear?

MRS. PRENTICE: I find your sudden craving for women's

clothing a dull and, on the whole, a rather distasteful

subject. [80]

PRENTICE: [81] Miss Barclay--the situation is fraught--my

wife is under the impression that your dress belongs to her.

GERALDINE: [82] Can't we explain, as tactfully as possible,

that she has made a mistake? [83]

PRENTICE: I'm afraid that is impossible. You must be

patient for a little longer.

GERALDINE: [84] Doctor--I'm naked! You do realize that,

don't you?

PRENTICE: Indeed I do, Miss Barclay. I'm sure it must
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[85] P turns to wastepaper basket, picks it up and
rummages through papers in basket for panties.

[86] G lowers head when door left opens and DR enters.
[87] P is still rummaging in trash with his back to

door left.
[88] DR crosses to above and to left of P.
[89] P turns to face DR.
[90] P crosses below desk and sits at desk chair as if

all were normal, do not put down wastebasket yet.
[91] DR crosses down right.
[92] DR crosses up to screen.
[93] DR opens -screen.
[941 P gets up out of chair and goes to left of DR.
[95] DR sits on couch.
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cause you acute embarrassment. I'll set about finding you

suitable clothing. [851 [86] [87]

RANCE: [88] Good morning. Are you Dr. Prentice?

PRENTICE: Yes. Do you have an appointment?

RANCE: No. I never make appointments. I represent your

government, [89] your immediate superiors in madness.

PRENTICE: Which branch?

RANCE: The mental branch.

PRENTICE: [90] Do you cover asylums proper or just houses

of tentative madness?

RANCE: [91] My authority is unlimited. I have the power

to close your clinic on a moment's notice should I find it

necessary. I'd even have sway over a rabbit hutch if the

inmates were mentally disturbed.

PRENTICE: You're obviously a force to be reckoned with.

RANCE: [92] Indeed I am, but I hope our relationship will

be a pleasant one. I'd like to be given full details of

your clinic. It's run, I understand, with the full knowledge

and permission of the local hospital authorities. [93] You

specialize in the complete breakdown and its by-products?

PRENTICE: Yes, but it's highly confidential. [94] My

files are never open to strangers.

RANCE: [95] You may speak freely in front of nme, Prentice.

Remember I represent the government. Now, is this your

consulting room?



[961
[971
[98]
[99]
[100]
[101]
[1021
[103]

DR crosses to door right.
P glances around couch looking for G.
P closes screen and crosses to desk--writes note.
DR crosses right to coat rack.
P throws paper wad at screen, it bounces off.
DR crosses to center, spies note, picks it up.
P crosses to screen and leans on it.
P reacts, crosses to DR.
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PRENTICE: Yes. [96]

RANCE: What's down this corridor?

PRENTICE: [97] The first door on the right is the dispensary

and the doors at the end of the hall lead to the wards.

RANCE: Is your couch regulation size? It looks big enough

for two.

PRENTICE: [98] I do double consultations. Toddlers are

often terrified of a doctor. So I've taken to examining

their mothers at the same time.

RANCE: [99] Has the theory received much publicity?

PRENTICE: [100] I don't approve of scientists who publicize

their theories.

RANCE: [101] I must say I agree with you. I wish more

scientists would keep their ideas to themselves. Is this

something to do with you?

PRENTICE: [102] It's a prescription, sir.

RANCE: "Keep your head down and don't make a sound?"

Do you find your patients react favorably to such treatment?

PRENTICE: I can claim to have had some success with it.

RANCE: Your ideas, I think, are in advance of the times.

Why is there a naked woman behind there? [103]

PRENTICE: She's a patient, sir. I'd just managed to calm

her down when you arrived.

RANCE: You were attacked by a naked woman?

PRENTICE: Yes.



DR crosses, sits on top of desk.
P crosses up to screen.
P crosses toward DR.
DR crosses below P up to screen.
G pops head over screen,
G lowers head.
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RANCE: Well, Prentice, I don't know whether to applaud

your daring or envy you your luck. [104] I'd like to

question her.

PRENTICE: [105] Miss Barclay, a gentleman wishes to speak

to you.

GERALDINE: I can't meet anyone without my clothes on, Doctor.

PRENTICE: [106] Notice the obstinacy with which she clings

to her suburban upbringing.

RANCE: Have you tried shock treatment?

PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: How long has she been a patient?

PRENTICE: The committal order hasn't yet been signed.

RANCE: Fill it out. I'll sign it.

PRENTICE: That's not my usual procedure, sir, to certify

someone before examining them.

RANCE: The government requires certification before exam-

ination. [107] Young woman, why did you take your clothes

off? Did it never occur to you that your psychiatrist

might be embarrassed by your behavior?

GERALDINE: I'm not a patient. [108] I'm from the Friendly

Faces Employment Bureau. [109]

RANCE: When did these delusions first manifest themselves?

PRENTICE: I've been aware of them for some time, sir.

RANCE: Do you imagine that any businessman would tolerate

a naked typist in his office?



[110]
[111]

[1121
[113]
[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]
[119]
[120]

[121]
[122]
[123]
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G pops head over screen.
DR crosses to P, G lowers head, DR puts his arm
around P's shoulder and guides him down left.
P exits door right.
DR crosses up to screen.
G pops head over screen.
G lowers head.
G pops head over screen.
G lowers head.
G pops head over screen.
G lowers head.
P wheels trolley in from door right to below
screen, he hands DR the hospital gown--DR should
be to left of trolley, P to right of trolley, G
looking over screen.
DR takes hospital gown from P and throws it to G.
G lowers head behind screen.
DR takes P down right, DR should be to the left of
P.
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GERALDINE: [110] Dr. Prentice asked me to undress in order

that he might discover my fitness for the tasks ahead.

There was no suggestion of my working permanently without

clothing.

RANCE: [111] I shall take charge of this case. It appears

to have all the bizarre qualities that make for a fascinating

thesis. Make the necessary entry in your register and alert

your staff of my requirements. [112] [113] Young lady,

is there a history of mental illness in your family?

GERALDINE: [114] I find your questions irrelevant. I

refuse to answer them. [115]

RANCE: I've just certified you insane. You know that, don't

you?

GERALDINE: [116] What right have you to take such highhanded

action? [117]

RANCE: Every right. You've had a nervous breakdown.

GERALDINE: [118] I'm quite sane! [119]

RANCE: Pull yourself together. Why have you been certified

if you're sane? Even for a madwoman she's unusually dense.

[120]

RANCE: [121] Put that on!

GERALDINE: Oh, thank you. It will be a great relief to

be clothed again. [122]

RANCE: [123] What is the background of this case? Has

the patient any family?
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[124] G closes screen and stands center behind trolley.
[125] DR and P slowly start to either side of the

trolley, DR going to the left side, P to the right
side, G sees them coming and makes a break but
they have her trapped, her only effort is to kick
DR below the waist, but now DR and P have placed
G on the trolley with her head pointing left. DR
then moves below trolley down right and crumples
up, P moves to just above DR.

[126] G struggles on trolley.
[127] P tries to comfort DR.
[128] G rises to a sitting position.

1129] P crosses to trolley and forces G to lie down then

starts to move down right to DR.
[130] G rises to sitting position.
[131] P crosses to trolley and forces G to lie down then

starts to cross down right to DR.
[132] G rises to sitting position.
[1331 P crosses to trolley and forces G to lie down as

he turns around 134 happens.
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PRENTICE: No, sir. Her stepmother died recently after a

remarkably intimate involvement with Sir Winston Churchill.

RANCE: What of the father?

PRENTICE: He appears to have been an unpleasant fellow.

He made her mother pregnant at her place of employment.

RANCE: Was there any reason for such conduct?

PRENTICE: The patient is reticent on the subject.

RANCE: I find that strange. And very revealing. Prepare

a sedative.

GERALDINE: [124] Please call a taxi, sir. I wish to return

home. I haven't the qualities required for this job.

RANCE: Lie on that trolley. You're slowing down your

recovery rate, Miss Barclay. [125]

GERALDINE: [126] This is intolerable! You're a disgrace

to your profession! I shall ring the medical association

after lunch.

RANCE: [127] Accept your condition without tears and

without abusing those placed in authority.

GERALDINE: [128] Am I mad, Doctor?

PRENTICE: [129] No.

GERALDINE: [130] Are you mad?

PRENTICE: [131] No.

GERALDINE: [132] Is this "Candid Camera"?

PRENTICE: [133] There is a perfectly rational explanation

for what has taken place. Keep calm. All will be well.
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[134] MP enters from door right and stands down and to
left of door.

[135] P throws himself backwards over G to hide her from
MP.

[136] P crosses down to DR and helps him up.
[137] G sits up then lies down at end of line.
[138] P helps DR to down left.
[139] MP exits door right.
[140] P crosses to door right to make sure MP has left.
[141] DR crosses above desk.
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[1341

MRS. PRENTICE: Miss Barclay is nowhere to be found. [135]

RANCE: She's under strong sedation and on no account to be

disturbed.

PRENTICE: [136] My wife is talking of my secretary, sir.

She's been missing since this morning.

GERALDINE: [137] I'm Geraldine Barclay. Looking for part-

time secretarial work. I've been certified insane.

RANCE: [138] Ignore these random reflections, Mrs. Prentice.

They're an essential factor in the patient's condition.

Does she have the same name as your secretary?

PRENTICE: She's taken my secretary's name as her "nom-de-

folie." Although morally reprehensible, there's little we

can do legally, I'm afraid.

RANCE: It seems a trifle capricious, but the insane are

famous for their wild ways.

MRS. PRENTICE: [139] I shall contact the employment agency.

Miss Barclay can't have vanished into thin air.

PRENTICE: [140] My wife is unfamiliar with the habits of

young women, sir. I've known many who could vanish into

thin air. And some who took a delight in doing so.

RANCE: [141] In my experience young women vanish only at

midnight and after a heavy meal. Were your relations with

your secretary normal?

PRENTICE: Yes.
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[142] DR removes jacket and places it on desk over trash

can, he then crosses to above left end of trolley.
[143] P crosses to coat rack.
[144] P takes a white coat from coat rack and crosses

to above trolley right.
[145] P hands DR coat then moves to above left end of

trolley.
[146] DR, indicating for P to join him which he does,

moves below trolley center, P joins him at the
same time.

[147] DR moves to above left of trolley, P moves to
above right of trolley.

[148] DR, indicating for P to join him which he does,
moves below trolley center, P joins him at the
same time.

[149] DR moves to above left of trolley, P moves to
above right of trolley.
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RANCE: [142] Well, Prentice, your private life is your own

affair. I find it shocking nonetheless. Did the patient

know of your liaison with Miss Barclay?

PRENTICE: [143] She may have.

RANCE: I see. A definite pattern is beginning to emerge.

[144] Under the influence of the drug you've just [1451--oh,

thank you--administered to Miss Barclay, she will be relaxed

and unafraid. I'm going to ask you some questions which I

want answered in a clear non-technical style. She'll take

that as an invitation to use bad language. Who was the

first man in your life?

GERALDINE: My father.

RANCE: Did he assault you?

GERALDINE: No!

RANCE: [1461 She may mean "Yes" when she says "No." It's

elementary feminine psychology. [147] Was your mother

aware of your love for your father?

GERALDINE: I lived in a normal family. I had no love for

my father.

RANCE: [148] I'd take a bet that she was the victim of an

incestuous attack. She clearly associates violence and

the sexual act. Her attempt, when naked, to provoke you

to erotic response may have deeper significance. [149]

Did your father have any religious beliefs?

GERALDINE: I'm sure he did.
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[150] DR, indicating for P to join him which he does,
moves below trolley center, P joins him at the
same time.

[151] DR moves to above left of trolley, P moves to

above right of trolley.
[152] DR, indicating for P to join him, moves below

trolley center, P stays where he is.
[153] DR moves to above left .of trolley.

[154] DR moves to center above trolley and during the
line climbs on top of G.

[1551 G fights DR.
[156] DR lies on top of G as she no longer resists.
[157] P moves to above center of trolley.
[158] DR climbs off of G to up right of trolley.
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RANCE: [150] Yet she claims to have lived in a normal

family. The depth of her condition can be measured from

such a statement. [151] Did your father's church sanction

rape? [152] Some religions will turn a blind eye to anything

as long as it's kept within the family circle. [153] Was

there a church service before you were assaulted?

GERALDINE: I can't answer these questions, sir. They seem

pointless and disgusting.

RANCE: [154] I'm interested in rape, Miss Barclay, not the

aesthetics of cross-examination. Answer me, please! Were

you molested by your father?

GERALDINE: [155] No, no, no!

RANCE: [156] The vehemence of her denials is proof positive

of guilt. It's a textbook case!

PRENTICE: [157] It's fascinating, sir, and the questions

are cleverly put together. Do they tie in with known facts?

RANCE: [158] That need not cause us undue anxiety. Civili-

zations have been founded and maintained on theories which

refused to obey facts. As far as I'm concerned this child

was unnaturally assaulted by her own father. I shall base

my future actions upon that assumption.

PRENTICE: Perhaps there's a simpler explanation for the

apparent complexities of the case, sir.

RANCE: Simple explanations are for simple minds. I've no

use for either. I shall supervise the cutting of the
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[159] DR pulls trolley toward door right, as he entersdoor he moves to left of trolley and pushes it
out right.

[1601 P crosses to trash can on desk, empties it--getsunderwear and crosses to drawers to get shoes,stockings from drawers.
[161] MP enters from door right.
[162] P doubles up and walks up center.
[163] As MP exits door right, P crosses to vase oncabinet, removes roses, inserts underwear, stockingsand one shoe--the other shoe won't fit--turning

his back to the audience he inserts one shoe inthe front of his pants and picks up roses--he
should be up center.

[164] MP enters from door right.
[165] P moves down right.
[166] MP crosses to right of P.
[167] P crosses left.
[168] MP exits door right, P crosses up to cabinet, triesto force roses into vase drops roses remembers

shoe in pants, removes it, looks around, spies
bookcase right, hides shoe in bookcase right,crosses to cabinet, tries roses in vase again,
spies scissors on desk, cuts stalks off roses,
puts them in vase and places scissors on cabinet,spies stalks on floor and kneels to pick them up.169] MP enters door right.

170] MP crosses to P.
171] P rises, crosses to desk.
172] MP exits door right.
173] DR enters from door right.
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patient's hair. [1591 [160]

MRS. PRENTICE: [161] The young man is here.

PRENTICE: [162] Ohhhh.

MRS. PRENTICE: What's the matter? Are you in pain?

PRENTICE: Yes. Get me a glass of water. [163]

MRS. PRENTICE: [164] Here you are. Put them back at once!

PRENTICE: Ohhhh. [1651

MRS. PRENTICE: Should I call a doctor?

PRENTICE: No. I'll be all right.

MRS. PRENTICE: [166] Here. Drink this.

PRENTICE: [167] I wonder if you'd get another glass? That

one is quite the wrong shape.

MRS. PRENTICE: The wrong shape?

PRENTICE: Yes, the wrong shape. [168]

MRS. PRENTICE: [169] What are you doing now?

PRENTICE: Praying.

MRS. PRENTICE: This puerile behavior ill accords with your

high academic standards. [170] Here, drink this. The young

man I wish you to engage as your secretary has arrived.

PRENTICE: [171] Perhaps he'd call back later. I'm not up

to seeing anyone just now.

MRS. PRENTICE: I'll see what he says. He's an impatient

young man.

PRENTICE: Is that why he took to rape? [172]

RANCE: [173] You'll have no trouble recognizing the patient,



DR crosses to chair facing desk.
P sits in desk chair.
DR sits in chair facing desk.
P rises and hands DR his coat.
DR takes jacket and rises.
DR sits down in chair facing desk.
MP enters from door right.
DR rises.
DR crosses to center.
MP crosses down right.
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[174]
[175]
[176]
[177]
[178]
[179]
[180]
[181]
[182]
[183]
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Prentice. I've clipped her hair within an inch of the

scalp.

PRENTICE: Was it quite wise to do that, sir? Is it in

accord with the present enlightened approach to the mentally

sick?

RANCE: [174] Perfectly in accord. As a matter of fact

I've published a monograph on the subject. I wrote it while

studying at the psychic institute. My tutor advised it.

A remarkable man. Having failed to achieve madness himself,

he took to teaching it to others.

PRENTICE: [175] And you were his prize pupil?

RANCE: [176] There were some more able than I.

PRENTICE: [177] Where are they now?

RANCE: [178] In mental institutions.

PRENTICE: Running them?

RANCE: [179] For the most part.

MRS. PRENTICE: [180] The young man insists upon punctuality.

He'll give you five minutes.

PRENTICE: A prospective employee, sir. I'm afraid you

must excuse me. He'll give me five minutes.

RANCE: [181] Very well.

PRENTICE: It's useless to claim that Socialism has had no

effect.

RANCE: [182] Mrs. Prentice, is there no news of Miss Barclay?

MRS. PRENTICE: [183] None. She's still missing. I've



DR crosses down left.
MP starts to exit door right.
P crosses down to DR, above desk.
P crosses to center, below DR.
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[184]
[185]
[186]
[187]
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checked with the Employment Bureau. Their clients have

strict instructions to call them immediately after an inter-

view. Miss Barclay had failed to do so.

RANCE: [184] A search party must be organized. What have

you in the way of dogs?

MRS. PRENTICE: A spaniel and a miniature poodle.

RANCE: Let them be unleashed! Geraldine Barclay must be

found or the authorities informed.

MRS. PRENTICE: [185] I'll contact the warden. He has charge

of the gate and will know whether she left the building.

PRENTICE: [1861 No--don't do that. Miss Barclay is quite

safe. I've just remembered. She's in the therapy workshop.

RANCE: Why did you keep the fact from us?

PRENTICE: It'd slipped my memory.

RANCE: Have you suffered from lapses of memory before?

PRENTICE: I can't remember.

RANCE: Your memory plays you false even on the subject

of its own inadequacy?

PRENTICE: [187] I may have had a blackout. I don't recall

having one on any other occasion.

RANCE: You might have forgotten. You admit your memory

isn't reliable.

PRENTICE: I can only state what I know, sir. I can't be

expected to remember things I've forgotten.

MRS. PRENTICE: What's Miss Barclay doing in the therapy



P crosses down right.
DR and MP meet up center.
P exits door right.
MP crosses right.
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workshop?

PRENTICE: [188] She's making white tarbabies for sale in

color-prejudice trouble-spots. [1891

RANCE: You claim, Prentice, that you forgot your secretary

was manufacturing these monstrosities?

PRENTICE: Yes.

RANCE: I can hardly credit it. Once seen, a white tarbaby

is not easily forgotten. What was the object in creating

these nightmare creatures?

PRENTICE: I hoped it might promote racial harmony.

RANCE: These hellish white mutations must be put out of

their misery. I order you to destroy them before their

baleful influence can make itself felt.

PRENTICE: I'll get Miss Barclay to carry out your orders,

sir.

RANCE: [190] The man's a second Frankenstein.

MRS. PRENTICE: I don't believe we've been introduced.

RANCE: I represent our government. The mental branch.

I'm here to investigate your husband's clinic and I find

his behavior gives me cause for grave disquiet. Are you

convinced that his methods can result in the lessening of

tension between the sane and the insane?

MRS. PRENTICE: [191] The purpose of my husband's clinic

isn't to cure, but to liberate and exploit madness.

RANCE: In this he appears to succeed only too well. Never
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[192] MP crosses to DR.
[193] MP crosses during this speech to bookcase right.
[194] MP discovers shoe in bookcase and picks it up.
[195] MP turns and faces DR.
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have I seen matters conducted as they are in this house.

Read that.

MRS. PRENTICE: [192] "Keep your head down and don't make

a sound?" What does it mean?

RANCE: It's a prescription of your husband's. He's using

dangerously unorthodox methods in his treatment of the

insane.

MRS. PRENTICE: I must confess that only this morning my

husband prescribed the reading of Thomas Hardy to cure a

disorder of the bladder.

RANCE: Now, you see what I mean. Have there been other

schemes besides this tarbaby scandal?

MRS. PRENTICE: Endless ones. [193] His letters to the

newspapers are legion. From his first letter at the age

of 12 speculating on the nature and extent of Nazi propaganda,

to his latest published a month ago, in which he calls

gentlemen's lavatories the last stronghold of male privilege.

What do you think, Doctor? Is he a genius or just a highly

strung fool?

RANCE: As a psychiatrist your husband seems not only

ineffective but also undesirable. [1941

MRS. PRENTICE: Oh!

RANCE: What is it?

MRS. PRENTICE: [195] A shoe.

RANCE: Is it yours?



[196] DR crosses up to mP.
[197] MP crosses down right.
[198] MP crosses to center.
[199] DR crosses to table right.
[200] MP crosses to chair facing desk, behind it.
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MRS. PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: [196] Let me see it. I must ask you to be honest

with me, Mrs. Prentice. Has Dr. Prentice at any time given

you cause to doubt his own sanity?

MRS. PRENTICE: [197] He's a respected member of his pro-

fession. His work in all fields has been praised by numerous

colleagues.

RANCE: Let me remind you, Mrs. Prentice, that radical

thought comes easily to the lunatic.

MRS. PRENTICE: You're quite right. I've known for some

time that all was not well. I've tried to convince myself

that my fears were groundless. All the while I knew I was

deceiving myself.

RANCE: What first aroused your suspicions?

MRS. PRENTICE: [198] His boorish attitude towards my

mother. He used to call her up on the telephone and suggest

painful ways of committing suicide. Worn out at last by

his pestering, she took his advice.

RANCE: [199] And more recently say from this morning, has

there been an increase in his condition?

MRS. PRENTICE: Oh, yes. Quite definitely, Doctor. [200]

He had no sympathy for me when I complained of being

assaulted by a page boy at the Station Hotel.

RANCE: What was the object of the assault?

MRS. PRENTICE: The boy wanted to rape me.



DR crosses up to MP.
P enters from door right.
DR crosses up to P.
P crosses below DR to left (going to check vase).
P takes shoe from DR.
DR takes shoe from P.
P takes shoe from DR.
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RANCE: Did he succeed?

MRS. PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: The service in these hotels is dreadful.

MRS. PRENTICE: And now he has developed a craving for

women's clothes.

RANCE: [201] This confirms your story. I can't doubt that

what you've told me has great significance. We must also

take into account his admitted lapse of memory, and the

attempts to create alien forms of life. Say nothing of our

suspicions. Fancies grow like weeds in the unhealthy soil

of a sick brain. [202] Have you carried out my instructions?

PRENTICE: Yes.

RANCE: [203] You guilty scientists will destroy the world

with your shameful secrets. Does this belong to your

secretary?

PRENTICE: No. [204] It's mine.

RANCE: Are you in the habit of wearing women's footwear?

PRENTICE: My private life is my own. Society must not be

too harsh in its judgments. [205]

RANCE: Where is this secretary of yours? I've a few

questions I'd like to put to her. [206]

PRENTICE: I can't allow you to disturb her. She has work

to do.

RANCE: [207] I don't think you quite appreciate your position,

Prentice. The powers vested in me by the government give
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[208] DR takes shoe from P and points it at him like a
gun.

[209] DR exits door right.
[210] MP sits in chair facing desk.
[211] P crosses to bookcase right.
[212] P crosses a couple of steps toward MP..
[213] MP rises.
[214] P crosses a couple of steps toward MP.
[215] P should be at MP by this time.
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the right to interview any member of your staff should

occasion demand. [208] Where is Geraldine Barclay?

PRENTICE: She's in the garden.

RANCE: Ask her to step this way.

PRENTICE: She's making a funeral pyre for the tarbabies.

It would be wrong to disturb her.

RANCE: Very well. I shall seek her out myself. You may

be sure, Prentice, your conduct won't go unreported! [209]

PRENTICE: What've you told him?

MRS. PRENTICE: [210] Nothing but the truth.

PRENTICE: You've been spreading it around that I'm a

transvestite, haven't you?

MRS. PRENTICE: There was a women's shoe hidden in the

bookcase. What was it doing there?

PRENTICE: [211] Why were you rooting among my books?

MRS. PRENTICE: I was looking for the clippings file. I

showed it to Dr. Rance.

PRENTICE: [212] You'd no right to do that.

MRS. PRENTICE: [213] Are you ashamed of the fact that you

write to strange men?

PRENTICE: [214] There's nothing suspect about my relation-

ship with the editor of The Times.

MRS. PRENTICE: Dr. Rance and I are trying to help you.

We're not satisfied with your condition.

PRENTICE: [215] Neither am I. It's impossible and you're
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[216] P begins undressing MP with MP pressed against
downstage side of desk.

[2171 P is on his knees removing dress from around MP's
feet.

[218] N enters from door right.
[2191 MP tries to cross to N but doesn't make it

because
[220] P pushes MP into chair facing desk and crosses to

N and takes dress, he now has two dresses in his
clutches.

[221] P crosses below N to door right looking out it
both ways.

[222] N crosses to MP.
[223] P faces N and MP.
[224] P crosses to MP as N backs up to couch.
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to blame.

MRS. PRENTICE: Whose fault is it if our marriage is on the

rocks? You're selfish and inconsiderate.

PRENTICE: [216] Your irresponsible behavior causes me

untold anxiety. Your nymphomania knows no bounds.

MRS. PRENTICE: You've no psychological understanding of

the difficulties I face.

PRENTICE: [217] Unless you're very careful you'll find

yourself in a suitcase awaiting collection!

MRS. PRENTICE: These veiled threats confirm the doubts I

already have of your sanity. [218]

NICK: I'm tired of waiting, madam. I believe this is yours.

Do you want it? [219]

MRS. PRENTICE: My dress!

PRENTICE: A dress? [220] I'll take that.

MRS. PRENTICE: I shall inform Dr. Rance of your theft of

one of my dresses. [221]

PRENTICE: Don't raise your voice.

NICK: [222] If you'll hand over the money, madam, I'll let

you have the photos. However, some guarantee of employment

must be given before I part with the negatives.

PRENTICE: [223] What's he talking about?

MRS. PRENTICE: He has in his possession a series of porno-

graphic studies of me. He took them last night without

my knowledge. [224]



[2251
[226]
[227]
[2281
[229]
[230]
[231]
[232]
[233]

MP rises and exits door left, P follows to door.P turns to desk chair.
N crosses down to chair facing desk.
P sits in desk chair.
N sits in chair facing desk.
DR enters from door right.
DR exits door right as MP enters door left.N jumps out of chair to right.
MP exits door left.
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PRENTICE: I suppose I shall have to turn pederast to get

you out of this mess. Take a biscuit from the barrel and

retire to your room. [2251

NICK: I'm sorry if my behavior last night caused your

wife undue anxiety, but I've a burning desire to sleep with

every woman I meet. [226]

PRENTICE: That's a filthy habit and, in my opinion, very

injurious to the health.

NICK: [227] It is, sir. My health's never been the same

since I went off stamp collecting.

PRENTICE: [228] We have an overall moral policy in this

clinic from which even I am not exempt. While you're with

us as my secretary I shall expect you to show an interest

in no one's sexual organs but your own.

NICK: [229] I would miss a lot of fun that way.

PRENTICE: That is the purpose of the exercise. [230]

RANCE: I can find no trace of your secretary. I might

add, Prentice, that my patience is all but exhausted. Unless

I discover her whereabouts within the next few minutes you'll

find yourself in serious trouble. [231]

MRS. PRENTICE: They've called from the front desk. A

policeman is in the hall. He wishes to speak to some

[232] member of the household.

PRENTICE: Ask him to wait. Tell him I'll see him in a

moment. [233]
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[234] N crosses down right.
[2351 P crosses above desk to center right.
[236] N lies on table right.
[237] N rises and crosses to P where he falls on his

knees.
[238] DR enters from door right.
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NICK: [234] Oh, sir! They've come to arrest me!

PRENTICE: This paranoia is uncalled for. The officer has

probably called to ask me for the hand of my cook in

marriage.

NICK: You're wrong, sir! They'll give me five years if

I'm caught.

PRENTICE: Why are you in danger of arrest?

NICK: Well, sir, as your wife has already told you, I

attempted last night to misbehave myself with her. I

didn't succeed.

PRENTICE: I'm sure you didn't. Despite all appearances

to the contrary, Mrs. Prentice is harder to get into than

the reading room of the British Museum. [235]

NICK: Undeterred I took the elevator to the third floor

of the hotel where a party of schoolgirls were staying.

Oh, sir, what lonely and aimless lives they lead! I did

what I could to bring them some happiness. [236]

PRENTICE: Was there no mistress in attendance?

NICK: She occupied a room across the corridor.

PRENTICE: Did you disturb her?

NICK: No. And she'll never forgive me for it. It was she

who reported the incident to the police. [237] Oh, sir!

Don't turn me over to the law.

RANCE: [238] 1 warn you, Prentice, unless you're prepared

to cooperate in finding Miss Barclay I shall call upon you
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[239] DR exits door right to garden.
[240] N rises and backs up a couple of steps.
[241] P crosses to desk and picks up dress.
[242] P crosses to N and hands him the dress, as N

removes his pants P sits in chair facing desk.[243] MP enters from door left.
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to account for her disappearance. If you're unable to do

so the police must be informed.

PRENTICE: [239] Take your clothes off.

NICK: [240] Are you going to fool around with me, sir?

PRENTICE: Certainly not! Is that what usually happens

when men ask you to take your clothes off?

NICK: Yes. They usually give me money.

PRENTICE: How much? Oh, never mind. Strip! I want you

to impersonate my secretary, Geraldine Barclay. It will

solve both our problems. [241] It's of particular importance

to convince that man that you're my secretary. You should

encounter no real difficulties there. He's an elderly man.

I don't suppose he's checked with the original lately.

That done, plead illness and leave the house. I'll be

waiting with your own clothes. The operation completed,

you'll be given a sum of money and a ticket for any desti-

nation you choose. If you run into trouble I shall deny

all knowledge of you. Put this on. [242]

MRS. PRENTICE: [243] The policeman is still waiting. What

devilry are you up to now?

PRENTICE: I'm carrying out a medical examination.

MRS. PRENTICE But you're a psychiatrist. Why do you need

the child undressed?

PRENTICE: My investigations upon his clothed body would

be strictly "unscientific" and, inevitably, superficial.
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[244] MP crosses to N who is center, picks up his pants.
[245] MP exits door left.
[246] P rises and pushes N to door right to wards.
[247] P crosses to door left and opens it.
[248] N enters door right with the dress partially on.
[249] P closes door left, looks for shoe DR had, finds

it, goes to vase and gets other shoe holding roses.
[250] M opens door left as N hides in hall of door

right. P whirls to face M holding roses high.
[251] M exits door left, N steps back into door frame

but hears something in the garden and darts back
to the wards.

[252] MP enters door left, P whirls around and then
holds out the roses.

[253] MP crosses to door left and exits.
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In order to assure myself that he's going to be of use to

me I must examine him fully. And skin-wise.

MRS. PRENTICE: [244] You ogre! Never, in my whole life,

have I heard anything so lame and stupid. This folly will

get you struck off the Medical Register. [245] Come with

me, dear.

NICK: What do we do now, sir? If that policeman comes in

I can't even make a run for it.

PRENTICE: Dress in there. [246] [247] Would you like to

step this way, officer? I'm sorry to have kept you waiting.

NICK: [248] Shoes, sir!

PRENTICE: [249] Shoes! [250] Would you mind not entering

my consulting room without permission?

MATCH: You asked me to come in, sir.

PRENTICE: I don't believe I did. Wait outside. [251]

MRS. PRENTICE: [252] What have you done with that boy?

Why do you keep giving me flowers?

PRENTICE: It's because I'm very fond of you, my dear.

MRS. PRENTICE: Your actions grow wilder with every passing

moment. Why were you rude to the policeman?

PRENTICE: He barged in without so much as a by-your-leave.

MRS. PRENTICE: But he said you asked him to come in. Had

you forgotten?

PRENTICE: Yes. My memory isn't what it was. Tell him

I'll see him now. [253]
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[254] G enters from door right and crosses below P to
chair facing desk.

[255] N enters from door right, grabs shoe from P and
exits door right.

[256] P crosses to G and grabs her.
[257] M enters from door left, as he does so P shields

G from M's line of sight by his body. . . P and
G are about center stage.

[258] M exits door left.
[259] P turns to face G.
[260] P crosses up to screen, pulling it out.
[261] P crosses- down to G and moves her to behind screen.
[262] P crosses toward door right.
[263] G steps from behind screen.
[264] P crosses to vase, takes it to G who removes

underwear and stockings and steps behind screen,
P is left holding the vase and the roses.

[265] MP and M enter from door left.
[2661 P moves to cabinet where he places vase down on

cabinet, starts to cross to MP and M but realizes
he still has the roses so turns back and drops
them in vase.

[267] MP crosses up to screen and leans on it.
[268] P crosses to MP, puts his arms around her and

moves her down center.
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GERALDINE: [254] Dr. Prentice. [255]

PRENTICE: [256] Miss Barclay! What are you doing here?

MATCH: [257] Sorry for the misunderstanding, sir.

PRENTICE: Please remain outside. I think I made myself

plain.

MATCH: You don't wish to see me?

PRENTICE: No. [258]

GERALDINE: Nothing would induce me to remain on your staff

a moment longer, Doctor. I wish to give notice.

PRENTICE: [259] Your disclosures could ruin me. Give me

a chance to get us out of this mess.

GERALDINE: You must put matters right by telling the truth.

PRENTICE: [260] Hide behind here. Nothing unpleasant will

happen. You have my word as a gentleman.

GERALDINE: We must tell the truth!

PRENTICE: [261] That's a thoroughly defeatist attitude.

[262]

GERALDINE: [263] At least give me back my clothes. I feel

naked without them. [264]

MRS. PRENTICE: [265] Oh, if he presents me with those

flowers again I shall faint! [266] Oh, he's cut the stalks

off! His lunacy is beyond belief. [267]

PRENTICE: [268] Excuse my wife's hysteria. A man tried

to molest her last night. Her recovery is far from complete.

MATCH: I understand that Mrs. Prentice introduced the



MP crosses right to above table right.
M crosses down left.
P crosses to chair facing desk.
M crosses to center.
MP exits door left.
M turns to P.
G coughs from behind screen.
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[269]
[270]
[271]
[272]
[273]
[274]
[275]
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young man to you, sir?

PRENTICE: Yes, but we won't prefer charges.

MATCH: I believe your wife to be ill-advised in not

repeating her experiences before a judge and jury. However,

as it happens, I'm not concerned with this case. I'm

interested in the youth's movements between midnight and

seven A. M. During that period he is alleged to have

misconducted himself with a party of schoolchildren.

MRS. PRENTICE: [269] How vile and disgraceful!

MATCH: [270] Yes, ma'am. After carrying out a medical

examination our lady doctor is up in arms. She can't wait

to meet this fellow face to face.

PRENTICE: [271] Well, Sergeant, he isn't on the premises.

If he turns up you'll be informed.

MRS. PRENTICE: How dare you give misleading information

to the police? He was here. I have his clothes upstairs.

MATCH: [272] Very wise of you to confiscate his clothing,

ma' am. If more women did the same the number of cases of

rape would be halved.

PRENTICE: Or doubled.

MRS. PRENTICE: Disregard anything my husband says. I'll

get the clothing. [273]

MATCH: [274] I'm also anxious, sir, to trace the whereabouts

of a young woman called Barclay. [275] Can you help in my

inquiries?



[276]
[277]

[278]
[279]

IF]__

P moves up to screen and coughs.
P crosses down to M and takes him down right to
table right.
M crosses to center.
M crosses to down left.
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PRENTICE: [276] Why do you wish to see Miss Barclay?

MATCH: It's a matter of national importance. Miss Barclay's--

PRENTICE: [277] Shh! I must ask you to lower your voice.

I specialize in patients who are allergic to sound. . .

They've been known to become violent at the merest whisper.

MATCH: Miss Barclay's stepmother, a woman of otherwise

unblemished character, died recently. Shortly before her

death her name had been linked in a most unpleasant way

with that of Sir Winston Churchill. Mrs. Barclay's association

with the great man gave offense in some circles. However,

the local council, composed by and large of no-nonsense

men and women in their sixties, decided in view of his war

record to overlook Sir Winston's moral lapse. Under e pert

guidance he was to be reintegrated into society. [278]

The task accomplished, it became clear that the great nan

was incomplete. The council decided to sue the heirs of

Mrs. Barclay for those parts of Sir Winston which an army-type

medical had proved to be missing. The council's lawyers

obtained an exhumation order. Early this morning Mrs.

Barclay's coffin was opened in the presence of the Lord

Mayor and Lady Mayoress of this borough. [279] Fainting

women were held back as the official in charge searched high

and low for council property. His efforts were not crowned

with success. Mrs. Barclay had taken nothing with her to

the grave except those things which she ought to have done.



P crosses center.
MP enters from door left with N's uniform which

she drops.
M crosses to MP.
" crosses to P.
P crosses to above chair facing desk.
M exits door right to garden.
MP crosses to cabinet and picks up vase.
MP exits door right to garden.
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That is when the matter came to the attention of the police.

PRENTICE: [280] You suspect my secretary of having stolen

certain parts of Sir Winston Churchill?

MATCH: Yes.

MRS. PRENTICE: [281] Sergeant, here is proof that the young

man was in this room.

MATCH: He can't get far without clothing. [282]

PRENTICE: His progress without clothing last night was

enviable.

MATCH: [283] You still claim, sir, that you have no know-

ledge of the youth's whereabouts?

PRENTICE: Yes.

MATCH: And what has become of Miss Barclay?

PRENTICE: I've no idea.

MRS. PRENTICE: You told Dr. Rance she was burning the

tarbabies. Was that a lie?

PRENTICE: [284] It may have been. I can't remember.

MRS. PRENTICE: You must talk to Dr. Rance, Sergeant. He's

from the government. He may be able to account for my

husband's unusual behavior pattern. Please tell him that

his specialized knowledge is urgently required.

MATCH: Where would the doctor be?

MRS. PRENTICE: In the garden. [285] Now darling, try to

remember why you damaged the flowers in this vase. [286]

It may have a direct bearing on the case. [287]
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[288] G pops head over screen, then back down after line.
[289] P moves to below center of screen.
[290] G pops head over screen.
[291] M enters from door right as G lowers head behind

screen.
[292] P exits with M door right to garden, G comes from

behind screen in her gown, she puts on N's pants,
starts to exit door right, hears some noise and
runs back behind screen with N's jacket, G then
tosses gown over screen into center floor.

[293] N enters from door right in woman's clothes, he
crosses to door left.

[294] MP enters from door right garden and spies N.
[295] N crosses above desk to down left.
[296] N crosses to desk and sits on edge.
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GERALDINE: [288] Tell the truth, sir. All your troubles

spring from a lack of candor.

PRENTICE: [289] My troubles spring from a misguided attempt

to seduce you.

GERALDINE: [290] You never told me you were seducing me.

You said you were interested in my mind. [291]

MATCH: Are you sure that Dr. Rance is out here, sir?

PRENTICE: Yes.

MATCH: Where would he be then?

PRENTICE: In the shrubbery. We've a naked elf on a birdbath.

We often have trouble with Peeping Toms.

MATCH: I'd like you to accompany me, sir. [292] [293]

MRS. PRENTICE: [294] Are you Geraldine Barclay?

NICK: Yes.

MRS. PRENTICE: Where have you been?

NICK: [295] I've been attending to the thousand and one

duties that occupy the average secretary during her working

hours.

MRS. PRENTICE: It doesn't take the whole morning to file

your nails, surely?

NICK: I had to lie down. I was sick.

MRS. PRENTICE: Are you pregnant?

NICK: [296] I can't discuss my employer's business with you.

MRS. PRENTICE: What was your last job?

NICK: I was a hostess at the "One, Two, Three" Club.
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[2971 MP crosses to above chair facing desk.
[298] P and M enter from door right garden with P on

the right.
[299] M crosses to chair facing desk as MP moves to

above desk.
[300] N sits in chair facing desk.
[301] P crosses to table right.
[302] M crosses to center.
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MRS. PRENTICE: [297] It's obvious that you're unsuited to

the work here. I shan't recommend you for employment.

[298] Ah, Sergeant. This is Geraldine Barclay. She'll be

happy to help you in your inquiries.

MATCH: [299] Miss Barclay, I must ask you to produce, or

cause to be produced, the missing parts of Sir Winston

Churchill.

NICK: [300] What do they look like?

MATCH: You're claiming ignorance of the shape and structure

of the objects sought?

NICK: I'm in the dark.

MATCH: You handled them only at night? We shall draw our

own conclusions.

NICK: I'm not the sort of girl to be mixed up in that

kind of thing. I'm an ex-member of the Brownies.

MATCH: Are you concealing unlawful property about your

person?

NICK: No.

MATCH: I'll have to call medical evidence to prove your

story, miss. You must be thoroughly looked into.

PRENTICE: [301] I'm a qualified doctor.

MATCH: Only women are permitted to examine female suspects.

PRENTICE: Doesn't that breed discontent in the force?

MATCH: [302] Among the single men there's a certain amount

of bitterness. Married men who are familiar with the
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[303] MP assists N out of chair.
[304] MP pushes N out door right to garden, P crosses

to desk.
[305] DR enters from door right wards.
[306] Buzzer sounds.
[307] M crosses up to DR.
[308] DR crosses center spies gown and picks it up.
[309] DR exits door left as P follows to door.
[310] M crosses to screen and opens it to show G in page

boy's uniform sitting on couch, M is to left of
screen.

[311] M takes Gby the arm to center stage.
[312] Buzzer sounds.
[313] Stage lights blackout, house lights up full

IPI-
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country are glad to be let off extra map-reading.

MRS. PRENTICE: Sergeant, I'll examine Miss Barclay. That

will solve all our problems. Come along, Miss Barclay. [303]

MATCH: Thank you, ma'am. I accept your kind offer. [304]

[305]

[306]

RANCE: Prentice! The patient has escaped. I've sounded

the alarm.

MATCH: [307] How long has the patient been gone, sir?

RANCE: [308] Only a few minutes. This is her gown. She

must be naked then.

MATCH: Any steps you feel may be necessary to recover your

patient may be taken, sir. [309] She must've come through

this room. You and I were in the garden. Mrs. Prentice

was upstairs. Escape would be out of the question. She

must still be in this room. Only one hiding place is

possible. [310] Are you from the Station Hotel?

GERALDINE: Yes.

MATCH: [311] I want a word with you, my lad.

[312]

[313]



Buzzer sounds.
House lights blackout, stage lights up full
P is in same position as in end of Act I, M is up
left and G is below couch up center.
M crosses to G.
M takes G's arm and takes her down center.
G crosses below M to door left.
P crosses down right.
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ACT II

[1]

[2]

MATCH: [3] Are you from the Station Hotel?

GERALDINE: [4] Yes.

MATCH: [5] I want a word with you, my lad. You're under

arrest.

GERALDINE: You've no idea how glad I am to be arrested.

MATCH: Why?

GERALDINE: I'm in great danger.

MATCH: Who from?

GERALDINE: [6] Dr. Prentice. His conduct is scandalous.

Take me to the police station. I shall prefer charges.

MATCH: Have you anything to say, sir?

PRENTICE: Yes. What this young woman claims is a tissue

of lies.

MATCH: This is a boy, sir. Not a girl. If you're baffled

by the difference it might be as well to approach both with

caution. Let's hear what you've got to say for yourself.

GERALDINE: I came here for a job. On some pretext the

doctor got me to remove my clothes. Afterwards he behaved

in a strange manner.

MATCH: Did he, at any time, attempt to interfere with you?

PRENTICE: [7] You'll be disappointed, Sergeant, if you

imagine that that boy has lost his virginity.



P crosses to desk.
G crosses down to above desk.
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MATCH: I hope he'll be considerably more experienced before

he loses that, sir. What reason had you for taking off his

clothes?

PRENTICE: I wished to assure myself of his unquestioning

obedience. I give a prize each year.

MATCH: Have you been in trouble of this kind before?

PRENTICE: I'm not in trouble.

MATCH: You must realize this boy is bringing a serious

charge against you?

PRENTICE: Yes. It's ridiculous. I'm a married man.

MATCH: Marriage excuses no one the freak's roll-call.

PRENTICE: [8] I'm a respected member of my profession.

Your accusations are absurd.

MATCH: It's not for me to bring accusations in a matter

I don't fully understand.

PRENTICE: The boy has an unsavory reputation. Last night

requires explaining before this morning.

GERALDINE: [9] I had nothing to do with the disgraceful

happenings at the Station Hotel.

MATCH: You deny that on the night of Thursday last you did

behave in an obscene manner with a section of the Priory

Road School for Girls?

GERALDINE: Yes.

MATCH: Nicholas Beckett, I warn you that anything you say

will be taken down and may be used in evidence against you.



[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

G crosses to M.
DR enters from door right, G crosses up to screen.
P sits in chair facing desk.
DR crosses to desk.
DR sits in desk chair.
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GERALDINE: [10] My name is not Nicholas Beckett.

MATCH: Then why d'you suppose I'd wish to arrest you?

GERALDINE: To safeguard my interests?

PRENTICE: You imagine you'll be safe from acts of indecency

in a police station?

GERALDINE: Of course.

PRENTICE: I wish I shared your optimism.

RANCE: [11] Full security arrangements are in force. No

one is to leave the clinic without written permission.

Prentice, get your secretary to issue warrants to every

member of the staff.

PRENTICE: [12] I'll do that, sir, as soon as she's ready

to resume her normal duties.

MATCH: Are you Dr. Rance?

RANCE: Yes.

MATCH: Would you help us clear up a spot of trouble, Doctor?

It's a matter of some urgency. Last night this young man

assaulted a number of female schoolchildren. This morning

he was assaulted in his turn.

RANCE: [13] What can I say? It's a case of "be done by

as you did."

MATCH: The boy has made a serious charge against Dr. Prentice.

He claims he was forced to strip and lie on a couch.

RANCE: [14] A complete list of your indiscretions would

make a best seller. Have you behaved in an unseemly manner?



P rises.
P crosses right.
G crosses down left.
G crosses to M.
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PRENTICE: [15] No! It's just that my nerves are on edge.

RANCE: You should consult a qualified psychiatrist.

PRENTICE: [161 1 am a qualified psychiatrist.

RANCE: You're a fool. That isn't quite the same thing.

Though, in your case, the two may have much in common. Has

the boy come to your notice before?

MATCH: Not on a case of this kind. That's why we have to

be careful. As the doctor rightly says, he has an unsavory

reputation. It may be that he bears Dr. Prentice a grudge.

RANCE: Perhaps this accusation springs from disappointment.

It might have been wiser if you hadn't rejected the young

fellow's blandishments.

PRENTICE: Unnatural vice can ruin a man.

RANCE: Ruin follows the accusation, not the vice. Had you

committed the act you wouldn't now be facing the charge.

PRENTICE: I couldn't commit the act. I'm a heterosexual.

RANCE: I wish you wouldn't use these Chaucerian words.

It's most confusing. How do you propose to get to the

bottom of this affair?

MATCH: A reputable person must examine the lad.

GERALDINE: [17] 1 refuse to be examined!

MATCH: You can't refuse. You're under arrest.

GERALDINE: [18] I'm not Nicholas Beckett. I want to be

taken to prison.

MATCH: If you aren't Nicholas Beckett you can't go to



G sits in chair facing desk.
DR rises.
DR crosses to M.
DR crosses to P, P crosses up right to bookcase.
DR crosses to M and pushes him toward door left.
M exits door left.
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[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
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prison. You're not under arrest.

GERALDINE: [19] I am Nicholas Beckett.

MATCH: Then you're under arrest. You'll submit to a medical

examination.

RANCE: [20] And I shall conduct it. The mind of the victim

of this kind of assault must be considered equally with the

body.

GERALDINE: I haven't been assaulted.

RANCE: Then why make such a foul accusation?

GERALDINE: I didn't accuse anyone. The sergeant made the

accusation.

RANCE: [211 Has Dr. Prentice assaulted you too? [22] Is

it policemen or young boys you're after? At your age it's

high time you came to a decision. Wait outside. I shall

examine the boy and make my report. Afterwards I'll take

a look at you, too.

MATCH: At me?

RANCE: Yes. We can't be too careful.

MATCH: It seems a bit unusual, sir.

RANCE: [23] You're in a madhouse. Unusual behavior is

the order of the day.

MATCH: Only for patients.

RANCE: We've no privileged class here. We practice

democratic lunacy. [24] Take your clothes off, sonny. Lie

on the couch.



G crosses to right.
DR crosses above desk to up left.
P crosses to up center.
DR crosses down to G.
G crosses up right, DR follows until she backs
onto couch with P left behind desk chair and DR
right below cabinet.
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GERALDINE: [25] I shouldn't've behaved as I did, sir. I

wasn't harmed.

RANCE: You enjoyed the experience? Would you enjoy

normal intercourse?

GERALDINE: No. I might get pregnant--or be the cause of

pregnancy in others.

RANCE: He's just given away a vital piece of information.

[26] Do you think of yourself as a girl?

GERALDINE: No.

RANCE: Why not?

GERALDINE: I'm a boy.

RANCE: Do you have the evidence about you?

GERALDINE: I must be a boy. I like girls.

RANCE: I can't quite follow the reasoning there.

PRENTICE: [27] Many men imagine that a preference for

women is, ipso facto, a proof of virility.

RANCE: Someone should really write a book on these folk

myths. Take your trousers down. I'll tell you which sex

you belong to. [28]

GERALDINE: [29] I'd rather not know!

RANCE: You wish to remain in ignorance?

GERALDINE: Yes.

RANCE: I can't encourage you in such a self-indulgent

attitude. You must face facts like the rest of us.

PRENTICE: You're forcing the boy to undergo a repetition
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[30] G stands on couch.
[311 G runs to DR, puts her arms around him and forces

him back against table down right.
[32] MP enters from garden.
[33] DR gets out from under G and exits door right,

MP follows him to garden.
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of a traumatic experience, sir. He might go insane.

RANCE: This is a mental home. He couldn't choose a more

appropriate place. Undress. My time is valuable.

GERALDINE: [30] I can't go on, Doctor! I must tell the

truth. I'm not a boy! I'm a girl!

RANCE: Excellent. A confession at last. He wishes to

believe he's a girl in order to minimize the feelings of

guilt after homosexual intercourse.

GERALDINE: I pretended to be a boy. I did it to help

Dr. Prentice.

RANCE: How does it help a man if a girl pretends to be a boy?

GERALDINE: Wives are angry if they find their husbands have

undressed and seduced a girl.

RANCE: But boys are fair game? I doubt whether your very

personal view of society would go unchallenged.

GERALDINE: [31] Undress me then, Doctor! Do >whatever you

like, only prove that I'm a girl.

RANCE: If he's going to carry on like this he'll have to

be strapped down.

MRS. PRENTICE: [32] Dr. Rance, would you take a look at

Miss Barclay? She refuses to undress in front of a woman.

RANCE: How about in front of a man?

MRS. PRENTICE: I haven't sounded her on the subject.

RANCE: I wonder if I could tempt her. I'll give it a [33]

try. She may be a nymphomaniac. If this boy becomes



G crosses up to door right.
P crosses to G.
G runs to door left and DR enters from garden.
P crosses to center.
DR crosses to P.
P crosses to table right.
MP and N enter from door right with MP staying in
door and N crossing to P at table right.
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[35]
[36]
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foul-mouthed keep him on the boil till I return.

GERALDINE: [34] I'll go through the garden, Doctor. I can

get a taxi home.

PRENTICE: [35] That isn't possible. Dr. Rance has arranged

for strict security precautions to be in force until the

patient is recaptured.

GERALDINE: When the patient is recaptured can I go?

PRENTICE: No.

GERALDINE: Why not?

PRENTICE: You are the patient. [36]

RANCE: Prentice, your secretary is standing on a table

fighting off any attempt to undress her. She seems incapable

of conducting herself in a proper manner.

PRENTICE: [37] She's given me no cause for complaint.

RANCE: But you expect a secretary to misbehave herself.

It's a condition of employment. [38] Do you realize the

woman uses a razor?

PRENTICE: [39] I see nothing remarkable in that. Mrs.

Prentice has occasion sometimes to remove unwanted hair.

RANCE: From her chin? There are two sexes. The unpalatable

truth must be faced. Your attempts at a merger can end in

heartbreak. [40]

MRS. PRENTICE: Miss Barclay is calmer now, Doctor. I've

given her a sedative.

RANCE: What an absorbing picture of the mind in decay.
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[41] N crosses below DR to face G with back to DR.
[42] MP crosses down to P.
[43] DR crosses up to G, as he does N crosses to

cabinet and DR brings G center.
[44] MP crosses to center so that G is in middle, DR

on left and MP on right.
[45] DR crosses to P.
[46] P crosses down left.
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Why won't you allow Mrs. Prentice to undress you?

MRS. PRENTICE: Her objections appear to be religious. She

claims to be at one with God.

RANCE: Come here, sonny. [41] Were you present when Dr.

Prentice used this youth unnaturally?

NICK: What is unnatural?

RANCE: How disturbing the questions of the mad can be.

MRS. PRENTICE: Has my husband misbehaved with that boy?

RANCE: It's impossible to say with any degree of accuracy.

He refuses to cooperate with a medical examination.

MRS. PRENTICE: [421 What happened to the other boy?

RANCE: Which boy?

MRS. PRENTICE: The one my husband undressed.

RANCE: [43] This is the boy he undressed.

MRS. PRENTICE: No. He undressed the boy who made a nuisance

of himself to me.

RANCE: Isn't this the same one?

MRS. PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: There's another boy?

MRS. PRENTICE: [441 He was being interviewed for a secre-

tarial post. My husband made him undress.

RANCE: [45] How long have you been a pervert?

PRENTICE: [46] I'm not a pervert!

RANCE: How would you describe a man who mauls young boys,

importunes policemen and lives on terms of intimacy with



[47] DR crosses to up center extreme right, P sits in
desk chair.

[48] MP exits door left.
[49] N and G meet up center in front of couch.
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a woman who shaves twice a day?

PRENTICE: I'd say the man was a pervert.

RANCE: I'm glad you're beginning to face the realities of

the situation. [471 Who are you if you're not Nicholas

Beckett?

PRENTICE: His name is Gerald Barclay.

RANCE: Is he this young woman's brother?

PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: What happened then to Nicholas Beckett?

PRENTICE: He left an hour ago to resume his duties at the

Station Hotel.

MRS. PRENTICE: He can't have! I took his uniform. He'd

be naked.

PRENTICE: From what one hears of the Station Hotel the

uniform is optional.

RANCE: I hope we haven't lost another one. We'll be alone

with our miracle drugs if many more go. Find out whether

the boy has returned to the hotel.

MRS. PRENTICE: I'll call immediately. [48]

RANCE: Prepare the necessary papers. I'm certifying these

two. [49]

NICK: Can't you do something about him, sir? He's off

his head.

RANCE: I am a representative of order, you of chaos. Unless

that fact is faced, I can never hope to cure you. Make out



P rises.
P crosses to DR.
P crosses to center.
DR crosses down right to right side of table.
P crosses to left of table.
DR hands P pills.
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[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
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the committal orders for me to sign.

PRENTICE: [50] I can't agree to such drastic action. We've

no evidence of insanity. These children are no more ill

than I am.

RANCE: But your condition is worse than theirs.

PRENTICE: I can't accept that.

RANCE: No madman ever accepts madness. Only the sane do

that. I'm relieving you of your post as head of the clinic.

You'll do as I say from now on.

PRENTICE: [51] I resent your handling of this affair, sir.

I shall make my views known to the commissioners.

RANCE: I doubt whether the view of a madman will carry

much weight with the commissioners.

PRENTICE: I'm not mad. [52] It only looks that way.

RANCE: [53] Your actions today could get the Archbishop

of Canterbury declared non-compos.

PRENTICE: I'm not the Archbishop of Canterbury.

RANCE: That will come at a later stage of your illness.

PRENTICE: [541 Your interpretation of my behavior is mis-

placed and erroneous. If anyone borders on lunacy it's you

yourself!

RANCE: Bearing in mind your abnormality, that is a normal

reaction. The sane appear as strange to the mad as the mad

to the sane. [55] Take two of these.

PRENTICE: What are they?



DR exits to wards door right, P follows to door.
P crosses to desk and sits in desk chair.
N crosses to desk.
G moves more to right.
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RANCE: Dangerous drugs intended to relieve your patholog-

ically elevated mood. Be careful not to exceed the stated

dose. I shall return shortly. All of you remain here. [56]

NICK: Why is he wearing my uniform?

GERALDINE: Why is she wearing my shoes?

PRENTICE: [57] He isn't a boy. He's a girl. She isn't

a girl. She's a boy. And we'll all be sharing the same

cell at this rate.

NICK: If we changed clothes, sir, we could get things back

to normal.

PRENTICE: We'd then have to account for the disappearance

of my secretary and the page boy.

GERALDINE: But they don't exist!

PRENTICE: When people who don't exist disappear the account

of their departure must be convincing.

NICK: [58] Is the policeman corruptible?

PRENTICE: Why?

NICK: I must have his uniform.

PRENTICE: For what reason?

NICK: To arrest Nicholas Beckett.

PRENTICE: But you're Nicholas Beckett.

NICK: Once I've arrested myself you can write me off.

GERALDINE: [59] Aren't you multiplying our problems instead

of dividing them?

NICK: Some glib pretext will get her out of the way. Then
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[601 DR enters from door right and grabs G.
[61] G and DR exit door right.
[62] P rises and crosses to center.
[63] N crosses to desk, opens drawer, gets pills, P

crosses to door left as N hides behind desk on
lower side of desk, change line to "Hide."

[64] M enters from door left.
[65] P pushes M to couch.
[66] P moves to center right as M sits on couch.
[67] P crosses uo to M.
[68] P takes M's shoes and sets them on desk, as he

turns away N lifts them to himself, the same with
the shirt and as M drops his pants MP enters from
door left. On her entrance N should be behind
downstage of desk, P at desk, M at couch.
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she and I can change clothes. [60]

RANCE: I'm putting this youth into a padded cell. Rampant

hermaphroditism must be discouraged.

PRENTICE: Quite right.

GERALDINE: Twice declared insane in one day! And they said

I'd be working for a cheerful, well-spoken crowd. Oh, I'm

glad my parents are dead. This would've killed them. [611

PRENTICE: [62] I'll get the sergeant to undress so you can

have his uniform. I'm suspected of the offense, I might

as well commit it. We'll need something to calm him down.

A mild tranquilizer wouldn't harm him, I suppose. You'll

find a box of anti-depressants in the top righthand drawer

of my desk. [63] Would you step this way, Sergeant? Hide

in there.

MATCH: [64] You wish to speak to me, Doctor?

PRENTICE: [65] Yes. Dr. Rance has asked me to examine you.

I'd like you to undress and lie on that couch.

MATCH: I haven't been interferred with.

PRENTICE: Never mind about that. Strip down to your

underwear.

MATCH: [66] If you make any attempt to arouse me, Doctor,

I shall call for help.

PRENTICE: It's easy to see why you've never been interferred

with. You place too many obstacles in the way. [67] Come

along. Come along. Speed is essential. [68]
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[691 P crosses right.
[70] MP crosses to P.
[71] MP exits door right.
[72] P moves to left of screen where M removes trousers

and P hands him the pills.
[73] M lies on couch and P pulls screen, N and P meet

center.
[74] N exits to garden, P goes to desk.
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MRS. PRENTICE: What were you doing with your trousers

down, officer?

MATCH: The doctor is going to examine me.

MRS. PRENTICE: Why?

MATCH: There's reason to suppose that I had a nasty exper-

ience a short time ago.

MRS. PRENTICE: What kind of experience?

PRENTICE: [69] He was meddled with.

MRS. PRENTICE: By whom?

PRENTICE: Me.

MRS. PRENTICE: [70] And why are you examining him?

PRENTICE: To find out whether his story is true.

MRS. PRENTICE: Don't you know?

PRENTICE: No. I didn't feel a thing.

MRS. PRENTICE: Where is Dr. Rance?

PRENTICE: He's just certified the hotel page. He's

putting him in a padded cell.

MRS. PRENTICE: I must speak to him. Things are getting

out of control. [71]

PRENTICE: Remove your trousers, Sergeant, and we'll continue.

[72] Swallow these. Take as many as you like. They're

quite harmless. Now I want you to lie on this couch and

concentrate on the closing chapters of your favorite work

of fiction. [73] In the garden you'll find a little summer-

house. You won't be disturbed in there. [74]



[

[1

75] N re-enters from door right.
76] P crosses to screen.
77] N exits door left, MP enters door right as N

enters door left in his underwear and exits door
right to garden, MP screams and exits to garden
whereupon P exits door right to wards..

78] MP enters from door right and crosses to center.

79] DR enters from wards door right.
80] MP crosses to chair facing desk and sits.
81] DR crosses down right.
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NICK: [75] The helmet, sir!

PRENTICE: [76] The helmet, Sergeant!

MATCH: In the hall, sir.

PRENTICE: Leave Miss Barclay's clothes in the wards. [771

MRS. PRENTICE: [78] This place is like a madhouse!

RANCE: [79] Where is Dr. Prentice?

MRS. PRENTICE: I don't know. When I returned from telephoning

the Station Hotel he was undressing the sergeant.

RANCE: How would you describe his relations with the

sergeant?

MRS. PRENTICE: Strange and, in many ways, puzzling. He's

called him into this room on several occasions and then

abruptly dismissed him.

RANCE: Playing the coquette, eh? Well, well, it adds

spice to a love affair. What news of the missing patient?

MRS. PRENTICE: None.

RANCE: And what's the report from the Station Hotel?

MRS. PRENTICE: [80] They state that they have no page

called Gerald Barclay on their register. The youth you've

certified insane must be an impostor.

RANCE: And what of Nicholas Beckett--the real page boy?

MRS. PRENTICE: He hasn't returned to the hotel. And when

he disappeared his uniform was in my possession.

RANCE: [81] Two young people--one mad and one sexually

insatiable--both naked--are roaming this house. At all costs
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[82] DR crosses to center.
[831 MP rises.
[84] MP and DR exit door left as P and N enter from

door right. . . P from the wards, N from the
garden.

[85] M makes noise behind screen, P pulls back screen
and M starts tumbling center, as he rocks back and
forth center, P grabs chair facing desk to place
behind him and N pushes M into chair so that the
chair is center, M is in the chair and P is above
to left of chair and N is below to right of chair.

[86] P and N try to lift M to his feet.
[87] N picks up dress by cabinet.
[88] P crosses left.
[89] N tries to put dress on M.
[90] P puts shoes in lab coat pocket.
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we must prevent a collision. Oh, this is incredible. When

I publish it, I'll make my fortune. My "documentary type"

novelette will go into twelve record-breaking reprints.

[82] I'll be able to leave the service of the government

and bask in the attentions of those who, like myself, find

other people's iniquity puts money in their purse. What's

this? The pills I gave your husband? It's empty. He's

taken an overdose! We have here terrible evidence of

conflict. His tormented mind, seeking release, has led him

to attempt to destroy himself.

MRS. PRENTICE: [83] Suicide? This is so unexpected.

RANCE: Just when one least expects it, the unexpected always

happens. We must find him before it's too late. [84]

PRENTICE: Miss Barclay has escaped from the padded cell!

[85] My God! I've poisoned him! [861

NICK: He's frozen, sir.

PRENTICE: The effect of the drug. We find the same process

at work in corpses. He'll be all right if we -get him in

the open air so he can sleep it off.

NICK: [87] Get some clothes on him and dump him outside.

PRENTICE: [88] How will I explain the presence in my garden

of the drugged police sergeant?

NICK: [89] You're guilty. You don't have to explain. Only

the innocent do that.

PRENTICE: [90] Oh, if this ever gets out I'll be reduced
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[91] P and N carry M in chair to exit door right to
garden.

[92] MP and DR enter from door left, exchange look and
MP exits to garden, DR exits to wards, MP enters
from garden, DR enters from wards.

[93] DR crosses down left and eventually climbs up on
desk.

[94] DR steps off desk and crosses to MP and guides
her to table right.
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to casting horoscopes. [91]

MRS. PRENTICE: [92] Dr. Rance, I've just seen my husband

carrying a woman into the shrubbery.

RANCE: Was she struggling?

MRS. PRENTICE: No.

RANCE: Then a new and frightening possibility presents

itself. The drugs in this box may not have been used for

suicide, but for murder. Your husband has made away with

his secretary!

MRS. PRENTICE: Isn't that a little melodramatic, Doctor?

RANCE: [93] Lunatics are melodramatic. The subtleties of

drama are wasted on them. Everything is now clear. The

final chapters of my book are knitting together; incest,

buggery, outrageous women and strange love cults catering

to depraved appetites. All the fashionable bric-a-brac.

My "unbiased account" of the famous sex-killer Prentice

will undoubtably add a great deal to our understanding of

such creatures. Society must be made aware of the growing

menace of pornography. The whole treacherous avant-garde

movement will be exposed for what it is--an instrument for
inciting decent citizens to commit bizarre crimes against

humanity and the state! [94] You have, under your roof,
my dear, one of the most remarkable lunatics of all time.

We must institute a search for the corpse. As a trans-

vestite, fetishist, bisexual murderer Dr. Prentice display
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[95] P enters from garden with chair and crosses todesk placing chair in its proper place.
[96] P puts shoes on desk and sits at desk.
[971 DR crosses to desk.
[98] DR crosses to MP.
[99] DR crosses to desk.
[100] DR crosses to MP.
[101] DR crosses to desk.
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considerable deviation overlap. We may get necrophilia

too. As a sort of bonus. [95] Would you confirm, Prentice,

that your wife saw you carrying a body into the shrubbery?

PRENTICE: Yes. I have an explanation for my conduct.

RANCE: I'm not interested in your explanations. I can

provide my own. Where is your secretary?

PRENTICE: [961 I've given her the sack.

RANCE: He killed her and wrapped her body in a sack. The

word association is very clear.

PRENTICE: I haven't killed anyone!

RANCE: [97] Your answer is in accord with the complex

structure of your neurosis.

PRENTICE: The person my wife saw wasn't dead. They were

asleep.

RANCE: [98] He hopes for a resurrection. We've a link

here with primitive religion. [99] Why have you turned your

back on the God of your fathers?

PRENTICE: I'm a rationalist.

RANCE: You can't be a rationalist in an irrational world.

It isn't rational. Was it your intention to wear these

shoes for auto-erotic excitement?

PRENTICE: No, I'm a perfectly normal man.

RANCE: [100] His belief in normality is quite abnormal.

[101] Was the girl killed before or after you took her

clothes off?
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[102] P rises.
[103] DR crosses to MP.
[104] DR exits door left.
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PRENTICE: He wasn't a girl. He was a man.

MRS. PRENTICE: He was wearing a dress.

PRENTICE: He was a man for all that.

RANCE: Women wear dresses, Prentice, not men. I won't be

a party to the wanton destruction of a fine old tradition.

Did you change clothes with your victim before it died?

PRENTICE: [1021 Nobody died! The person you saw me with

was a policeman who'd taken an overdose of narcotics.

MRS. PRENTICE: Why was he dressed as a woman?

PRENTICE: He was naked when I found him. The dress was

readily to hand.

MRS. PRENTICE: Where were his own clothes?

PRENTICE: A boy had stolen them.

RANCE: [103] Mrs. Prentice, the time has come to call a

halt to this Graeco-Roman hallucination. Is there a strait

jacket in the house?

MRS. PRENTICE: Modern methods of treatment have rendered

the strait jacket obsolete.

RANCE: I'm well aware of that. We still use them nonetheless.

Have you one here?

MRS. PRENTICE: The porter has a few.

RANCE: We can take no chances with your husband in his

present condition. Keep him occupied until I return. [104]

PRENTICE: Is this another of your plots to undermine my

reputation for sound judgment, you treacherous harpy?



P pounds desk.
P sits.
MP crosses to desk.
P rises.
P crosses to MP, grabs her and pushes her to above
desk, MP moves to above 'desk with push.
P slaps MP on rear, MP leans over desk facing left.
DR enters from door left with straitjacket, P
stops what he is doing picks up shoes off desk and
exits door right.

a _____
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[105]
[1061
[107]
[108]
[109]

[110]
[1111
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MRS. PRENTICE: Dr. Rance believes that you've caused a poor

girl's death, darling. You may be called upon to accept

a period of restraint.

PRENTICE: [105] Miss Barclay isn't dead!

MRS. PRENTICE: Produce her then and your difficulties

will be over.

PRENTICE: [1061 I can't.

MRS. PRENTICE: Why not.?

PRENTICE: She's not wearing a dress. You surprised me

this morning when I was attempting to seduce her.

MRS. PRENTICE: [107] If we're to save our marriage, my

dear, you must admit that you prefer boys to women.

PRENTICE: [108] I won't have you making scandalous alle-

gations about a matter of which you know nothing.

MRS. PRENTICE: The page at the hotel accused you of behaving

in an indecent manner.

PRENTICE: That wasn't a boy. It was a girl.

MRS. PRENTICE: Admit that you prefer your sex to mine.

I've no hesitation in saying that I do.

PRENTICE: [109] You filthy degenerate! Take your clothes off!
MRS. PRENTICE: Are you going to beat me? Do if you wish.

Your psychotic experiences are immensely valuable to you

and should be encouraged rather than thwarted or repressed.

[110] Oh, my darling! This is the way to sexual adjustment

in marriage. [111]



MP swings round and faces right.
DR crosses down left.
MP faces DR and sits in chair facing desk.
N enters from door right garden to up right.
DR crosses center.
N blocks door right.
DR crosses up to N.
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[112]
[113]
[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]
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RANCE: What are you doing?

MRS. PRENTICE: [112] Oh, Doctor, during your absence my

husband became violent and struck me.

RANCE: Did you enjoy it?

MRS. PRENTICE: At first. But the pleasures of the senses

quickly pall.

RANCE: [113] We must lose no time in putting Dr. Prentice

under restraint. We'll need help in the enterprise. Have

you no brawny youth upon whom you can call in time of stress?

MRS. PRENTICE: [114] I'm a married woman, Doctor! Your

suggestion is in the worst of taste.

NICK: [115] Doctor, I'd like a word with you about my

brother, Nicholas Beckett. I've just arrested him.

RANCE: Why?

NICK: He'd broken the law.

RANCE: [116] And because of that he's to be treated as a

common criminal? What's happened to the Anglo-Saxon love

of fair play? Did you see Dr. Prentice in the garden?

NICK: No.

RANCE: We must find him. We have reason to believe he

has killed his secretary.

NICK: [117] He can't have. He's got the Order of the Garter.

RANCE: [118] These cabalistic signs are of no more use in

warding off evil than the moons and stars on a sorcerer's

hat. We shall need your help in tracking down that mindless
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[119] N crosses to up center below screen.
[120] N crosses to MP.
[121] DR crosses to down center.
[122] N crosses to DR.
[123] DR crosses below MP to desk, tosses straitjacket

to N.
[124] DR searches drawers of desk, finds guns, gives oneto MP.
[125] MP rises.
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killer.

NICK: Oh, Doctor, I'm sick of all this. [119] I have to

make a confession.

RANCE: You must call for an appointment. I can't listen

to confessions off the cuff.

NICK: I am Nicholas Beckett. I dressed as Geraldine Barclay

at the doctor's request, never imagining that I was unwittingly

assisting a psychopath. [120] That's why I objected to

being undressed. It would've embarrassed me.

RANCE: [121] Have you aided other men in their perverted

follies?

NICK: [122] During my last term at school I was the slave

of a corporal in the Army.

RANCE: Were you never warned of the dangers inherent in

such relationships?

NICK: When he was sent overseas he left me a copy of "The

Way to Healthy Manhood."

RANCE: A case of opening the barn door after the horse is

in. [123] This is a strait jacket. I require your help in

persuading Dr. Prentice to put it on. There may be violence.

His body has a mind of its own. Have you any guns?

MRS. PRENTICE: Guns?

RANCE: [124] Oh, here. There are two. Take one.

MRS. PRENTICE: [125] You will make sure before you fire that

my husband isn't waving an olive branch?
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[126] DR exits door right wards.
[127] MP exits door left.
[128] P enters from garden carrying dress, crosses

down to desk.
[1291 M enters from door right garden, crosses and

exits door left, as he crosses P puts helmet on
his head.

[130] G enters from wards and crosses to P.
[131] P chases G to down right stage.
[132] N starts for P as M enters from door left and

exits door right.
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RANCE: An olive branch can be used as an offensive weapon.

I'm loath to certify a fellow psychiatrist. It causes such

bad feelings within the profession. [126]

MRS. PRENTICE: Take no chances. Call for help the minute

you see Dr. Prentice. [127]

PRENTICE: [128] Oh, there you are. Miss Barclay is nowhere

to be found. Have you seen her? I want you to cooperate

with me in getting things back to normal in this house.

MATCH: [129] I'm ready to be examined when you are, Doctor.

GERALDINE: [130] They're combing the grounds for us, Doctor!

They've got guns. What shall we do?

PRENTICE: It would help me considerably if you'd take your

clothes off. You must lose no time in getting undressed.

Both of you.

NICK: If I do that, sir, will you put this on?

PRENTICE: Of course not! That's a strait jacket. I won't

be a party to kinky capers. You've lived too long at the

Station Hotel to know how decent people behave. Now do as

I say and undress!

GERALDINE: [131] You're behaving like a maniac!

NICK: He is a maniac. He's murdered a woman and hidden

her body somewhere.

PRENTICE: Who is responsible for these vile stories?

NICK: Dr. Rance is having you certified. I've got to get

you into this! [132]
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[133] Gang strip, G takes off uniform and N takes off
jacket and pants, both do this with their backs
to each other while P watches from up center, G
then takes dress and exits door right while MP
enters from door left and N jumps up on couch.

[134] MP backs P out toward garden where 'MP shoots at
him.

[135] Start "Lone Ranger" part of William Tell Overture.
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[136] On shot at P, N jumps off couch and exits door
left, MP shoots at him, crosses to door left. Genters from door right till she sees MP and exits
door right. MP shoots at G and runs to door right,M enters from door right and exits door left, MP
shoots at M and crosses to door left, .N enters
from door left and exits door right,
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[1361 (Continued) MP shoots at N and crosses to door
right, G enters from door right as M enters from
door left, they meet down center and G exits door
right, M exits door left, DR enters from door
right crosses to desk, N enters from door left
and crosses to left of desk, G enters from door
right, crosses to table, while M enters from
door left and sits in desk chair, P enters from
door right to center stage, MP crosses to right
of G, below G, to chair facing desk and sits,
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[1361 (Continued) G follows MP as P follows G as M, N,
and DR rise. G, P, N, N, and DR form a semi-circle
around MP and almost close in around her. MP
screams and rises. M exits door left, DR exits
door right, N goes to door left, finds it closed,
runs to door right and collides with P as P exits
door right. N runs to door left, as G exits door
right, N collides with MP and then exits door
right. MP crosses to below couch as. . .
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Music ends.
(Continued) . . . DR enters from door right.
MP grabs DR frantically.
DR calmly crosses down left to desk.
NP crosses to DR.
DR moves MP to couch.
G enters from door right, DR grabs G.
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[137]
[136]
[138]
[139]
[140]
[141]
[142]
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MATCH: I'm ready when you are, Doctor!

PRENTICE: Put that down. Take your clothes off. Don't

you know the penalty for impersonating a sergeant? Put on

your own clothing. Give this youth that tunic and put on

this dress and all our problems will be solved. [133]

[134]

MRS. PRENTICE: [135] Come with me and lie down!

PRENTICE: The woman is insatiable.

MRS. PRENTICE: Unless you make love to me I shall shoot you.

PRENTICE: No husband can be expected to give his best at

gun point. [136]

[1371

MRS. PRENTICE: [1381 Doctor Rance! Doctor Rance! The

world is full of naked men running in all directions!

RANCE: [139] When did these delusions start?

MRS. PRENTICE: Just now.

RANCE: It's not difficult to guess what's on your mind,

my dear. Are you having marital troubles?

MRS. PRENTICE: Well, yes. My husband refuses to prescribe

anything.

RANCE: A man shouldn't have to drug his wife to achieve

a happy union.

MRS. PRENTICE: [1401 I don't want drugs. I want account

taken of my sexual nature.

RANCE: [141] Where do you keep your tranquilizers? [142]
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[143] MP brings DR straitjacket then helps DR put
straitjacket on G center.

[144] MP exits door right, G should be lying down center
with her head pointing down stage;

[145] DR is standing straddle over G.
[146] DR throws himself on G.
[147] MP enters from wards.
[148] DR stands up.
[149] MP crosses to DR.
[150] DR crosses down right.
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At last we've caught the patient! Get the strait jacket!

[143]

GERALDINE: I'm not a patient. I'm telling the truth!

RANCE: It's much too late to tell the truth. These final

harrowing scenes will be lavishly illustrated with graphs

showing the effect of her downfall upon her poor tortured

mind. Meanwhile, in his temple of love, the hideous Dr.

Prentice and his acolyte are praying to their false gods,

unaware that the forces of reason have got their measure.

Fetch a syringe. [144]

GERALDINE: What have I done to deserve this? I've always

led such a respectable life.

RANCE: [145] Where is the body?

GERALDINE: I don't know.

RANCE: Are you under the seal of the confessional? What

black rites were you initiated into by that foul priest

of the Unknown? [1461 Let me cure your neuroses! It's the

only thing I want out of life.

MRS. PRENTICE: [147] What is the meaning of this exhibition?

RANCE: [148] It's a new and hitherto untried type of therapy.

I think it's viable under the circumstances.

MRS. PRENTICE: [149] Your treatment seems designed to plunge

the patient deeper into lunacy rather than achieve any

lasting cure.

RANCE: [1501 Someone whose unconscious is as quirky as your
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[151] DR crosses up to MP, takes needle and helps G to
her feet whereupon she immediately runs up center
to screen, DR moves down left to desk.

[152] DR shoots medicine in mouth.
[153] DR exits door right to wards.
[154] N enters from garden, MP sees him and crosses

down left to chair facing desk.
[155] N crosses to G.
[156] N moves down to above table right.
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own could hardly be expected to understand my methods.

MRS. PRENTICE: What do you mean by that?

RANCE: I'm referring to those naked men you encounter with

an increasing degree of frequency.

MRS. PRENTICE: You've seen them too.

RANCE: What does that prove? Merely that you've given me

your wretched disease. Give me that! [151]

MRS. PRENTICE: Shouldn't I swab the patient's arm?

RANCE: You don't imagine I'm wasting this stuff on her,

do you? For what it costs an ounce, it would be criminal.

[152] Go and call the police.

MRS. PRENTICE: There's a policeman outside, naked in the

center of the garden.

RANCE: If he is, indeed naked, how do you dare to presume

he is a policeman?

MRS. PRENTICE: He's wearing his helmet.

RANCE: The bounds of decency have long been overstepped

in this house. Your subconscious cannot be encouraged in

its skulduggery. Remain where you are. I'll call the police.

[153] 1[154]

MRS. PRENTICE: Oh, I'm losing my mind!

GERALDINE: [155] Help me!

NICK: Why are you tied up?

GERALDINE: Dr. Rance did it. He says I'm mad.

NICK: [156] He's a psychiatrist, he must know. He wouldn't
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[157] N indicates MP.
[158] N helps G out of jacket.
[159] P enters from door right garden while G and N are

center getting G out of jacket.
[160] MP sits in chair facing desk, N and G advance with

straitjacket to MP, N gets her gun and they start
to put jacket on MP.

[161] P crosses to MP, N and G--MP is in chair facing
desk, G is on her left, N on her right--DR enters
from wards waving gun, P grabs gun from N, G
backs to bookcase up left, N backs up to screen
as DR and- P face each other.

[162] DR and P start a dance of sorts circling each
other with whomever is saying his line up stage
facing down while the other is squatting downstage
facing up as both circle.
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put you in a strait jacket if you were sane. He'd have to

be mad.

GERALDINE: He is mad!

NICK: [157] Is she mad?

GERALDINE: She thinks she is. She imagines you're a figment

of her imagination.

NICK: [158] Mrs. Prentice, she can see me. Doesn't that

prove I'm real?

MRS. PRENTICE: No. She's mad.

NICK: If you think I'm a phantom of your subconscious you

must be mad. [159]

PRENTICE: Why were you chasing me with a gun? Do you think

I'm mad?

MRS. PRENTICE: I am mad! 11601

PRENTICE: Are you all mad? Stop! A husband must be allowed

to put his own wife into a strait jacket. It's one of the

few pleasures left in modern marriage. [161] Stand away!

Doctor Rance! ..Your conduct today has been a model of official

irresponsibility and I'm going to certify you.

RANCE: [162] No. I am going to certify you.

PRENTICE: I have the weapon. You have the choice. What

is it to be? Madness or death, neither of which would

enable you to continue to be employed by the Government.

RANCE: That isn't true. The higher reaches of the civil

service are recruited entirely from corpses or madmen. Your
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[163] M enters from door left, we should have G at
bookcase left, N below screen MP in chair facing
desk, P to above table right facing down left,
DR diagonal from P facing right.

[164] N grabs G.
[165] P grabs gun from DR, crosses to MP.
[166] Start Theme from movie "Lost Horizon," Roger

Williams rendition.
[167] G down left while DR has countered down and to

the right.
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deterrent is useless. Put it down. I'll have you in a

jacket within the hour.

PRENTICE: Is that a record for you?

RANCE: By no means. I once put a whole family into a

communal strait jacket.

PRENTICE: How proud your mother must've been.

RANCE: She wasn't, I'm afraid. It was my own family, you

see. I've a snapshot of the scene at home. My foot placed

squarely upon my father's head. I sent it to Sigmund

Freud and had a charming postcard in reply.

MATCH: [163] I'm still ready to be examined, Doctor.

RANCE: What have you done with Geraldine Barclay?

GERALDINE: I'm here.

MATCH: [164] Will you kindly produce, or cause to be produced,

the missing part of Sir Winston Churchill?

PRENTICE: [165] Stop! All of you! We are now approaching

what our racier novelists term the climax. Release my wife

and the young woman, too. The story you're about to [166]

hear is concerned solely with the heart: the mind and its

mysteries could not have been further from my thoughts when,

early this morning, in what must be the most ill-timed attempt

at seduction ever, I persuaded that young woman to take her

clothes off.

GERALDINE: [167] Mrs. Prentice mistook my dress for her own

and, by an oversight, you mistook me for a patient. Dr.



P crosses to center right.
G crosses below desk to table right.
DR removes brooch from pocket and crosses to G.
N crosses to G, DR counters left to desk.
M crosses to left of MP.
N and G put their two pieces together.
M crosses to above table and between N and G.
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[1681
[169]
[1701
[171]
[1721
[173]
[1741
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Prentice asked me to keep quiet in order to protect his good

name. What could I do? I was terrified of exposure.

MRS. PRENTICE: You were naked at the time?

GERALDINE: Yes. Under duress I agreed to help the doctor.

I've never ceased reproaching myself. The whole day has

been spent fighting to retain my self-respect.

PRENTICE: [168] Oh, if I live to be ninety, I'll never again

attempt sexual intercourse.

RANCE: I'd be willing to stake my professional reputation

upon the fact that this girl has been the victim of an

incestuous attack. I won't go back upon my diagnosis. My

publishers will sue me for loss of royalties.

GERALDINE: I'm sure my shorthand speed has been affected

by what I've suffered today. [169] And I wish to report the

loss of my lucky elephant charm.

RANCE: [170] Is this the piece of jewelry to which you

refer? I removed it from your neck when I cut your hair.

GERALDINE: Yes. It has great sentimental value.

NICK: [171] Look. I've got one like that.

MRS. PRENTICE: [1721 A single brooch can be made of these

two fragments. Oh, my heart is beating like a wild thing!

NICK & GERALDINE: t173] It's true!

MATCH: [174] Two elephants carrying a richly engraved howdah

in which is seated a young and beautiful woman--perhaps a

princess of the royal line--magnificent example of oriental
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[175] M crosses to MP and then down left past desk.
[176] P backs towards bookcase right.
[177] G and N should be facing each other across the

table. P should be up right near bookcase. DR
should be up center. MP seated in chair facing
desk, and M down left below desk.

[178] MP rises and crosses down center as DR counters
left.

[179] N crosses below MP to left as DR counters to left.
[180] G crosses to above and to right of MP.
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craftsmanship. [175] How did you know this was a single

piece?

MRS. PRENTICE: It belonged to me once. Many years ago,

when I was a young woman, I was raped in a linen closet on

the second floor of the Station Hotel. [176] As the man left

me he pressed that brooch into my hands in part payment.

[1771

MATCH: How did these children come to be in possession of

the separate halves?

MRS. PRENTICE: I paid for my misdemeanor by conceiving twins.

It was impossible for me to keep them--I was by then engaged

to be married to a promising young psychiatrist. I decided

to abandon them to their fate. I broke the brooch in half

and pinned a separate piece to each babe. I then placed them

at either end of the small country town in which I was a

resident. Some kind people must've brought the children

up as their own. [178] Oh children! I am your mother! Can

you ever forgive me for what I did?

NICK: What kind of mother must you have been to stay alone

at the Station Hotel? [179]

MRS. PRENTICE: I was employed as a Chambermaid. I did it

for a joke shortly after the war. The effect of a Labor

Government on the middle classes had to be seen to be believed.

GERALDINE: [180] Was our father also employed by the Station

Hotel?

MRS. PRENTICE: I never saw your father. The incident
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[181] P crosses down right.
[1821 MP and P meet center stage while G counters to

right.
[183] As DR speaks P and G join hands and move down

right so that DR moves to right of desk behind
chair facing desk.

[184] MP and N hug center stage.
[1851 DR stands on chair facing desk.
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occurred during a power failure. I became pregnant as I

waited for normal services to be resumed.

PRENTICE: [181] You'll find an inscription on the back of

the brooch, sir--"To Lillian from Avis. Christmas 1939."

I found that brooch many years ago. It was on the pavement

outside a large department store.

RANCE: Who were Lillian and Avis?

PRENTICE: I've no idea. It fell from the collar of a

Pekinese. Lillian and Avis may have been the creature's

owners. I haven't seen it since I pressed it into the hand

of a chambermaid whom I debauched shortly before my marriage.

MRS. PRENTICE: 1182] I understand now why you suggested

that we spend our wedding night in a linen closet!

PRENTICE: I wished to recreate a moment that was very

precious to me. My darling, we have been instrumental in

uncovering a number of remarkable peccadilloes today.

RANCE: [183] If you are this child's father my book can be

written in good faith--she is the victim of an incestuous

attack!

MRS. PRENTICE: [184] And so am I, doctor! My son has a

collection of photographs which prove beyond doubt that he

attempted to seduce me in the same hotel--indeed in the same

linen closet where his conception took place.

RANCE: [185] Double incest is even more likely to produce

a best-seller than murder--and this is as it should be for
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[186] G, P, MP, N, DR, and M join hands and form a linecenter stage and bow to audience.
[187] Stage lights blackout, house lights up full
[188] Music continues as audience leaves.

--I 1-..-.
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love must bring greater joy than violence.

PRENTICE: Come, let us put on our clothes and face the

world. [186]

[187]

[1881



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The director of a theatrical production learns a

great deal about the art of the theatre while making deci-

sions, giving blocking instructions, explaining how a line

should be said, and even watching the final dress rehearsal.

So it was with the directing of What the Butler Saw in

the North Texas State University Summer Repertory Theatre

Company of 1976. This chapter summarizes that learning

experience and makes recommendations about future projects

of this kind.

Summary

The preparation of What the Butler Saw began with

consideration of the director. Was it possible for a

student to direct other students in a major production and

command the dedication needed? Could a student director

put together a suitable production for a paying audience?

Studying the life of the playwright, examining his other

works, reading the reviews, analyzing the script, looking

for three dimensional characters, and knowing of the

difficulties in staging helped answer these questions in

the affirmative. Chapter I presented the results of this

224
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study. What the Butler Saw was seen to be a madcap search.

The characters searched for what they wanted, driven by the

quest. The ridiculous trials encountered in the search

lead to the playwright's statements concerning sex, marriage,

politics, medicine, justice and insanity.

Given this conclusion, before the first day of re-

hearsal the director planned blocking moves, sound effects,

light cues, property lists, possible gestures, line inter-

pretation, the set, the costumes, and the rehearsal time.

All these factors were examined in light of the probable

audience. It was decided to stress the farcical nature of

the play, underplay the "sermons," downplay the nudity,

and alter the language to an American context. It was

further decided to emphasize in all publicity that the

play was an "adult comedy."

If limitations of the Studio Theatre are considered,

What the Butler Saw had very few technical problems. The

sets, costumes, and properties were easily obtainable. The

light cues were few and simple; the sound cues involved

a buzzer, a bell, and a siren.

The addition of music was the director's decision;

sometimes it worked and sometimes it did not. The intention

was to stress the absurdity of the situation. Upon entering

the stage area, prior to opening curtain, the audience of

What fthe Butler Saw heard various tunes from You're A Good
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Man, Charlie Brown., Light, uplifting, comical, and defi-

nitely not tragic, this music brought the audience to a

mood of lightheartedness directly opposed to the mood of

What the Butler Saw.

This shocking reversal of mood seemed to work. The

music that underscored the romantic-melodramatic-farcical-

satirical denouement--Roger Williams rendition of Lost

Horizon theme--also helped the audience accept Orton's

complex dramatic milieu.

Accompanying the farcical chase scene with the "William

Tell Overture," however, may have made the absurdity of

the wild, screaming, loud, gun-firing, door-slamming scene

greater than the material required. Lack of rehearsal

time was one factor that prevented the music and the

choreography of the chase scene from being as smoothly

coordinated as they should have been. Special rehearsals

were called to work on these, but the director waited too

long before beginning work on the timing of the music with

the blocking.

No problems that could not be solved arose from casting

difficulties or from the inexperience of the actor-technicians.

There were few disagreements that were not settled within

a matter of minutes.

The closeness of the actors to the audience provided

a test of concentration for the actors; only one cast member
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of What the Butler Saw showed a tendency for breaking

character, and the director used a wide-ranging vocabulary

to insist that the situation not occur again during per-

formance.

Recommendations as a Guide to Future
Graduate Directors

From the reactions of the audiences--full houses,

loud and plentiful laughter, prolonged applause--the pro-

duction of What the Butler Saw by the North Texas Summer

Repertory Theatre Company in the Studio Theatre July 28

through 30, 1976, was a success. The production also found

favor with a number of trained observers, both faculty

members and students, and the following statements summarize

these critical observations:

A. More attention should have been devoted to making

the set and playing area more realistic. The screen behind

which Geraldine undressed was not typical of a doctor's

office screen. The set was stripped of all but the most

necessary objects, and more should have been found. Yet

the actors used every object onstage; the bookcases were

part of the play rather than just being decoration; various

properties were hidden in wastebaskets or drawers. The

actors not only sat at the desk, but also sat or stood on

it. The same was true of the chairs, the table and the

couch. Every inch of available floor space, and every
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possible level, were used. Mrs. Prentice, Nicholas,

Geraldine and Dr. Rance all knelt, laid, or fell on the

floor at different times, and thus provided variety of

picturization. The constant movement of characters, with

no one actor standing still for a prolonged period of

time, emphasized the search going on.

B. All the performances were close to the same level

of quality. The performance by the actor portraying

Sergeant Match was criticized as weak and at the same time

defended as having little to work with. The control of

the tempo and the delivery of lines were applauded, both

tasks being major feats of the actors. Intensity and

concentration were strong. Though the actors rushed some

of their lines and failed to hold for laughter in places,

pauses, when they occurred, were staged for purposes of

comic timing.

C. Music before the actual play contributed to a

mood of lighthearted relaxation. Uncertainty over the

play's structure and approach was eliminated; it was con-

ceivable that musical comedy sounds would be played prior

to a performance of a tragedy, but it was highly unlikely.

D. Properties were handled well onstage; there were

no awkward, clumsy, or uncomfortable moments with them.

These observations helped make the director aware of

his strengths and weaknesses and made the decision to use
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a graduate student in the Summer Repertory Theatre Company

seem worthwhile. Yet consideration should be given to how

much advance preparation the graduate director has done.

The choosing of a play, the research, and even the casting

should be completed before the previous spring semester is

concluded. In fact, the selecting process, the research,

and the "home-work" need to be completed well in advance

of casting.

Provided the director is positive about what he wants

the production to be for the audience, three weeks are

ample for rehearsal only if the actors have their lines

memorized in advance of the first day of rehearsal. Twenty-

one days are enough for almost any production a graduate-

director would want to do under Summer Repertory Theatre

conditions.

It is important for the graduate student director to

feel he has the full support of the faculty and that his

production is the equal of the others. The graduate student

director should be made aware that the production is the

total responsibility of the graduate-director. Faculty

advice and counseling should be available and is recommended,

since the director is still a student, but the director

should be the one to decide whether or not to use off-white

or bone paint, for example, or whether fifty dollars or

ten dollars should be spent on publicity, or whether an
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actor repeatedly late at rehearsals should be dropped from

the cast and another actor found.

In summary, then, the graduate student director should

be selected carefully and early, be made aware of what is

expected of him, should be given the counseling due a

student simultaneously with the cooperation and the

independence due a faculty colleague.
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FUN-FILLED PRODUCTIONS

BOX OFFICE REERVATIONS - TICKETS

ALL PERFORMNCES . . . . 8:00 P.M.

ALL TICKETS $1.50

For Reservations Call

78&-2428

Box Office Open Daily 10 - 4
beginning Monday before each show

THE TIGER
Director: Johnny Wi1ias JUNE 23-25 STUDIO THEATRE
Winner of the Vernon Rice and Outer Ci rcle Awards. The /now
York critics called it "Fresh and coi al." The funny story of
a mail carrier's revolt against society as he kidnaps a housewife.

and (double bill)

A PHOENIX TOO FREQUENT
Dir sector: Johnny Williams
Satiric comedy and delight ful verse. 'he story of a pious widow
who mourns for the death of her recently deceased husband--until
.a handsome guard appears.

LUV
Director: Stanley K. Hamilton J ULY 1-3 UNIVERSITYOne of Broadway's brightest comedy hts. A wildly funny THEATREspoof. The critics calle it "an evening of unalloyed pleasure
of sustained and perfect comedy, of total, tempestuous and
glorious glee."

WHAT THE BUTLER SAW
Director: Danny Rogers ILY 8-30 STUDIO TA farce filled with a wild melee of disappearances, disguises
and discoveries. The revi.wers said this play i "hilarious,
outrageous. .it dazzles . *Joe Or ton's most riotously funny play."

YOU RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE *ROWN
Director: Rfailph B. Cup AUGUST i ,A IGUS 5/ UN I IVER S I T'A imsical Las;cd on th co)CstrJ, "PEANU S." t is THEAan average day in the cif or Charlie Prown, made up from
Vaientinx's Day to the baseball season, all mixed in with theiveS oI his friends (both h:m n Ar, ), 1 z

THEATRE

Y
T R



232For t third c.asn t Div 'th t 1ma a W th x4 t 232
w4JJ oery r SZummLT ( r ' m 0m t, e urmf ce. On.y f ir twv:

something unique has bee dc i Tn .gd, Producer Ot the !,ac Sc;UU0Lr
Iusic21s, 2hzs madI? J 7 aIppren ti cesh" Os 1v ie to N.TS.U. SuiT' mm&r Repe irtorn

Company mTb rs at the Mu a- . 7hs mnr tht our 26 member Cor pan
'71 be divider into Lwo crous en InrtIcipt cf torjnpatingjIn two prcions s'

Cn CtTrC ) 'n s20 U]r ft ss n, aU eCh UOYr~king 3 a pprWcflsc in the
ix pcduct on departments of th DI s urmer 'usicals the other auwoes

S Gs11xoz. Certainly, the pro6'uti n w:k on campus w 11,reflect the exciting
)5r2jssid tiingour UI Coma>n mt  47 , 1wv2r, in D l1as. The dual programing

Of OY-cmUs peroductions and Lns fSeIssOnl apprenticeship w Ik s
Lrcght t0 the an CC xigt ong, tap(n f, i t COO, TOUT @7 thea t-u stunt s

rom & Ss tht state an nat . ;aefh won an audition to gain advi-7ttn-
to th Company. Our production will ' introduce them to you n 2CPerson, but
1 7 now mect themr by name:

EWK IORTH iEXA?
CATHERI NE ALDERETE and DA' 1 ANDERSO[

Act:ress and actr from t a : Thur High Sch)o, Irving, Tex-as
DON N A BU LLOC K 1974 Texas Junior Miss and Junior College State Acting

Award Winner

J ENN I N E M k y Actress, dancer, and Dallas Fashion lodel from Ki1 gore
Junior Coilegq

TYRONE MARSHALL T cnia' heatre IUC J rom L'frton, as
STE N I E4 FSTATESON Winneru of many :ct.ig aw reds at Lenton gh c12hoo.

BaA Ni N BAE AcLor and w11 101 ,;co0 ct ing awards fromT ? ior, TxaS

B A ECKIE Actr css froa HILYLEs.or, TKxs

Rp C A Actors [rym ha to: n, iv w J rse;
JAINA H$USTQN Ac trs s ro honiai, (xs

KATHY HALL, JAY V ECCH1-10.;RIHEDyE
ActrePs and actors from Grand PIrahioi igh School

RE EPERTORY COMPANY RADU\TE DiRECTOR S
DAN P ROG E RS Dirctor: o' What 7Of I f4r w, from Arkansas

J -HWNNYV WIL iS )istorV oi ITheJr i montI. Tooe uents
ianagitfg direvoz of tL Denten ComUnity "Firehouse" Theatre

SU S AN R E AD 1975 lissK xa coneStntc f, singer and model
MARK K,NNEDY Technical hecaLre myr
J I ROL ELINS Actor and mrrvbor of our 1975 Parpertory company
PETE VANSYCK- .LE Actor

K ARL Bt KAActor, si nger, and Dai1as club entertainer
BARAiA FL Ar ETCHER LtcAst seen i h TSU G pr dlc on.
APR L HENDR I C K Actress and cost Um assistant
D'IANA INGRAHA wvri ctr s, 'anrvr

JOY POTH e C Inv iI "r and art
DA& QRAUT L. E' etr i, aL t EIn in The Creck prodction
YNNETTE KDILGR DrPctig I tudenA

PLA )TO ATTNID:
Each Production Has rcn7 ' Selectedc! ard Directed for a

Summer EvcLn ing of Fase and Fun



TO: Directors of Summer Repert ory Produtlon

FROM: Dr. Marder

RE: Program and other information
Please complete and return to

PLAY TITLE: / r $ & rz-- A
AUTh1R: Oi w Cor&
PUBISEER: $-/#tca F Z6 2& '
DIRECTOR: Qg KY ..bccS'
PERFORMANCE DATES: f - 637cQ ,i 3c
PERFOPMNCE TIMES: t'c'+-
THEATRE: fl-tro 7~,rrr
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Ly- )+/2 b&es.
BUDGET: . 2* ' 2
CAST:

Character

6't x-e' 7
T-f t)c,

PRODUCTION STAFF:

Drama Office as soon as possible

Actor

O41
/6KIV/rt

C

TINE AND -PLACE OF PLAY:

Act and Scene Di~visi"*o",Ls (note where and ienath of intermissions)

I/r e&5&z - //2KZctIf -64,91 sA'tc-U z27

Dsri pt ivcprs to advertise your s hov:

4/mr ~~ ~" wet"! ~-u- 1. .~-t
2~ - ctA$ >7 <~9 '7001-A

PI a4se >ave cop is of a rehaarsa sachedu e to
posAble. Include time, lac, ay, and whar
working backl to back nced to clear rehn'arSals

the Drama Office as soon as
will be reheased. Directors
xith one another.

./

ay 13, 1976
233
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TO: All Cast Members of What The Butler Saw

FROM: Danny C. Rogers

SUBJECT: Finally you hear from your director.

You will please note that your script of What The Butler Saw is
enclosed. Take care; this is not to be lost, mislaid, spindalated, mutilated,
or left at home. This is your script, paid for by department money, to keep.
This is your script, to be done with as you please, to learn lines, write down
blocking, pick up cues, and appease your director. We have neither the time
nor the money to replace lost or destroyed scripts.

The major reason for receiving your script this far ahead of rehearsals
is so you can memorize your lines. We have a total of sixteen days in which
to prepare a full length, play for a paying audience. That leaves absolutely
no time for learning lines during rehearsals.

Knowing full well how difficult it is to learn lines without the other
cast members, knowing full well how difficult it is to learn lines without
the blocking, and knowing full well how difficult it is to learn lines without
being sure of interpretation, I still ask for you to learn your lines by the
first day of rehearsals. Please!

Blocking, interpretation, ensemble acting we can work on. Lack of
time, however, will not allow for line rehearsals. When What The Butler
Saw rehearsals begin all lines are due.

A rehearsal schedule has been worked out, in cooperation with You're
A Good Man Charlie Brown, so that you may get tired but you will not get
killed. Expect rehearsals every day from day one on and come prepared to work.
The first rehearsal forWhat TheButer Saw is Monday, July 12, at One P.M.,
in the Studio Theatre of the Speech and Drama Building so be on time, bring
a pencil, and bring your script!

We have a very short period of time to do a complicated play. It can
be done. It will take coopercation, patience, determnation, and hard work on
everyone's part. With the cast we have, it will be don6.

I look forward to a very exciting experience-.

Sincerely,

Danny C. Rogsie
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DRAMA 299
Summer Repertory Theatre

Second Summer Session - Dr. Carl J. Marder III
(July 12 - Aug. 7)

I. Objectives

A. To provide students the opportunity to gain academic credit for
participation in a summer theatre situation.

B. To afford students the opportunity to gain the practical experiences
involved in working in all phases of theatre as is common in a
"summer stock/Rep" situation.

II. Requirements

A. All students are held responsible for the satisfactory completion
of crew assignments, lab work and acting roles.

B. All students will be available for technical and production crew
work between the hours of 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. week days. It
is assumed students will complete a minimal requirement of 45
hours of work in the shops and/or Box Office/Publicity areas
during this 1:00 to 4:00 time period daily.

C. In addition each student will serve on a running crew for the show
which he or she is not cast. (These running crews also include
Usher, Bo Office and House, and involve night work. Time here
is above the 45 hour minimal listed above.)

D. In short, every on-campus repertory company member will be actively
involved with each show. From beginning through strike.

E. Students will keep time cards of crew/tech work (not reh. & perf.)
and have these cards initialed by the supervisor in the area in
which they worked--daily.

F. Attendance is required at all crew sessions in the afternoons,
as is reh. and perf. attendance required as applicable. Absenteeism
will result in lowering of grades or expulsion from the company.

III. Examinations

There will be no written examinations.

IV. Grades will be determined by a committee of the faculty and company
supervisors.

V. If you have questions see me (Dr. Marder). Office hours are available
through the Divisional Secretary.
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VI. Rehearsals are generally set as follows:

Butler - weekdays 4-8
Charlie Brown - weekdays 8-12

weekends - as scheduled
weekends - as scheduled

WORK CREW ASSIGNMENTS

Technical Director
Asst. Technical Directors
Box Office/Publicity

Ty Marshall
Mark Kennedy, Jim Rollins
Kay Hannah (secretary)

CREWS
(altered as work requires)
(1:00 - 4:00 p.m. daily)

Brandon Baade
*Jim Rollins (shop foreman)
David Anderson
Richard Duhon
Mark Kennedy

Dan Brantley
*Mark Kennedy

LynnEtte Kilgore

COSTUMES:

PROPS:

PUBLICITY/BOX OFFICE:

Catherine Alderete
Donna Bullock

*LynnEtte Kilgore
Susan Read

Kathy Hall
*Jeannine Mayberry

*Richard Duhon
Susan Read
Catherine Alderete

*In charge of area

Running crews will be assigned.

Those in charge of tech areas check with Ty Marshall
before scheduling work.

Those in B.O./Pub. check with Kay Hannah (secretary)
before scheduling work.

SHOP:

LIGHTS:
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T Cast of "What The Butler Saw"

FROM: Your feeble-minded director

SUBJECT: Time marches on Jne 16, 1976

It has recently come to miy attention that the middle of June is fast
receding. This is a situation over which I have no control. I do, however,
think that a good strong "Oh Dirty-Word!!" would make us all feel some
better. I leave that to your own discretion .

Now that It has been pointed out that June is moving too soon, I have
my eye on July. (That catchy little poem is yours for just 50 and two box
tops.) Low and behold, when looking at July, I see rehearsals beginning
July 12. Did you forget? Of course you didn't. You didn't forget that lines
are to be memorized July 12th? You didn't forget where we are meeting for our
first rehearsal? You didn't forget that your director has a heart condition when
it comes to unpleasant surprises? No, of course you didn't.

With the departure of Jay Vecchio from the cast it has been necessary
for a replacement to be found in the role of Nick. At least three people are
under consideration at this time and a new bell boy will be cast this week.
So that takes care of that problem. If there are any new problems please don't
tell me until 1981, one problem a decade is all I can handle.

See you July 12th,

DanrnyG Roerr<
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DENTON, TEXAS -UeUbers
of North Texas State University's*
Summer Repertory Theater,
with Danny Rogers, former
sareian Rs one of the directors,
will get doble billing this season
by apprenticing at the Dallas
Summer Musicals.,

For the first time in the
Repertory Company's three
years, Tom Hughes, Dallas
Sm Cmer Musicals producer, has
give 'a apprenticeships to
Repertory Comnipany members.

.usan Read, Grand Prairie
senior and a 1975 Miss T exas
contestant, and James Rollins,
MDnahans senior, are serving as
assistant directors of the Sum-
mer Musicals production of
"Gone With the Wind," which
runs through June 27, and other
Repertory Company members
will work as stage crews, ac-
cordinc to Dr. Carl Marder, f

4 tWEymggy

director of the NTSU drama,
division

The 26-member NTSU Summer.
Repertory Company will divide
into two groups, each par-
ticipating in two productions on
campus one summer session and
working as apprentices in the six
production departments of the
Dallas Summer Musicals the
other summer session.

Members of the Repertory
Company, which includes invited
guests Kathy Hall and Rickie
Dye, students at Grand Prairie
High School, as well as present
NTSU students from other
schools, auditioned for ad-
mittance to the theater group.

Denton graduate student
Johnny Williams, who is
managing director of the Denton
Community Theater, is directing
the first 'Repertory presentation,
a doublebill of "The Tiger" and.
"A Phoenix Too Frequent," June
23-25 at the Studio Theater. '

Other Repertory presentations
are "Luv," slated for July 1-3 in
the University Theater, with Dr.
Starey Hamilton of the speech
communication and drama.
faculty as director; "WVhat the
Butler Saw," July 28-30 in' the
Studio Theater, with Searcy
graduate student Danny Rogers,
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Rogers of Route 4, as director
and "'You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown," August 5-7 in their

University Theater, with faculty
member Dr. Ralph B. Culp as
director.

Joining current NTSU students
in the theater group wi be
Catherine Alderrete and David
Anderson from MacArthur Pig h
School, Irving; Donna Bullock,
1974 Texas Junior Miss and
junior college state acting award
winner; and Jeannine Mayberry,
actress, dancer and Dallas
fashion model from Kilgore
Junior College.

Also visitingg the campus as
repertory members are Tyrone
Marshall of Wharton, Stephanie
Stateson of Denton, Brandon .
Baade of Tyler, Beckle Bonner of
Hillsboro, Richard Duhon of

Eatontown, New Jersey, and

Janna Houston of Bonhan.
NTSU' students participate in

the theater group, in addition to
Miss Read and Rollins, are Philip
VarSyc le, Mark Kennedy, Joy
Poth and Barbara Fletcher, all of
Dallas; Diana Ingraham of
Lubbock Karl Brinkman of
Shickley, Nebraska, Dan
Brantley of Hurst; April Hen-
dricks of Anna; and Lynnette
Kilgore of Fort Worth.

0

f
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Speech Colmunication Dra:a

Educa.dal-oeE

(These first bldgs are very
important as they will be
most interested in our

Bus Yf productions.)

Woj -dcy---Social Science)

Eglsh- ForeigniLanguages

P.E. Bldg E Ie 7~1

Psychology "

All other building on campus

*As you take flyers to bldgs. with faculty boxes, also post
lyers on bulletin boards in buildings.

*Put flyers in several noticeable p laces in Union Bldg.and also
on the bulletin boards outside U.B.

*Pt t flyers in all occupied dormitories (bulletin boards in lobbies).
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R;,e Comdy

An ad It comedy that the dir sector
rated "R" opens Wednesday at the
Studio Theatre in the Speech and Drama
Building. "What the Butler S " will
run Wednesday through July _ and
will open each night at 8.

Danny Rogers, Searcy, Ark., graduate
student, is directing "Butler" as histhesis production. "It's not the langua e
that is rated 6R,' but the subject m4r,"
Rogers said.

THE SETTING for the full-len th,
two-act play is a psychiatrist's office.
The plot revolves around seduction,
blackmail, rape, confused identities anddisguises. Rogers describes the comvdy
as a "romantic farce,"which pO es fU 'at doctors, politicians, authority and
sex.

Timing is an important *part of theplay since some characters will be hid-
den from other characters and thenquickly relocated. "That's what we're
working on now. We're also trying tokeep the humor from being cheap
humor. It won't be vulgar. It will be keptout of the locker room," Rogers said.

" What th-e Butler Saw," is from arough-draft script by Joe Orton.
"Holes" appear in the script becauseOrton died shortly after finishing thedraft. According to Rogers, "Directors
have had trouble with the script andeach one has his own interpretation.

"The comedy is there. It's just a mat-ter of ,S carrying it out. My actors range
from a high school student to a graduatestudent. The job right now is to (et all
the actors to perform on the same level,"
"Butler's" director said.

BECAUSE OF other Summer Reper-
tory pLays before and after "'Butler," theproduction has o be put together i twoweeks, That is less thar normal timrv t'l-

lowed for such an undertaking.
Rehearsals for the six actors that make

up the cast run seventdays a week. The
cast for "What the Butler Saw" is James
Rollins, Monahans senior; Susan Read,
Grand Prairie senior; Chris Hodges,Denton junior; Da vid Anderson, Irvingfreshman; Leonard Thurman, Laredo
gr4,aduate student; and Kathy Hall,Grand Prairiedhigh school serrior.

Rogers attended the University ofCentral Arkansas and directed several
ole-act plays while there. "Butler" will
be te third play he has directed at
NTSU. His credits include the student
one-act play "The Father" and a dinner

tfkeatr production "Blithe Spirit."Tickets for "What the Butler Saw,"t at
$5 go on sale Monday at the box of-
lice, Speech and Drama Building. More
information is available by calling 788-
2428.
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Sun 'y,Ju1y25, 1976 Ut 4 V z N 3 C

NTSLJ to unce
What j7utler Sw
DENTON (SR) - "WhLt tie Butler

Saw," will bepresented by the North
Texas Ste Uiversity drama division
Wednesday through Friday.

The ird presentation y the NTUI
summer repertory theater, at t m in
the Studio T , mis "for adult audi
ences because )of ot subjct matter."

The NTSU theater will Preoet
"You're A Good Mn, Charlie Drown," a
children's show, Aug. 5-1.

Tickets for the stmr plays are
$1.50. Reservations may be made by
calling 817-788-2428. The box office is
open daily '0 alma-4 p.m. beginning
Monday before eaCh show.
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ANTSUc StaingAdutomed-r

m este ,settingfor oi faircica loat seuvt InI _j fk aen u t i. and
b ackmail in "Whiat the Butler Saw, a
play to bp presented by the North Texas0Stote Univvrsity drama division

The Ird prlb ' ntatin by the NTSU
't rcc repertory theater. slated for

p.m. in the Studio Theater, Is "for adlt t
audiences because of the subject
niatter." said graduate student Danny
Rogers, director 6f the Joe Orton play.

Children will have their turn for t
theater when the summiner acting group
presents "You're A Good Man. Charlie
Brown' Xu g. 5-7, Rogers added.

Tickets for the snumaer plays are
$1.50. Reservations At rn inmdo by
calling 783-2428. The box ffice is open
daily from 10 an. r.to pm.

In a melee of characters and cir-
cumstances, "What the Butler Saw'
opens with a psychiatrist's attempt to
seduce a young womaan.
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Psychiatric ncouflter
Or. ancc, " a government mental man," played
by C. hris Hodges, Denton junior, arrives to
vesig ate Dr. Prentice, played by James Rollins,
Monahans senior, m6the NT Summer Repertory

Photo by RONDA PH LLIPS

Company production of "What The Butklr Saw."
The play which opened Wednesday in thax Studio
Theater will run through Friday. Admission is
P1.50. Performances begin at 8 p.m.
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'W, 4 Daily Rview

By JOAN M CCI 2EN DON vantage of all the possibilhties available

Amus';ysits Fditor to illustrate those character traits.
-lodges and Read ar esp>ily skid d

Tere s rnothin quit so cheeng as at this. The only character of any

uo ,t npit p'ay that i'lustrates the weakness, perhaps s, is Sergeant Mateh,

rt ost to the whoe character make
dcggre of' prfection.

"tWhat $th Butler Saw," a North
Texas productiOn that opened Wednes-
day in the Studio Theatre, i outra-
geous, delightful, amusing and full of

!,cr-than-life characters that contri-
bute colorful scenes and dialog.

During the production one realizes
that there is no butler in the play, but in
fact, it Is the audience that plays that
role. Only the audience is fully aware of
al of the events taking place, as well as
the true identities of each of the
characters.

The comedy, vvhich the director, Dan-
y (ogers, Searcy, Ark., graduate stu-

dent, describes as "R" rated, is a story
built on sex, seduction, insanity and
power.

The list of characters comprised of
two psychi atrists, played by rJames Rol-
lins, Monahans senior, and Chris
Hodges, uenton junior; a
nymphonia c played by Susan Read,
Grand Prairi senior; an innocent, virgin
secretary, played :y Kathy Hall, Grand
Prairie high school senior a naive hotel

employee in the blackr",Jrig business,
played by Leonard Thurman, Laredo
graduate student; and an easily led
police officer, played by David

Andeson Iring freshman.&ndekAicraVrg 5

"'What The Butl e Saw" is a successful
coMredy t hat begins with a strong foun-

ation of simply beig g el:ritter
l7ay Thedialog is cle ver ad ra
tribes to the pace of' th comedy.

he strength of the cvript is doubled
by iheS of the aawors themselves.

ach ar prscnts a clear, strong
charcrzteiIationd gre s' n to tak ad-

presented clearly or quickly enough.
The timing of the production lags in a

few spots, but the pace is quickly picked
up as the action and surprises race

on. The productioncontinues through
Friday. Admission is $.0

44
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEEfCH AND DRAMA

UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS 53200

PRODUCTION Date J.09a.2.. 1976

TICKETS

BEGINNING NUMBER

Red 000982

ENDING NUMBER

001222

NUMBER SOLD

233*

UNIT PRICE

$1.50

TOTAL PRICE

349,50

7 tickets not acc unted for were unc aimed and ua7d 77or.

I -illfj,
Comp mentn ry*j

Yellow 007601 007642 41

_IL__
I I __ _ _ _ _ __:_

TOTAL TICKETS SOLD 233

TOTAL TICKETS RECEIVED _________

TOTAL TICKETS RETURNED *7 (

BUSINE-SS OFFICE RECEIPT NUMBERS

attached)

TOTAL SALES

BOX OFFICE CASH

AMOUNT DEPOSITED

* List of ncimes attached

-- m3Mk 0-1, . -. :-T ITIE -.UM T LER SA. W

I--- -1 - --

440 --- Mmo.
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NAME OF PRODUCTION WII THE BLUTER lAW _Date July28,29,30, 197E

COMPLIENTARY TICKETS S TSON TIC TS ________

TO # of tickets Student

Chris Hodges 5
Carl J. Murder 2
Thomas Newton (Ty Marshall) 1
Richard Duhon 2
Diana Ingraham 1
Jan Parten 1
Brandon Baade 1

Lynnette Kilgore 2

Ty Marshall 2
Kay Hannah I
Kathy Hall 2
Ralph Culp 2
Danny Rogers 10
Dr. Glick 2
Mark Kennedy 2
Catherine Alderete 2

Susan Read 2

40
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D ATES: 1Jul 28, 28 and 30, 1976

PERFORMANCES: 3 EVENINGS

BUDGET: $2 2500L

PL ACF: Studio Th atre

DTICTOR: Danny P i$ers

EXPENSES:

$

Production Expenses .....

Ve&I3/Under Budget...... $752.9

INCOME,

Total tox Office. . . . . . $ 349.50
Season Tickets (Pro-rated) .

TOTAL INX'tW $ 349L.50

TOTAL EXPENSES

Total Income

Profit sbas

~. 174.81

$ 174.81

$
349.50

$ 174.69

ATTENDANCE':

Tickets Sold:

Non-'Students . . . . . . )
Students ... .. ) 233
50 (Groups) . . . .

Total Tickets Solda .o............ ....... a ava0aa aaaaae ...e..... * 233

Complimentary Tickets (Including Season Tickets) 41

TOTAL ATTEN)ANCE .-.......... .....*......... . 274

REA2oN OF EPENSES:

S._crpts _Poyalt y .Son _ Publicity Costumes

$22.00 $60.C0 $47.37 $21,87 $23.57
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